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Abstract 

In a measurement performed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory we have mea

sured the branching ratio for the weak radiative decay of the A hyperon. Our 

result, 
rate(A->n + 7 ) = ^ ± 0 f ^ 

rate ( A —• anything ) 

is the second, but most precise, measurement of this quantity. It is in slight dis

agreement with the earlier measurement. 

Using a thick copper degrader, kaons of initial momentum 680 M e V / c were 

brought to rest in a liquid hydrogen target. Absorption of these kaons on target 

protons produced a A, either directly via the reaction K~p —> A + T T 0 , or indirectly 

via the reaction K~p —> S° + 7r° with subsequent decay, E° —> A + 7. The occurrence 

of each of these processes was established by observing the ir° decay photons in a 

modular Na l detector, the Crystal Box. This detector was used to measure the 

energy and position of the final state particles, and hence allowed the topology of 

the event to be reconstructed. 

A wide range of theoretical techniques have been employed to estimate hy

peron weak radiative decay amplitudes, including pole models, symmetry argu

ments, P C A C , and direct quark level calculations. These calculations must combine 

facets of the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions. Hence, hyperon decays 

provide a testing ground for theorists to measure their ability to bring together 

these components in a relatively simple system. We discuss the implications of our 

result for a representative selection of theoretical estimates. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction. 

1.1 Historical Perspective. 

The first unambiguous observation of A particles, by Rochester and Butler in 

1947 [1], heralded the beginning of a new era in nuclear and particle physics. These 

particles exhibited a most perplexing property. They were being produced in pro

lific quantities, indicative of the presence of strong or electromagnetic processes, yet 

they decayed with a long life time reminiscent of the weak interaction. 

It was many years before a satisfactory explanation for this peculiar feature 

was developed, and its solution required the introduction of a new quantum number, 

aptly named "strangeness". The theory assumed that strangeness could be violated 

in weak processes, but that it was a conserved quantity in the strong and electro

magnetic interactions. In the latter instances it was expected to behave much like 

the regular electric charge. Hence from strangeness the notion of hypercharge was 

developed, and baryons with strange content became known as hyperons. The ease 

with which these particles were produced was explained by the observation that 

they were produced in pairs with no net change in strangeness. This was coined 

the principle of associated production. 

The discovery of strangeness led to the development of a new classification 

scheme based on the existence of a fundamental symmetry existing between the 

most basic building blocks of nature. It was noticed that the mesons, hyperons, and 

other baryons could all be neatly classified by using group theoretic techniques, and 

by assuming that they were composed from a set of hypothetical "quarks", of which 
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there were postulated to be three types, or flavours. The subsequent discovery of 

the firmly predicted by these symmetry arguments, was a most impressive and 

convincing confirmation of quark flavour as an approximate symmetry in nature. 

The quarks were initially assumed to be fictitious mathematical particles. 

However, experiments conducted in the late 1960's were able to observe scattering 

of electrons off point-like objects within a proton, suggesting that quarks were real 

physical particles within the nucleon. The importance of these experiments was 

recently recognized by the awarding of the 1990 Nobel Prize in Physics to Friedman, 

Kendall and Taylor for their achievements. [2,3] 

While our understanding of the fundamental interactions between non-strange 

particles is still far from complete, the hyperons have given us the opportunity to 

explore new avenues, and to get a different perspective on the many outstanding 

problems in nuclear and particle physics. 

In the earliest experiments, a limited supply of hyperons made direct hyperon-

nucleon interactions very difficult to study. Hence the nuclear properties of hyperons 

were investigated through their binding in nuclei. This opened up the rich and active 

field of hypernuclear physics. In the present age, we have at our disposal intense 

beams of kaons which may be used to produce hyperons. A new generation of 

experiments has become feasible, and fresh ideas are being stimulated. A cornucopia 

of information is being released through the study of hyperons and hypernuclear 

physics. 

Hyperon weak radiative decays are an example of one such area currently 

under investigation. These decays are weak by virtue of being strangeness non-

conserving, and are accompanied by the radiative emission of photons. In addition 

to these weak and electromagnetic processes, the presence of hadrons implies the 

existence of strong interaction effects as well. Hence a complete understanding of 

hyperon weak radiative decay processes requires an insight into the marriage of the 
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weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions. As a result, these processes have 

been studied theoretically and experimentally, with varying degrees of success, for 

over 20 years. Despite their relatively low branching ratios, resulting in a paucity of 

data, they have been particularly attractive to theorists as there are no final state 

interactions complicating the calculations. 

1.2 The E811 Experimental Program. 

This thesis reports on a measurement of the branching ratio for the weak radiative 

decay process; 

A-+n + 7 (1.1) 

Prior to our measurement, this decay process had been observed, with poor sta

tistical accuracy, in just one other experiment which obtained a branching ratio of 

1.02 ± 0.33 x 10 - 3 [4]. Our goal was to design an experiment capable of making a 

substantial improvement in the accuracy and precision of this branching ratio. 

This measurement represented the culmination of an ambitious program to 

study a number of relatively rare processes which followed the capture of negative 

kaons on hydrogen and deuterium nuclei. The second half of this program, E811-II, 

was dedicated to studying the A weak radiative decay process. In the first phase of 

the experiment, hereafter referred to as E811-I, the following branching ratios were 

determined; 

1. Radiative kaon capture on hydrogen. [5,6] 

A + 7 BR = (0.86l°;i?) x 10~3 (1.2) 

I < - + p - + E ° + 7 BR = (1.44 ±0 .23 ) x 10 - 3 (1.3) 

2. Radiative kaon capture on deuterium, [7,8] 

K~ + d-* A + n + 7 BR = (1.94 ± 0 . 1 2 ±0 .28 ) x 10 - 3 (1.4) 
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where the errors given are the statistical and systematic uncertainties respec

tively. 

3. Weak radiative decay of S + . [9,10] 

+ 7 BR = (1.45±S:M) X 10"3 (1.5) 

A common feature of all the reactions studied in E811 was the emission of high 

energy photons. The strength of E811 was its ability to detect these photons with 

either extremely good energy resolution, or by being able to discern the individual 

photons of high multiplicity events. 

1.2.1 Overview of the Experiment: E811-II 

The purpose of E811-II was to measure the branching ratio of the decay A —> n + 7. 

The A particles have a mean lifetime of 2.6 x 10 - 1 0 seconds, and are neutral. Hence 

they are not readily transported and must be produced at the core of the detector 

assembly. Each of the particles A, S° and K~ has strangeness S= —1, so a A can be 

created through the strong or electromagnetic interactions by stopping a negative 

kaon on a proton in a liquid hydrogen target. Specifically the principal production 

channels are: 

K-+p -> A + 7 T 0 6.7% (1.6) 

K-+p -» S° + 7r° 27.3% (1.7) 
«-• A + 7 100.0% 

A detailed account of the mechanism by which the kaons are produced and 

transported to the experimental area will be presented in a later section. 

Our detector was chosen for its ability to discern individual photons in events 

with multiple decay products. Since a 7r° decays with a high probability to two 
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photons, (98.8%), our detector was an excellent 7r° spectrometer. This capability-

was exploited to tag A production either directly, (1.6), or indirectly, (1.7). The A 

then proceeded to decay through either the dominant decay modes; 

A -+ n + 7r° 35% (1.8) 

A -> p + T T - 65% (1.9) 

or, on occasion, underwent weak radiative decay, A —> n + 7. 

At this point it is useful to note that one can apply the condition that all final 

state products be electrically neutral. This permits a quick selection of potentially 

valid events. Included in this selection will be events from the decay (1.8), which is 

the logical choice to provide the normalization. 

The kinematics, and hence the analysis approach, are quite different depending 

upon the mode through which the A was produced. Unfortunately, the detector was 

sensitive to less than 50% of the total solid angle. A consequence of this was that 

although producing a A via (1.7) appears to have an advantage statistically, this 

was a significantly diminished effect; the result of having to detect four photons 

in the final state rather than three. In addition, having only three photons, and a 

monoenergetic A makes mode (1.6) a much more attractive channel from the point 

of view of being able to reconstruct the event. Both modes were examined in the 

analysis. 

The basic experimental procedure consisted of stopping kaons in a liquid hy

drogen target and recording various items of information for each candidate event. 

For an event to have been considered as a candidate it must have satisfied our 

hardware trigger. The trigger used can be divided into 3 distinct conditions. These 

are: 

• The incoming particle must have been identified as being a kaon, and it should 

have stopped in the liquid hydrogen. This was accomplished by having a 
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sequence of counters in the beam flight path designed to track the particle's 

progress and investigate its nature as it proceeded towards the target. 

• There must have been a sufficient amount of energy deposited in the principal 

detector, the Crystal Box, a Nal(Tl) calorimeter surrounding the target. To 

fulfill this requirement a hardware sum of the total energy deposited in the 

Crystal Box was formed and compared against a lower level threshold. 

• All particles in the final state must have been neutral. This was realized with 

an array of scintillators positioned around the target and on the faces of the 

Crystal Box. 

The information gathered for candidate events was digitized, recorded on magnetic 

tape, and then filed away for subsequent analysis. 

One important aspect of the experiment involved calibrating the Crystal Box. 

A source of monoenergetic photons with an energy comparable to those from A WRD 

came from stopping pions on protons through radiative capture; 

TT~+p -* n + 7 40% (1.10) 

with E-y = 129.4 MeV. Other photons are also produced by charge exchange of 

stopping pions; 

Tv~+p -» n + 7 T ° 60% (1.11) 

«-» 7 + 7 98.5% 

but these photons are limited to a maximum of about 83 MeV. To calibrate the 

Crystal Box the beam line was tuned to a low momentum suitable for stopping 

pions. Pion calibration data were collected at regular intervals throughout the run. 

Although E811-II was originally proposed as early as 1985, the period from 

inception to completion spanned only 2 years, beginning in 1987. Very little of 
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this time was actually used for data collection, being subject to the availability of 

high energy protons at the Brookhaven Synchrotron. The course of E811-II can be 

broken into five distinct phases. These are; 

Construction. During the months from April 1987 to January 1988 we were ac

tively involved in major construction projects. These included transporting 

the Crystal Box to BNL; installing it in the experimental hall; installing all 

the other detectors; assembling and connecting the electronics; and finally, 

testing all the various components as thoroughly as possible without beam. 

Engineering Run. From February through May of 1988 we collected our first 

data. The primary objectives were to debug the apparatus and to perform a 

battery of tests designed to optimize the experiment for a high statistics pro

duction run. Despite frequently changing conditions we were able to acquire 

a reasonable amount of useful data. 

Modifications. Based on experiences gained during the engineering run, and from 

preliminary analyses thereafter, we used the period from June 1988 to January 

1989 to make various hardware and software upgrades. The modifications im

proved the collection efficiency and data quality during the subsequent running 

period. 

Production Run. With the experiment optimized we were now in full data taking 

mode and from January to April 1989 we concentrated on steady conditions, 

quality data and high statistics. 

Data Analysis. At the completion of a data taking run, the tapes were replayed 

and analyzed. This thesis concerns itself with an analysis of data obtained 

during the engineering run. The second data set, from the production run, is 

being analyzed independently at the University of New Mexico. 



1.2.2 O v e r v i e w o f E811 - I . 

While the apparatus, and much of the scientific motivation, was quite different for 

the first phase of E811, it is worth giving a brief description of these experiments 

since many of the lessons learned had direct applications to the second phase. 

The radiative capture measurements were very simple conceptually. Negative 

kaons were stopped in a liquid hydrogen or deuterium target and the resulting 

energy spectrum was measured by a single detector sitting to one side of the target. 

The detector was the Boston University Nal crystal (BUNI). It was designed to 

have the best energy resolution of any Nal crystal operating near our energies, and 

it achieved that goal. This excellent resolution allowed the monoenergetic capture 

peaks and the 7 r ° decay photons to be resolved. The latter were produced at much 

higher rates through the strong interaction processes listed below; 

K'+p A + T T ° (1.12) 

K'+p -* E ° + 7 r ° (1.13) 

K'+d - • A + n + 7T° (1.14) 

The photons from the reaction K~ + p —• A + 7 are the highest in energy and 

have a unique energy, and these properties may be used to identify the channel. 

The endpoint of the K~ + p single photon energy spectrum is shown in figure 1.1. 

The resulting good fit required that the kinematics of the K~ + p system be well 

understood, and that all backgrounds be at an identifiable and manageable level. 

This was very instructive when designing the experimental setup for E8II-1I. 

The S + weak radiative decay was measured concurrently with the radiative 

capture processes. The S + was identified through its production channel; 

K~+p - » E + + 7 T - (1.15) 

The monoenergetic 7 r _ was tracked through a set of wire chambers positioned above 
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Photon Energy. (MeV) 

Figure 1.1: Endpoint energy spectrum for the process K~ + p —> A + 7. The solid 
line shows the Monte Carlo fit to the data which determined the branching ratio. 
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and below the target, and its energy was determined by measuring its range in 

a stack of scintillators just outside these. The TT~ direction determined the E + 

direction. The photon was detected in an array of 49 crystals, the "49er", which 

was the prototype for the Crystal Box. 

Knowing the E + and photon directions allowed us to make a Lorentz trans

formation to the rest frame of the E + . In this frame, the weak radiative decay 

photon, and photons from the process; 

E + -» p + T T 0 (1.16) 

are separated by 14 MeV. However the relatively poor resolution of the detector, 

coupled with a high beam rate, spread the 7r° background into the signal region. 

The signal was still extractable, but the measurement was not as precise as had 

been originally anticipated. 

Our experience with the 49er was extremely helpful in estimating the expected 

performance of the Crystal Box. In addition, being able to track the pions back to 

their interaction vertex determined many properties of the beam line and measured 

our ability to predict the vertex location. These were useful ingredients in the design 

and analysis of E811-II. 

1.3 Thesis Outline. 

The next chapter, the theory chapter, has three main objectives. These are; (1) 

to discuss the physics which motivated this experiment; (2) to outline the current 

theoretical understanding of hyperon weak radiative decay processes, including a 

representative sample of the many calculational techniques, and (3) to review the 

experimental status of these processes prior to this measurement. 

The third chapter is devoted entirely to a description of the experiment. This 

includes the running procedure as well as the hardware and software elements. 
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Most of the basic analysis procedures are discussed in chapter 4. This includes 

accounts of the energy, position and timing calibration, along with a demonstration 

of the effects of pile-up and inflight interactions. This chapter also contains a 

detailed description of the Monte Carlo routines developed to simulate the data. 

The problem of neutrons in the Crystal Box, and the analysis of these with respect 

to the Monte Carlo and data is also discussed. 

Having laid the groundwork in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 concerns itself with the 

specific analysis of the data with a view to extracting the branching ratio. The 

fitting procedure and the error analysis are also contained in this chapter. 

The conclusions and discussion are reserved for Chapter 6 in which our results 

are compared with the theoretical predictions and the previous measurement. Fi

nally, drawing on our experience, a critique of E811 is presented, with suggestions 

towards improving future measurements. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory and Motivation. 

2.1 Introduction. 

Particle physics involves the study of the interactions and attributes of the most 

fundamental constituents of matter. Currently there is a model in place, called the 

Standard Model, which is an elegant description of the physics of the strong, elec

tromagnetic and weak interactions. This model has triumphed both experimentally 

and theoretically with no present experimental results appearing to be incompatible 

with it. 

While its successes have been great, and it will most likely remain the particle 

physics theory at energy scales below «100 GeV, there is widespread belief that it 

is incomplete. Such arguments are based on a conception of the ideal theory as one 

which describes all interactions in one highly symmetric, unified framework, with a, 

minimal number of fundamental particles and the constants associated with them. 

Such a theory should be able to explain the origin of various empirically observed 

phenomena which are not precluded by the Standard Model, but for which there 

is little or no understanding. Hence experiments are continuously probing the very 

essence of the model, searching for indications of new physics, accumulating new 

data, and attaining an ever clearer view of particle physics. 

The nonleptonic part of weak interactions, (i.e. weak interactions between 

hadrons only), may be investigated by studying various weak decay modes of strange 

baryons, the hyperons. In principle weak radiative decays of the form; 

Bi - » B / + 7 
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are more attractive to study than the analogous decays which are accompanied by 

pion emission, of the general form; 

B{ —• Bf + 7T 

This is because calculations of electromagnetic processes are well understood and 

relatively easy compared to those of pion emission. The major disadvantage of 

studying the radiative decays arises from the relatively low rates. In the simplest 

terms, the two decay modes would look as depicted in figure 2 . 1 . 

1 

Weak Strong Weak E l 

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of nonleptonic and radiative hyperon decays. 

This is of course an oversimplified picture as short distance effects can have 

the pion or photon emitted directly off the weak vertex, and one is never truly free 

of strong interaction effects when dealing with a system of quarks. Nonetheless it 

was the hope of isolating the nonleptonic weak interaction vertex which originally 

motivated studies of the weak radiative decays of hyperons. These decays have also 

generated theoretical interest as they are among the simplest processes combining 

facets of the weak, electromagnetic, and strong interaction physics. It is essential 

that these decays are fully understood if we are to have any success and confidence 

in calculations of more complex systems. 

Some of the present theoretical predictions are in qualitative agreement with 

the available data. Of the six experimentally accessible branching ratios only the 

decay E + —* p + 7 is known to better than ~ 2 0 % . Better experimental data on 
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other decay modes will tighten the constraints on free parameters in the theories. 

This will permit a more critical appraisal of the various theoretical approaches, and 

of the processes which they consider. 

The following section contains a brief overview of the Standard Model which 

will lay the foundations for a discussion on quark models and issues in hyperon 

decays. Then in section 2.5 the different theoretical techniques and results will be 

presented, and in section 2.6 the current experimental results will be compared with 

representative theoretical predictions. 

2.2 The Standard Model, a Particle Physics Overview. 

In the Standard Model, the most basic, fundamental, constituents of matter are the 

leptons and quarks. These are half-integral spin objects, fermions, and to the limit of 

current experimental capabilities, appear to be pointlike. The leptons and quarks 

interact with one another by exchanging various integral spin particles, bosons. 

There are 6 flavours of quark, grouped into three families; 

Each quark on the top row has charge | while the rest have charge — | . The top 

quark has not been found experimentally yet. The masses of the quarks increase 

from left to right. Matter all around us is formed from the up and down quarks, since 

particles with quark content from the other two families are unstable to decay. Some 

transitions between different quark types (flavours) are allowed in weak interactions. 

These flavour changing transitions may take place between quarks of different charge 

(flavour changing charged currents) by an exchange of W + or W~ bosons. In the 

naive model, such transitions are only allowed between family members. However 

transitions between different families do occur due to a mixing of the d, s, and b 

mass states. On the other hand, the flavour changing neutral currents (with Z° 
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exchange) are forbidden in the Standard Model. 

There is an equivalent family structure present in the lepton sector; 

U)' U) ' U) 
where e, and r each have charge —1 and their associated neutrinos are neutral. 

There is no evidence of any mixing between families in the lepton sector. This 

is easily understood if the neutrinos are massless, although this condition is not 

required by the Standard Model. 

There are four known forces. Of these the gravitational force is so weak relative 

to the other forces that it is only a very minor factor at the microscopic level with 

presently attainable, or foreseeable, lab energies. The three interactions important 

on the microscopic scale are the weak, the electromagnetic and the strong. The 

strong force is a powerful, short range force between quarks. It is responsible for 

holding the quarks together within a hadron, and for describing the nature of the 

hadron-hadron interactions. 

The electromagnetic force is long range and accounts for the atomic, molecular 

and other extranuclear phenomena observed in nature. Prototypical weak interac

tions are the very slow /?-decays observed in various nuclei. The cleanest examples 

of weak interactions are the neutrino electron scattering processes. Other examples 

are muon decay and strangeness changing s-quark decays. 

Although these three interactions appear in nature as three disparate forces 

there is good reason to believe that they may actually be different aspects of a com

mon unified theory. There is already a theory describing an electroweak unification 

and its authenticity has been confirmed in numerous experiments. In electroweak 

theory the field quanta are the massless photon, and the massive W + , W - and 

Z°. In the unified theory the weak and electromagnetic interactions have the same 

coupling, but the effective coupling in weak interactions is much smaller, the result 
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of having massive mediators rather than the massless photon. 

Symmetry principles have been paramount in the development of Standard 

Model theories. Each interaction is associated with a special unitary symmetry 

group with U(l), SU(2), and SU(3) representing the electromagnetic, the weak and 

the strong parts respectively. That each interaction can be described using SU(n) 

symmetries is one example of the similarities of the underlying theories. The most 

important symmetry imposed upon the theories is that of local gauge invariance. 

Gauge invariance requires that the laws of physics remain the same at all locations 

in space regardless of arbitrary phase conventions chosen at each location. The field 

which conveys the convention chosen by nature is known as the gauge field. 

Applying the principle of local gauge invariance is very powerful. For in

stance, requiring local gauge invariance of the free electron Lagrangian leads to an 

interacting Lagrangian with a massless gauge particle, the photon, describing the 

electromagnetic interactions. Applying local gauge invariance to weak interactions 

forced the unification of the weak and electromagnetic. However, in the process it 

generated a Lagrangian with 4 massless vector bosons. 

Symmetry breaking is the mechanism which leads to the acquisition of mass 

of the vector bosons. It was not enough to simply add mass terms to the interaction 

Lagrangian, as this led to divergent integrals which could not be removed by the 

process of renormalization. The widely accepted symmetry breaking method is the 

minimal Higgs mechanism which requires the addition of a scalar isospin doublet to 

the electroweak Lagrangian. Transforming the field variables hides the symmetry 

of the original Lagrangian, and perturbing about the new ground state allows the 

vector bosons to become massive. However, such a mechanism predicts the existence 

of a physical scalar particle, the Higgs. The mass of the Higgs is not predicted by 

the theory and it has, so far, eluded discovery by experimentalists. 

The Higgs mechanism can also be used to generate masses for the fermions, 
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however only in terms of arbitrary parameters. The empirical masses must be put 

in by hand, an unsavory solution to the aesthetically minded. The Higgs sector is 

the least well understood part of the electroweak theory. 

The theory for electromagnetic interactions, QED, (quantum electrodynam

ics), has proven to be extremely successful. It has been thoroughly checked and, 

so far, has shown no deviations from expected values at levels as low as 1 part in 

109. QCD (quantum chromodynamics), the theory for strong interactions, has been 

patterned after QED, and appears to be the correct theory. The mediators of the 

strong force between quarks are 8 massless vector bosons, the gluons. 

Hadrons are made up of quarks. The baryons are formed from 3 quarks, 

and the mesons from quark-antiquark pairs. Each quark may come in one of 3 

colours, additional quantum numbers which were required to maintain a totally 

antisymmetric wavefunction for states like the A + + which would otherwise have 3 

identical up quarks, all in an s-state, violating Fermi statistics. Leptons do not have 

colour and so do not partake in the strong interaction. 

All observable hadrons are colour neutral, but the gluons carry colour, and 

hence may interact with one another. This has very important and far reaching con

sequences. It makes the strong coupling constant as get larger at large distances, or 

small momentum transfers. It is believed, though not proven, that such a condition 

may force the quarks to be confined within hadrons explaining the experimental 

null result in free quark searches. Also, as the coupling strength as is of order 1, 

only high momentum transfer interactions can be calculated perturbatively where 

as has become sufficiently small. At low q 2, in the nonperturbative regime, one 

must rely on models and numerical simulations. Such is the case for the hyperon 

decays discussed in this dissertation. 
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2.3 Quark Models. 

An understanding of hadronic weak interactions should develop from insights into 

the structure of hadrons and the properties of their constituent quarks. In principle 

Q C D theory provides this knowledge but as hadron structure is dominated by low q 2 

effects, perturbative calculations cannot be made. Hence one must rely on various 

models or Monte Carlo calculations. 

Any discussion of quark models begins with the constituent quark model. In 

this model no assumption is made as to the nature of the confining potential. The 

hadrons are built from quarks, combined as qqq for baryons, and as qq pairs for 

mesons. For low mass hadrons (< 3 GeV) it is sufficient to consider only the u,d 

and s quark flavours. These are arranged to form the basis of the SU(3)/ group 

of which the mesons and baryons are irreducible representations. The / denotes 

flavour to distinguish it from the SU(3)C colour group. 

Using SU(3)/ and group theory techniques, the baryons can be broken down 

into multiplets; 

Indeed the known mesons and baryons are found to occupy corresponding locations 

in octets and decuplets, the most familiar of which are shown in figure 2.2 

As each quark has two possible spin orientations, spin may be incorporated 

through the SU(2) group, which when combined with SU(3)y yields the standard 

SU(6) quark model. The SU(6) combinations lead to 216 possible baryon states 

which may be arranged into irreducible multiplets through the decomposition shown 

schematically as; 

3 (g )3 (g )3=10 © 8 ^ e 8 5 ©l 

and the mesons into; 

3 ® 3 = 8 © 1 (2.2) 

6 <g> 6 <g> 6 = 20 © 70 © 70 © 56 (2-3) 
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Figure 2.2: Some observed meson and baryon rnultiplets and their quark assign
ments. The third component of isospin, I3 is plotted along the horizontal axis, while 
the vertical axis represents the particle hypercharge, Y = B + S. The strangeness 
S is by convention -1 for strange quarks, and the baryon number B is 1/3 for all 
quarks. Antiquarks have the opposite quantum numbers. 
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The low mass states in the 56-plet are the J p = | octet states and | decuplets 

with zero orbital angular momentum. The spin states may be isolated and expressed 

as 

56 = 4 1 0 © 2 8 (2.4) 

where the superscript refers to the 2S+1 possible spin orientations of triplet and 

singlet states. Likewise the 70-plet decomposes as 

70 = 2 1 0 © 4 8 © 2 8 © 2 1 (2.5) 

with the low mass states being the / = 1, 3P = | and | baryon states. 

Other orbital angular momentum excitations form different Jp states in each 

of the 56- and 70-plets, but for our purposes only the lowest level J p = | + 56-plet 

and | 70-plet states will be important. The one exception to this will be when 

calculating decays of the O - which is a J p = | + baryon. For this reason the 0~ is 

not considered in many theoretical calculations. 

To go beyond predicting masses and magnetic moments, one must add more 

physics to the model. This can be done by considering a potential characteristic of 

the strong interaction - as is done in nonrelativistic potential models, or by confining 

the quarks to a finite region of space - as is done in relativistic bag models. These 

will be described in more detail below. 

2.3.1 Nonrelativistic Potential Quark Models . 

The most well known nonrelativistic potential quark model was developed by Isgur 

and Karl [11] and it is their model which will be outlined below. An extensive 

review of this and other potential models can be found in a report by Hey and 

Kelly [12]. 

Potential models assume a specific form for the confining potential, guided by 
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observed features of QCD. Isgur and Karl use a Hamiltonian, 

H = H0 + Hhf (2.6) 

where HQ contains a long range universal confining potential which is spin indepen

dent. Hhf is treated as a perturbation about H0 and represents "hyperfine" splitting 

terms which arise from a spin-spin interaction. To get mass splittings within SU(6) 

multiplets they allow the flavour symmetry to be broken by taking the quark masses 

to be; 

mu = md^ ms (2.7) 

For Ho they assume a harmonic oscillator potential, 

1=1 * »<j 

where K is the harmonic oscillator spring constant, and i and j are quark flavour 

indices. For Hhf they assume the short range part is spin dependent and follow 

the lead of de Rujula et al. [13] who conjecture that the spin dependent terms arise 

from one gluon exchange diagrams. In analogy with the magnetic-dipole-magnetic-

dipole interactions of atomic spectroscopy they take the spin dependent terms to 

be in the form of the Breit interaction Hamiltonian [14]. Isgur and Karl drop the 

spin-orbit terms and only consider the hyperfine part; 

la' 
^ ( r ^ S ; • S, + -1 (3S8 • fySj • ra - St • S3) (2.9) h* 3mirrij 

—* 

where St- is the spin of the ith quark and r,j the quark pair separation. The param

eter a's would be the strong quark-gluon coupling constant had the spin-orbit terms 

been included. Hence there are effectively four parameters in the theory; mu, ms, K 

and a's. 

The first term in Hhf, known as the contact term, operates on quark pairs 

in only a p-wave state, and the second term, called the tensor term, acts on only 
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s-wave pairs. Hence the negative parity states with 2 quarks in an / = 1 state and 

the third in a relative / = 0 state provide a particularly sensitive test of their model. 

The model has been remarkably successful which seems to indicate that the 

spin-orbit forces are not that important, even though they appear explicitly in 

the Breit interaction. Since the model has been so successful phenomenologically 

it has been suggested that the absence of spin-orbit forces might be due to some 

real physical processes [15]. A possible partial explanation has been put forth which 

suggests that the long-range confining force may produce an effective spin-orbit term 

in HQ of opposite sign to the omitted terms in H^f through a Thomas precession. 

2.3.2 Bag Models. 

The simplest version of the bag model was developed in pioneering work by Bo-

golioubov [16]. Later developments have mostly centred around the MIT bag 

model [17] and its extensions. For a complete review of bag models see the ar

ticle by Thomas [15]. 

In the model by Bogolioubov free quarks were artificially confined to a volume 

in space by introducing an infinite square potential-well. The quarks were assumed 

to be point-like and essentially massless, the later quality giving rise to the rela-

tivistic nature of the model. These early assumptions led to many problems, and 

the bag model has evolved as solutions were developed. These are discussed below. 

• The following correction terms were found to be required by the MIT bag 

model to get successful phenomonological fits of the baryon masses, magnetic-

moments, rms charge radius and the axial coupling parameter g^. 

1. In the original bag models energy-momentum was not conserved at the 

bag walls. Quarks exert a force on the bag wall, but there is nothing to 

push back. Hence a positive energy density term, a bag pressure, had 
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to introduced into the Lagrangian. This energy-density parameter B is 

assumed to be a constant for all hadrons. 

2. To break the degeneracy between hyperon and nucleon masses a small 

mass had to be given to the strange quark. This mass is a free parameter 

of the model, with the best fits suggesting a value of ms « 300 MeV. 

3. In the nai've bag model the N and A are degenerate in mass. To break this 

symmetry a spin-spin hyperfine interaction term had to be added. This 

was postulated to arise from one gluon exchange terms. This introduced 

another parameter to the fit, the strong coupling constant as 

4. In quantum field theory there are infinite renormalization terms which 

arise from the vacuum energy. However in a confined bag these terms 

will be finite, though incalculable. Hence a final correction term Z is 

introduced as a parameter to account for this zero-point energy. 

• The MIT bag model is not chirally symmetric as, when quarks reflect from 

the bag wall, their helicity is flipped. Hence left- and right-handed parts of 

the theory get mixed. However chiral symmetry is believed to be a reasonably 

good hadron symmetry. As a result chirally symmetric extensions of the MIT 

bag model have been developed. Of these the cloudy bag model is the most 

successful. 

In the cloudy bag model the original MIT bag model Lagrangian is forced to 

be chirally symmetric through the addition of new terms. These terms give 

rise to a massless Goldstone boson which is associated with the massive pion 

through symmetry breaking, and is consistent with the notion of the partially 

conserved axial current (PCAC). This forces the inclusion of pion fields into 

the model. Hence the picture of the cloudy bag model is one with three free 

quarks and a sea of qq pairs in and around the bag. 
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• Another concern with the MIT bag was the radius which at about 1.0 fm 

suggested considerable overlapping of adjacent bags for the nucleons inside 

the nucleus. With such overlaps it was hard to conceive how the independent 

particle shell model of hadrons could be successful. The cloudy bag model 

was an improvement as the pion fields outside the bag decreased its radius. 

2.4 Hyperon Decays. 

2.4.1 Classification. 

In standard texts on the subject, the hyperon decays are considered to belong to 

one of two classes. According to this classification they are either semileptonic or 

nonleptonic in nature. Examples of the former are; 

E " -+ A + e" + Pe 

A —• p + u~ + 
0~ —• E + e~ + ue 

These are well described in terms of a hadronic current, which may or may not be 

strangeness changing, and a leptonic current. Examples of nonleptonic decays are; 

A -> n + T T ° 

A —• p + 7 T ~ 

E + - • p + TT° 

These decays have proven to be much more difficult to calculate. They can be 

described in a current formulation only by considering individual quark lines. 

To this classification scheme we may add the weak radiative decays. Common 

examples of which are; 
A —• n + 7 

E + —• p + 7 

E~ -> E - + 7 

In the following sections the dynamics of hyperon decays will be outlined, 

illustrating the basic problems which have historically hampered an understanding 

of nonleptonic and weak radiative decays. These problems have motivated much of 

the theoretical interest in this field. 
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2.4.2 Relative Phase and Magnitude of S- and P-Waves. 

The most general Lorentz invariant transition matrix for the radiative process 

BiW -> Bf(Pf) + 7(*) (2.10) 

is given by 

M = U{P}) [(a + & 7 5 K „ F e " ] £/(P.) (2.11) 

In this expression e is the photon polarization and a and b are the parity-conserving 

(p-wave) and parity-violating (s-wave) amplitudes respectively. For initially polar

ized hyperons there will be an asymmetry in the decay described by the parameter 

a. The differential decay rate is given by 

2 2 \ ^ 

(|a|2 + |6|2)(l + acos0) (2.12) 
dT 1 (ml - m n 2 2 

d cos 0 27r y 2m,-

where 0 is the angle between the outgoing particle and the initial spin direction. 

The experimentally determinable asymmetry is 

2Sfte(q*fr) 

a = \ a J T W ( 2 - 1 3 ) 

The decay rate is given by an integration over cos 6 as 

r = ^ ( ^ f i ) 3 ( H 2 + |i|2) (2-14) 

The asymmetry for the decay S + —> p + 7 has the measured value a = -0.83 

± 0.12 [18]. Such a large asymmetry has confronted the theories as in the limit 

of exact SU(3)/ a theorem by Hara [19] predicts a to be zero. The Hara theorem 

assumes CP invariance, left-handed currents, and a specific current-current form of 

the weak and electromagnetic interactions. The last ingredients essentially ensure 

that the transitions will observe the | A / | = | rule. With these assumptions he 

was able to show that b{j = —bji for any initial or final state baryons. In the limit 
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of SU(3)/, U-spin doublets are degenerate, hence i — f and the parity violating 

amplitude, and a, must vanish. 

Of course SU(3)/ is not an exact symmetry. However, other experimental 

results, for instance the good agreement of the hadron masses with SU(3) predic

tions, indicate that the symmetry breaking parameter A is small and according to 

the Ademollo-Gatto theorem [20], deviations in the amplitudes from the SU(3) limit 

are expected to be of order A 2 . 

Traditionally, the assumptions of the Hara theorem were believed to be valid 

and theories have struggled to accommodate such large asymmetries. However 

recent results from quark model calculations seem to indicate that the Hara theorem 

is still violated in the limit of SU(3). It remains an open question in the literature 

as to which of Hara's assumptions may be invalid. 

Semileptonic hyperon decays are quite well understood. Parameters which 

can be related to differences between the parity-violating and parity-conserving 

amplitudes may be determined in such decays. The normal choice is to evaluate D 

and F, which are independent couplings of the parity-conserving part of the weak 

Hamiltonian. Numerical values for F and D are normally taken from fits to known 

semileptonic decays as the fits are consistent between the various channels and in 

reasonable agreement with quark model calculations. As F and D are frequently 

used to parameterize the parity-conserving amplitudes their origin is outlined below. 

Semileptonic decays of the form B —* B'lv\ are described by the most general 

amplitude [21] 

M = % ( CZel ) V i B , ) if^x + if'aX"q" ~ffl7"75 - g^^\ u(B)unx(i-7s)vn 

(2.15) 

In this expression Uij^l — j^V^ is the leptonic current and cos#c or sin#c represent 

| A 5 | = 0 or Cabibbo suppressed | A S | = 1 transitions respectively. 
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The terms fx, f2, <7i, and #3, are form factors and are in general a function 

of the momentum transfer q2. Factors fi and #3 are known to be small and can 

in most cases be either ignored or corrected for. In this case the hadronic portion 

becomes the more familiar 

M x = % ( s i n l * ) Vi13') - C V T J U(B) (2.16) 

In the framework of the quark model it is convenient to describe the baryons 

in terms of their octet as the matrix 

B = (2.17) 

Then we can write; 

M A S = 0 = (cos 6e)(B'\(jx ± m)x + (91 ± i92)x\B) (2.18) 

M A

A 5 = 1 = (smdc)(B' |(j 4 ± ij5)x + (g4 ± ig5)x\B) (2.19) 

in current algebra notation. The currents jx ± iJ2 are associated with the DyJJ 

quark current and its conjugate, whereas j4 ± ij5 are associated with currents like 

Sj^U. Similar relations hold for the g currents in terms of axial currents with j —> g 

and 7^ —* 7 M 7 5 . The tensor product of two baryon octets may be written as 

8(8)8 = 27® 10 ©TO© 8588,1 01 (2.20) 

It can be shown that the currents ji and gi may be expressed in terms of linear 

combinations of the members of 8s and 8.4. Hence we may write 

M A 5 = 0 = (cos 6C)U(B') \ax2lx - (Dsx2 + Fal2) 7 A 7 5 ] U(B) (2.21) 

M A S = 1 = (sin0c)tf (S') [a 1 3 7 A - (Ds13 + Fa13)7xls\ U(B) (2.22) 

where the a and s factors are coefficients related to 8A and 8s and are determined 

from the matrix B and depend on the transition being considered. D and F are the 
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constants to be determined. Comparing equations 2.21 and 2.22 with 2.16 shows 

how D and F are related to CA and Cv within the framework of the quark model. 

A similar procedure may be developed when considering pseudoscalar meson 

emission from a baryon-baryon current. This gives rise to two new constants char

acterizing these processes. These are usually labeled / and d in analogy with the 

above. 

For nonleptonic decays the quark model predicts D/F = — 1. The p-wave data 

are in reasonable agreement with this, however a theory dependent interpretation of 

the s-wave data results in a value D/F = —0.4. Likewise if one uses as normalization 

the p-wave magnitudes then the s-wave amplitudes are too high by a factor of about 

2 [22]. Hence it appears that some mechanism must be invoked in the theories to 

account for s-wave discrepancies. 

Gronau [23] suggested a K* pole term, (figure 2.8d), and was able to get 

sensible fits to both s- and p-wave amplitudes by fitting this contribution. However 

Le Yaunic et al.[22] point out that an explicit calculation of this term results in 

a value an order of magnitude too small, and that a large K* pole term would 

introduce a sizeable | A / | = | contribution. This we shall see in the next section is 

contrary to experimental results. They argue that the inclusion of low lying states 

from the 70-plet are sufficient to enhance the s-wave contribution to sensible values. 

Including these states has improved the theoretical situation substantially. 

2.4.3 The |A7| = \ Rule. 

The |A7| = | condition is an empirically observed selection rule which appears 

to hold, relatively well in the weak interactions. Consider figure 2.3 which is one 

possible Feynman diagram for the nonleptonic decay A —> p + ir~. This decay is 

characterized by US currents which transform like an isospinor ( |AJ | = |) and by 

UD currents which transform as a | A J | = 1 isovector. Consequently the amplitude 
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Figure 2.3: Quark currents in the decay A —> p + TT . 

is expected to contain contributions from both the | A J | = | and | A J | = | terms. 

Note that in strangeness changing semileptonic decays only the current US is 

present, so the | A / | = - rule is quite natural. However as all strangeness changing 

nonleptonic decays have both currents, the naive expectation is for amplitudes in 

line with standard Clebsch-Gordan coefficient predictions. 

Experimentally it is observed that the | A / | = | portion is greatly enhanced. 

For example, in K° decays to either TT~TT+ or 7r°7r° , the amplitude of the two com

ponents are found to be in the ratio [21] 

A(\AI\ — -) 
, , ' ' = 0.045 ± 0.005 (2.23) 

A(\AI\ = |) v 

showing a suppression of the | A / | = | component by a factor of about 20. 

Likewise in A decay, a comparison of the two channels A —> n + ir° and 

A —> p + 7T _ indicates [24] that for s-wave amplitudes 

A ) \ A r\ f i = 0 .027±0.008 (2.24 
^(|A/| = |) 
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and for the parity conserving portion; 

B ^ A I \ = = 0-030 ± 0.037 (2.25) 

again indicating a strong | A / | = | enhancement. 

From the decomposition (eqn. 2.20) of two octets it can be shown that only 

the 27 and 8 5 contribute to |A5"| = 1 transitions. As the 8 5 contains only | A / | = | 

parts, this rule is commonly referred to as octet dominance. 

The | A / | = I puzzle for K decays appears to have a satisfactory explanation 

in terms of the so called tadpole diagrams [25]. However this mechanism in not ap

plicable for baryon decays suggesting that there may not be a universal mechanism 

responsible for the | A J | = | rule. There have been several suggestions put forth as 

possible mechanisms to enhance the | A / | = | components, but present estimates 

indicate that these contributions are too small, by about an order of magnitude, to 

explain the effect. 

The most likely of these suggestions are based on strong Q C D effects giving rise 

to a | A / | = | enhancement. These are discussed below. Other exotic suggestions 

outside the minimal Standard Model have also been suggested as alternatives, the 

most popular of these being the presence of right handed currents. 

• Penguin diagrams [26], an example of which is shown in figure 2.4 only con

tribute to the | A / | = I amplitude. It has been stressed [27,28] that penguin 

diagrams may dominate in weak radiative decays of the Q,~. Hence accurate 

measurements of this decay could determine the importance of penguin dia

grams. Some support for this claim comes from the relatively large |AJ | = | 

contributions from £l~ nonleptonic decays. 

It is also worth noting that Langacker and Sathiapalan [29] have investigated 

the possibility that the | A J | = | component is enhanced by the inclusion of 
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Figure 2.4: Penguin diagram. 

supersymmetric particles as intermediates in penguin-like graphs. While such 

contributions depend critically on the supersymmetry breaking parameters it 

appears that such diagrams could dominate in many such models. 

• The Pati-Woo theorem [30] states that, in the limit of SU(3)/, the amplitude 

will be purely octet when the weak interaction is between valence quarks, since 

the ground state baryons are members of the octet. The asymmetric octet 

combination 8A of the decomposition (eqn. 2.20) are automatically excluded 

as only symmetric combinations can combine with the totally asymmetric 

colour wavefunctions to create an overall asymmetric state. Hence one gets a 

|AJ | = | enhancement from the valence diagrams. 

• Hard gluon corrections of the form shown in figure 2.5 have been shown to 

enhance the |Ai"| = \ amplitudes in small amounts [31,32]. Soft gluon, low 

q2, contributions could be very important, however there are no estimates of 

their amplitude due to the calculational difficulties. 

• Weak interactions with qq pairs in the quark sea have also been suggested as a 
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Figure 2.5: Some gluon radiative correction terms. 

mechanism to enhance the | A J | = | contribution for baryons. Calculations by 

Donoghue and Golowich [33] show sizable contributions from uu sea quarks. 

The dominant mechanism is shown in figure 2.6a where the sea quarks are 

completely internal. In this case the weak current is of the form DS and hence 

is purely | A / | = | . Contributions from figure 2.6b contain both | A / | = | and 

| A J | = | components, and estimates show that they are relatively suppressed. 

Figure 2.6: Contributions from the quark sea. 
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2.5 Hyperon Weak Radiative Decay Theories. 

This section discusses the theoretical calculations specific to weak radiative decays. 

For the purpose of discussion the theories have been subdivided into categories 

based on the methods used in the calculations. This division is quite arbitrary and 

there are often significant overlaps between the various techniques. 

The earliest attempts were based on baryon pole models and were largely 

unsuccessful until it was realized that the low lying members of the 70-plet should 

be included. However it was still possible to use the unitarity principle to set lower 

limits on branching ratios. With the inclusion of more intermediate states modern 

pole models have proven to be quite successful. With the advent of the electroweak 

theory there have been many calculations at the quark-lepton level, with varying 

degrees of success. Others have employed current algebra techniques and P C A C , 

or have argued from symmetry principles alone. 

2.5.1 Baryon Pole Models. 

Baryon pole models assume that the hyperon decay processes are factorizable into 

a weak and an electromagnetic part with some intermediate baryon state acting as 

a propagator. This allows the class of diagrams shown schematically in figures 2.7a 

and 2.7b, but excludes those graphs where the photon is emitted from an internal 

quark line (fig. 2.7c). Close and Rubinstein [34] concluded that contributions from 

the short distance interactions of figure 2.7c were an order of magnitude smaller than 

the leading terms of the long distance diagrams and hence were negligible within 

the accuracy of most calculations. Also not considered are diagrams like those in 

figure 2.7d where a strange vector (axial-vector) meson is emitted with subsequent 

parity-conserving (parity-violating) decay to a vector meson. These vector mesons 

then couple to the photon. However, as pointed out earlier, these K* pole terms are 
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Figure 2.7: Pole diagrams. 

believed to be small. 

Baryon pole models begin with the most general matrix element for the process 

B{ —> Bf + 7 which is written in the form; 

M B , _ B / 7 = U(Bf) [( f l l + a 2 7 5 )<vfc"e ' J U(B{) (2.26) 

where aa and a 2 are the parity-conserving and parity-violating amplitudes and e is 

the photon polarization vector. 

The matrix element for the weak interaction part of figure 2.7a can be ex

pressed as 

MBAB> = UiB'Kh + b2l5)U(Bi) (2.27) 

The general form for the electromagnetic vertex is given [35] for interactions between 

Jp = \ + states as 

M 
B 

i E M =U{BI)\Fll+F2ialllJkl'\^U{B') (2.28) 
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where Fi and F2 are form factors evaluated at k2 = 0 for real photons. When the 

intermediate state is a negative baryon, the form must be changed to maintain the 

parity-conserving nature of the electromagnetic interaction, and it is written as 

Mgl E„Bj = U(Bf) [Flltil5 + F2i<vfc"75] e»U(B') (2.29) 

The propagator term is just 

?w + MB. . PBi + MB-
I- i »7a » / 2 (2-30) P2, - M2

B, M2

Bt - M2, 

Taking as an example the Jp — | + intermediates and the diagram in fig

ure 2.7a, the full matrix element is 

Ml = U(BS) [*W„ + F 2 u v * " ] ^ ( -0^ | ̂ M]', [BL + H2L*] U ( B I ) (2-31) 

Comparing this with equation 2.26 shows that the Fi terms do not contribute. Also 

an application of the Dirac equation sets PBjJ^Bi) = MBIU(Bi) and PB^^U (Bi) = 

—MBiJ5U(Bi) reducing the expression to 

Ml = U ( B , ) F ^ k - e h M B - - b > M ° % + + h M B ^ U ( B i ) (2.32) 

A similar procedure results in similar expressions for the negative baryon 

intermediaries and for the diagrams of figure 2.7b. A useful simplification is often 

made, which for the above expression amounts to setting b2 to zero, as it is predicted 

to be in the SU(3)/ limit. This leads to the very simple relationship 

Ml = U(Bf)F2a^e-MG

B^MGU(Bi) (2.33) 

Comparing equations 2.26 and 2.32 shows that the total amplitudes 0 ^ and a2 may 

be expressed in terms of the nonleptonic amplitudes 61 and b2, the electromagnetic 

form factor F2 and the baryon masses. The estimation of these parameters for each 

intermediate state considered is the last task to perform. 
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The earliest pole model calculations did not consider the negative parity states. 

In a calculation by Farrar [36] the imaginary part of the amplitude corresponding to 

on-shell intermediate states was considered. She then chose for intermediate states 

the known NTT states. As her choice dictated that these be on-shell, the amplitudes 

for this process were readily determined in terms of measured hyperon nonleptonic 

decays. The amplitudes for the subsequent process NTT —• N'~f were extracted from 

experimentally known inverse photoproduction amplitudes. 

The most important result from this paper was a lower bound on the branching 

ratio, obtained by imposing a unitary condition on the S-matrix. Relating the S-

matrix to the forward scattering amplitude T and applying the unitary condition; 

Y,S:fSni = 6ft (2.34) 
n 

results in a term like [37] 

Tu - = 22~m(T) oc aTOT (2.35) 

Hence by writing the full matrix element M in terms of its imaginary (absorptive) 

and real (dispersive) parts, a calculation of the imaginary part will give a lower 

bound on the total amplitude. Farrar calculated a lower limit for the A weak 

radiative decay branching ratio (BR), obtaining: 

BR(A - » n + 7 ) > 8.5 x 1(T4 (2.36) 

Encouraged by a relatively high lower bound, Farrar attempted a full calcula

tion using dispersion relations. In dispersion techniques, the requirement that the 

S-matrix be mathematically well behaved (analytic) allows one to equate the real 

part of the scattering amplitude at a particular energy in terms of the imaginary 

part integrated over all energies. The usual form of the dispersion relation is [37] 

ifte/M = ~P f 5 ^ 2 ) ^ ' + C (2.37) 
7T J-00 U' — U> 
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where P / denotes the principal value of the complex integral with a pole at u = 

u / . The constant term does not, in general, vanish, but may be suppressed by a 

procedure of subtractions. If l im^oo f(u>) = 0 then the constant will vanish and 

the process is said to obey an unsubtracted dispersion relation. Such relations 

were employed by Farrar. One still has the problem of understanding the off-shell 

behavior of the imaginary parts. To do this Farrar was guided by experience with 

general scattering problems. Her results are summarized in tables 2.1 and 2.2 at 

the end of this chapter. 

In a modern pole model calculation by Gavela et al. [38], a sum was performed 

over both positive and negative parity low mass baryons in the 56- and 70-plets 

respectively. In principal, s-wave transitions may proceed through either | + or ̂  

intermediate states, but the | + transitions are forbidden in the limit of SU(3)/ 

and were consequently ignored. Likewise the contributions from the | transitions 

were omitted from the p-wave amplitudes. This amounts to setting b2 = 0 in 

equation 2.32. 

As not all the masses are that well known, and, in some instances, the mass 

states are considerably mixed, the masses of the intermediate states were determined 

by parameterizing them in terms of 8m and u. Here 8m is a measure of the mass 

splitting between the SU(3) isospin multiplets and ui is the mass separation between 

the / = 0, | + and / = 1, | baryons. 

The nonleptonic amplitudes b\ for | + transitions were determined from fits 

to known nonleptonic decay rates. For the \ transitions b\ cannot be calculated 

in a model independent fashion. They related these to the measured nonleptonic 

decay rates via a harmonic oscillator potential model and used standard values for 

the free parameters. 

The electromagnetic form factor for real photons is directly proportional to 
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the baryon anomalous magnetic moment /c, 

m2 = o) = ^ ( 2 - 3 8 ) 

These are known for most | + baryons, and the others are reliably predicted by 

SU(6) relations. To calculate F2 for the | states, another nonrelativistic harmonic 

oscillator potential model, developed by Copley et al. [39] was utilized. Using the 

nonleptonic decay amplitudes and typical values for the quark masses, 8m, and o>, 

allowed them to determine the results listed in tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

2.5.2 Quark Level Calculations. 

With the development of the electroweak theory, theoretical interest was generated 

in trying to understand the radiative decays in terms of the baryon constituent 

quarks. The principal diagrams are the single-, two-, and three-quark transitions 

depicted in figures 2.8a, 2.8b and 2.8c. 

Single Quark Transitions. 

Early theoretical attempts to understand the radiative decays at the quark level 

restricted themselves to the single quark processes. Such a calculation by Gilman 

and Wise [40] began with the now familiar matrix element 

Employing quark-model wavefunctions they were able to write the partial width as 

r = iZfm's, 5 |c-'2 (l-'*+M) (2'39) 

where \k\3MB}/-7r(2Ji + 1)MB} is a kinematic term of the baryon masses and initial 

baryon spin J\. The Clebsh-Gordan-like spin dependent factor C A 2 , + I is determined 

from the quark model and details of the weak and electromagnetic vertices are 

contained in the form factor F(k) and are not dealt with explicitly. 
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Figure 2.8: Common quark transition mechanisms: a,b,c) Single-quark, d) 
Two-quark, e) Three-quark transition diagrams, f) A two-quark transition with 
internal radiation. All permutations of these graphs must be included. 
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They assumed that the products (ai ± a,2)F(k) varied slowly as a function 

of typical photon momenta, and that their magnitude was essentially the same for 

all ground state baryons in the initial and final states. This, they argued, was 

reasonable as closely related calculations have proven to be successful. They fixed 

these factors by normalizing to the S + —• p + 7 branching ratio and were then able 

to make predictions of other branching ratios. 

Their results (tables 2.1 and 2.2) suggest branching ratios far above established 

limits, particularly for A —> n + 7 and S~ —» E ~ + 7. Hence they concluded that 

single quark transitions cannot account for the amplitudes and that other transitions 

need to be considered. 

Kogan and Shifman [41] echoed these sentiments in a modern dispersion theory 

calculation, determining that single-quark transitions "cannot play an important 

role in weak radiative decays". However neither the Q~ nor H~ decays may proceed 

via the two- or three-quark transitions as they have no u quark, and in a calculation 

by Bergstrom and Singer [42] a large single-quark contribution is predicted for the 

Q~ —> E~ + 7 decay. This conflicts with the prediction by Eeg [28] of a penguin 

dominated Q,~ decay mechanism. However a measurement of the asymmetry in 

this decay may resolve the issue, as penguin calculations predict a large negative 

asymmetry, whereas Bergstrom and Singer predict it to be large and positive. 

In a totally different approach to the single quark transitions, Goldman and 

Escobar [43] estimated the amplitudes in terms of the Q C D sum rules. Q C D sum 

rules have the aesthetic value of beginning from first principles full perturbative 

Q C D theory. Correction terms arising from an operator expansion into the nonper-

turbative region have had their values fixed by phenomenological fits to low-lying 

resonance states. Results from these calculations suggested that earlier calculations 

of the single-quark process were underestimated by about an order of magnitude. 

However their values were still too small to account for the experimental results. 
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Two and Three Quark Transitions. 

The formalism for a complete analysis of the radiative decays in terms of all the 

diagrams in figure 2.8 was developed by Chong-Huah [44]. He claimed that a 

proper analysis should be performed in a fully relativistic model complete with 

a confinement process. Hence he used the MIT bag models to describe baryon 

states. An important consequence of this paper was the recovery of the baryon 

pole model results from a quark model calculation, giving further credibility to the 

phenomenological pole model approach. 

Normalizing to the branching ratio, his estimate for the S + —> p+j asymmetry 

was much too small and he surmised that some right-handed currents may need to 

be invoked. A subsequent calculation by Gaillard et al. [45] also failed within 

the framework of the MIT bag model, but they believed that their results were 

inconclusive and that the failure may have been due to accidental cancellation. 

Hence it may be that the MIT bag model is not suitable for such calculations. On 

the other hand, Picek [46] was able to obtain satisfactory results in a bag model 

calculation of the parity violating contribution from the Jp = | members of the 70-

plet. However only these contributions were considered, rather than a full analysis, 

so the relevance of the bag model remains an open question. 

Kamal and Verma [47] made a systematic study of the one-, two-, and three-

quark transitions. For the two-quark components they were able to determine the 

parity-conserving and parity-violating amplitudes in terms of £ and an overall scale 

factor c, where £ is a function of the quark masses, 

m, — mu 

i = — 2.40 

They then parameterized the single quark transitions in terms of two free 

parameters a and b. Although they developed the formalism for the three-quark 

transitions in terms of one free parameter, they did not consider them further as 
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the paucity of data made a four parameter fit nonsensical. At that time only the 

E + —* p + 7 branching ratio and asymmetry were known, with some upper limits 

on other decays. They used the E + data and took the upper bound from the decay 

E~ —> E~7 branching ratio. Their expressions were quadratic in the parameters a,b 

and c so they obtained two solutions when fits to the data were made. These are. 

presented as solutions A and B in tables 2.1 and 2.2. They concluded that a three 

parameter fit gave a consistent description of the data and found no need to include 

the three-quark transition amplitudes. 

As the branching ratio S~ —> E~7 has now been measured, and is a factor 

of about five lower than the upper limit they used a reanalysis of this method is 

required. As an example of the sensitivity of the results to this limit, a re-evaluation 

using the new branching ratio has been calculated by the author. One of the two 

solutions is shown in the tables 2.1 and 2.2 as solution C. 

The most recent calculation along these lines was a reanalysis of all the hy

peron decays by Verma and Sharma [48]. They again parameterized the single-quark 

transitions in terms of a and b but obtained a parameter-free description of the two-

quark process. They also considered the internal radiation diagram for two-quark 

processes, figure 2.8d, but found them to be highly suppressed. Contributions from 

the three-quark process were determined to be small and to contribute mainly to 

the parity-conserving amplitude. 

For the single-quark transitions they tried a variety of approaches to deter

mine a and b. A straight forward estimate of the standard diagrams in figure 2.8a 

yielded a single-quark contribution many orders of magnitude lower than the two-

quark transitions. They then included hard gluon corrections and long-distance 

Q C D effects. They did not include any such correction terms for the two-quark cal

culations, or penguins, even though these are known to to enhance the amplitudes. 

Their results showed that there were some contributions from single-quark 
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processes, but that the results were quite dependent on the ratio b/a which in turn 

were very sensitive to which effects they included. By and large their predictions 

were consistent with the available data and future measurements of decay asymme

tries should indicate which of the above processes are important in their model. 

2.5.3 T h e P C A C and Current A lgebra Approach . 

The electromagnetic vector current is a conserved quantity. This is essentially a 

statement of conservation of charge. Likewise the vector portion of the hadronic 

current is believed to be conserved and this is the basis of the conserved vector 

current hypothesis. No such condition occurs for the axial current A ^ . Indeed if 

such a condition existed there would be a term of the form 

O = 0*(O |4 | IT) = ̂ ml (2.41) 

where II is the pion field. This would then require either a massless pion, or fn = 0 

which forbids pion decay. However the partial conservation of the axial current 

condition ( P C A C ) , is that in the limit m f f 0, the axial current is conserved. This 

is useful for many processes where a zero mass pion is a suitable approximation. 

Hence many intermediate energy processes may be considered in this soft pion limit. 

Using P C A C the amplitude for a nonleptonic decay process Bi —> Bj + Kl(q2) 

may be written as [49] 

R(Bi -» BjTv\q2sj) = -i^ {Bj | Hw(0)] \ Bt) - lim {i^M^ (2.42) 

where in the commutator F$ describes an axial "charge" 

Fl = -i J A0d3x (2.43) 

and the superscript i refers to the isospin of the pion. The last expression is zero 

when taken in the limit unless is singular at = 0. The term may be 
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expanded as 

_ (Bf\Hw(0)\n)(n\Ai(0) B i ) ) 
+ 8(Pi-Pn-q)' poJP)!qo ' ' j (2-44) 

which shows that is only singular for those intermediate states n which are 

degenerate in mass with either the initial or final state baryon. Hence the last 

term is either zero, or a sum over single particle intermediate baryon states. The 

commutator term is known from current algebra techniques. In the SU(3) limit it 

vanishes for p-waves. For s-waves it is the main contributor, although there are 

some contributions from the pole terms. 

Hence, by employing P C A C and current algebra, the process £?, —> BJ + TX may 

be expressed in terms of a 2?, —> B j part, plus calculable pole terms. Calculations 

of this nature, combined with fits to the known nonleptonic decay amplitudes, have 

determined the B i —> B j parts. Hence a similar treatment for weak radiative 

decays results in terms which will include the now fixed hadronic contributions plus 

additional electromagnetic terms which are easily determined. 

This method is effectively demonstrated by Scadron and Visinescu [50]. They 

fix the weak hadronic parts in terms of phenomenological fits to the nonleptonic 

decays and are able to successfully describe 14 nonleptonic decay amplitudes, the 

Q,~ and S~ decay amplitudes, as well as a number of kaon decay parameters. A 

particularly pleasing aspect of such an approach was that the relative amplitudes of 

the p- and s-wave amplitudes were determined to have the correct relative ampli

tudes and the £~ asymmetry was naturally large and negative. This they claimed 

was due to the inclusion of the ^ intermediate states from the 70-plet [51]. 

They did not investigate other weak radiative decay modes, however Brown 

and Paschos [52] have used a similar approach in making estimates of other branch-
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ing ratios and asymmetry magnitudes. As there are no decays of the form H° —> 

E° '+ 7r, the amplitude for the equivalent radiative process had to be related to 

other nonleptonic decays using SU(3) symmetry relations and was dependent on 

the values used for the f /d ratio. 

2.5.4 The Vector Dominance Symmetry Approach. 

A novel approach to predicting weak radiative decay amplitudes was recently put 

forth by Zenczykowski [53]. The basic idea was to make a connection between the 

nonleptonic and radiative decays by symmetry arguments. To accomplish this the 

similarity between the photon and vector meson quantum numbers was exploited. 

Formally the connection was made by making substitutions of the Lagrangian field 

variables of the form 

V, - » (2.45) 
JVNN 

Here and represent the vector meson and photon fields and fvNN is a form 

factor describing the coupling of the vector meson to the hadron current. The 

connection between the vector meson sector and the pseudoscalar mesons is then 

established on the basis of SU(6) and the quark model, noting that both sectors 

have the same octet structure. 

Zenczykowski described the interactions in terms of the so called spurion lan-

guage. In this language the process B i —> B / + TT may be conveniently expressed in 

terms of the process Bi• + S —• B j + TC where S is the fictitious massless spurion. 

This proves to be useful as choosing S to be either of the SU(3) generators A 6 or A 7 

guarantees that the process will observe the | A J | = | rule for the parity-violating 

and parity-conserving amplitudes respectively. 

By expressing the baryons and mesons in terms of their octet matrices, as in 
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(2.17) he obtained nine possible SU(3) invariant traces J, which are given by [54]; 

Ji = Tr(SBfMBi), J4 = Tr(SBiBfM), J7 = Tr(SBf)Tr(BiM), 

J2 = Tr(SBiMBf), J5 = Tr(SMBfBi), J8 = Tr(SBi)Tr(BfM), (2.46) 

J 3 = Tr(SBsBiM), J6 = Tr(SMBiBf), J 9 = Tr(SM)Tr(BiBf) 

The parity-violating and parity-conserving amplitudes for the process Bi + S —+ 

Bf + 7r may be expressed in terms of the sums J2k AkJk and J2k BkJk respectively. 

For parity-violating amplitudes he calculated the constants Ak for each process 

in terms of the possible diagrams shown in figure 2.9. He separated the parity-

violating Hamiltonian into contributions from longitudinal and transverse currents; 

Hpv = xLH[v + xTHpv (2.47) 

where the xj_, and X? are scale factors a^^bi... depending on the diagram (a,b or 

c), under consideration. Quark model predictions give relationships between these 

scale factors of = | « r - —a; bj = — bi, = b and CT = c with no CL component. 

The Ak were then determined easily in terms of the three parameters a,b and c, 

with different results for the vector and pseudoscalar mesons. 

For the parity-conserving amplitudes he chose to revert to the pole model as 

this has proven to be successful at calculating the parity-conserving amplitudes of 

nonleptonic decays. He was then able to express the Bk in terms of the ratios f/d 

and F/D and an overall scale factor C. By a process similar to that for the parity-

violating amplitudes, the parity-conserving amplitudes were related to f/d, F/D, 

and C through the Bk-

For F/D he accepted the value predicted by the well understood semileptonic 

decays. Experimental nonleptonic decays were used to determine the parameters 

b, c, f/d and C. The only remaining parameter, a, has been given a theoretical 

estimate. Hence SU(6) symmetry has allowed the calculation of vector meson am-
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Figure 2.9: Processes considered for nonleptonic decays. Here M is the meson 
emitted in the process, and B,- and B / are the baryons in the initial and final states. 
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plitudes in terms of parameters taken from known nonleptonic and semileptonic 

results. 

Finally the photon coupling is symbolically expressed in terms of the isoscalar 

vector mesons as 

7 - > 0 + J v r ° - ! " ( 2 - 4 8 ) 

where e « 0.35 and the usual mixing of the vector mesons is given by u° — ^/3u>& + 

\/2cj). Hence, for example, the amplitudes for the decay A —> n + j may be expressed 

as a simple sum involving amplitudes of A —-> n + p°, A —* n + o>8, and A —* n + u>°, 

each of which has a symmetry relation with the pseudoscalar nonleptonic decays. 

His results are presented in tables 2.1 and 2.2 and show that symmetry predictions 

with all free parameters fixed by nonleptonic decays give a reasonable agreement 

with the data. 

2.6 Summary, of Experimental and Theoretical Results. 

We have shown in the preceding section that there have been numerous attempts 

to calculate weak radiative decays amplitudes, and that given the limited quantity 

and quality of the experimental results, many are in reasonable agreement with the 

data. However it is equally clear that there is little consensus on which processes 

are the most important, or which theoretical methods are the most suitable. Many 

of these issues could be resolved by a higher quality data set, but these are difficult 

measurements. Below we summarize the experimental standing of the various decay 

channels. 

The earliest experiments were done in the 1960's. These all investigated the 

process S + —• p + 7 by interacting kaons in a hydrogen bubble chamber. Recently 

there have been four groups actively making measurements in hyperon weak radia

tive decays. Only for E + —• p + 7 and, with the present experiment A —• n + 7, 
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have any measurements been duplicated. Prior to 1985, with the exception of the 

£ + decay, only a few upper limits existed. Since then all experimentally feasible 

processes have been measured at least once. There has been no information forth

coming on any weak decays of the E ° , let alone weak radiative decays, as there is an 

allowed electromagnetic transition E ° —> A+ 7 which dominates all other processes. 

The four experimental programs are discussed in more detail below. 

The KEK Program. At K E K , in Japan, the branching ratio and asymmetry for 

the process E + —» p + 7 were measured [55]. Their technique was optimized 

towards making the asymmetry part of the experiment. A high energy pion 

beam was steered onto a liquid hydrogen target and £ + particles were created 

through the associated production reaction; 

7T+ + p £+ + K+ • (2.49) 

The charged E + and K+ kinematics were measured with magnetic spectrome

ters positioned downstream of the interaction target. These were used to ana

lyze the K+ and the secondary proton. The photons from the E + decay were 

detected in converter and multi wire proportional chamber (MWPC) pack

ages located above and below the beam axis. These were sensitive to photon 

position, but not energy. They were able to suppress the background from the 

E + —• p + 7T° channel by imposing harsh kinematic constraints on the proton 

momentum. The branching ratio was determined to be (1.30 ± 0.15) x 10 - 3, 

consistent with other measurements. They also confirmed the large negative 

asymmetry previously observed for this decay with the result a = —0.86±0.14. 

The Fermilab Program. The S° has two possible radiative decay channels, to 

either A+ 7 or E ° + 7. Both of these have been reported on recently by groups 

working at Fermilab. The analysis in each case differed, but the experimental 
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apparatus was essentially the same. They used a collimated S ° beam created 

by high energy protons interacting on a lead or tungsten target. Any charged 

particles in the beam were swept away from the experimental area with a 

large magnet. The H° was then allowed to decay in a long vacuum chamber. 

In both experiments the particles in the final state included a A. The charged 

secondaries from the decay A —* p + TT~ were momentum analysed using a 

dipole magnet and a set of MWPCs . The pix~ pair was required to have 

an invariant mass within 10 MeV of the A, and their tracks were required 

to intersect in the decay region. In both cases the photon was detected at 

forward angles using a converter and lead-glass array, and the normalization 

was made to the channel 5 ° —* A + 7r° . A detailed Monte Carlo was required 

to understand the detector acceptances and to model the lead-glass response. 

One of the main differences between the two measurements was that the pro

cess S ° —> A + 7 was measured concurrently with an experiment to measure 

the transition moment / / (S° — A) via the Primakoff effect. Hence they had to 

contend with a set of intermediate targets which were producing additional 

background effects that needed to be modeled carefully. 

The branching ratio and asymmetry for the decay 5 ° —• A + 7 were deduced 

on the basis of 116 ± 13 events [56]. The asymmetry, a = 0.43 ± 0.44, was not 

well determined, and their branching ratio, BR = (1.1 ± 0.2) x 10 - 3 does not 

agree with any of the current theories, at the one standard deviation level. 

In the other group, only 85 ± 10 decays of the process E° —• S ° + 7 were 

observed [57]. From these a branching ratio of B R = (3.6 ± 0.4) x 10 - 3 and 

an asymmetry of a = 0.20 ± 0.32 have been determined. Again the results 

were inconsistent with all the theoretical models, usually at the three stan

dard deviation level. The results of these experiments are compared against 
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theoretical estimates in tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

The CERN Program. At C E R N they have reported on measurements of four 

weak radiative decays. These were a repeat measurement of E + —> p + 7, first 

measurements of A —> n + 7 and E ~ —> £ ~ + 7, and an upper limit on the 

branching ratio for 0~ —+ E ~ + 7. 

The first three experiments used a C E R N SPS hyperon beam at a mean 

momentum of 116 GeV/c. The hyperon beams were momentum dispersed, 

so sets of wire chambers, located downstream of the last beam line element, 

were able to determine the momentum of incident hyperons. A differential 

Cerenkov counter was used to identify hyperon species. 

To measure the A —• n + 7 decay process they used an incident beam of 5~ 

particles. These decay virtually 100% of the time via S - —• A + -K~ . The E~ 

was allowed to decay in a vacuum chamber about 5 m long. The A momenta, 

and direction were determined from the kinematics of the incident E ~ and the 

departing 7r~, the latter being momentum analyzed by a magnet and MWPC 

assembly located downstream of the decay region. Acceptable triggers re

quired a E ~ incident on the decay region and a 7r~ track intersecting the E ~ 

trajectory within the decay volume. Decays A —> p + ir~ were rejected by re

quiring that there be only one charged particle in the final state. Downstream 

of the magnetic spectrometer another powerful magnet swept any charged 

particles away from the detectors. 

The photons were detected in either a liquid argon detector (LAD), or a lead-

glass array. The lead-glass array detected only those photons outside the 

solid angle subtended by the L A D . The L A D was centred on the beam axis. 

The L A D was segmented into a number of different radiators, so that hadron 

induced events would be distinguishable from photon events by differences in 
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their shower development. The anode collectors were located on strips which 

crossed the detector alternately horizontally and vertically. This allowed the 

position of the shower to be determined, and neutrons could be distinguished 

from photons. 

A significant reduction of the background arising from the process A —> n + 7r° 

was obtained by requiring that there be exactly one photon and one neutron 

in the LAD, and that the lead-glass record no events. In order to extract 

the branching ratio they normalized the number of events to the number of 

A —>• n + 7T° decays which had one photon go undetected in their apparatus. 

They had to rely on detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the two channels, 

including the different acceptances and efficiencies. They did not simulate the 

shower development in the LAD. 

They were unable to see a signal per se, but they did find that 42 of the 

« 13500 events were located in a region predicted by the Monte Carlo to be 

essentially free from the background channel. Of these they determined 11 to 

be definite background events, and estimated another 7.3 were likely to be, 

leaving a total of 23.7 events. Using the Monte Carlo to determine the relative 

acceptances they produced a branching ratio of BR = (1.02 ± 0.33) x 10~ 3 [4]. 

They were not sensitive to the asymmetry parameter. 

In the measurement of the E+ decay, they used a E + beam, and much of 

the same apparatus. The only real differences between this and the above 

measurement were the requirements that a proton, rather than a neutron, be 

detected coincidently with the photon, and that there be only one charged 

particle in the drift region, the E + . They measured a branching ratio of 

(1.27±QJ|) x 1 0 - 3 [58], consistent with all other measurements of this decay. 

Likewise the H~ —> E~ + 7 decay was measured in a very similar fashion. In 
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this case the incident beam was a E~, and the decay £ _ —• rnr~ was used to 

tag the E~ decay. They required just the one photon and a neutron in the 

LAD. With an analysis similar to their other measurements, they found only 

9 events and estimated the branching ratio to be (0.23 ± 0.10) x 10 - 3 [59]. 

In an earlier experiment, investigating many properties of the Cl~, this same 

group had been able to set an upper limit on the branching ratio for the decay 

0" —• E~ + 7. Their value was BR < 2.2 x 10~3 with a 90% confidence level, 

based on an observed 9 events. 

The B N L Program. We have now measured the two branching ratios A —• n + 7 

and E + —* p + 7. The latter was described earlier in the first chapter, and 

resulted in a branching ratio consistent with all other recent measurements. 

This is quite comforting as the three most recent results have been reached 

with very different techniques. This indicates that the systematic errors are 

reasonable. Our technique differed from the rest by virtue of being a stopped 

kaon experiment. Hence our hyperons were not very energetic, and decayed 

with photon energies suitable for Nal type measurements. This gave us an 

improved energy resolution and good event reconstruction ability. 

All experimental results, along with the theoretical predictions discussed in 

the preceding section, have been collected together in tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Table 2.1: Theoretical and experimental branching ratios in units of 10 

Theory S + ^ P 7 A—• nj S°-> A 7 E°-+ S °7 H —> S 7 ft"-> S" 7 

[36] 0.34 ± 1.25 1.9 ± 0.8 
[38] 0.92 0.62 3.0 7.2 
[40] 1.24* 22. 4.0 9.1 11. 41. 
[47]A 1.24+ 5.97 1.80 1.48 1.2+ 0.6 
[47]B 1.24+ 1.70 1.36 0.23 1.2+ 0.6 
[47] C* 1.24+ 2.18 1.37 0.10 0.23+ 0.23 
[50] 0.66 
[53] 0.90 3.21 2.06 3.49 0.36 

Data 1.26±0.07 1.02±0.33 1.1±0.2 3.6±0.4 0.23±0.10 < 2.2 
[Ref.] [10] [4] [56] [57] [59] [60] 
+ These values used as input. 
* Calculated by the author using the model of reference [47]. 

Table 2.2: Theoretical and experimental asymmetries. 

Theory A —> nj S 0 ^ A 7 E°—> S°7 E - - . S - 7 ft--* E"7 
[36] 0.8 0.5 
[38] -0.8 -0.49 -0.78 -0.96 
[47]A -0.5+ -0.87 -0.96 -0.3 -0.87 -0.87 
[47] B -0.5+ 0.25 -0.45 -0.99 0.56 0.56 
[47]C* -0.5+ -1.0 -0.97 0.11 -0.56 -0.56 
[50] -0.38 
[53] -0.56 0.75 0.95 -0.97 -0.40 

Data 
[Ref.] 

-0.83 ± 0 . 1 2 
[18] 

0.43 ± 0.44 
[56] 

0.20 ± 0 . 3 2 
[57] 

+ These values used as input. 
* Calculated by the author using the model of reference [47]. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Method. 

3.1 The AGS and Beam Line C6/C8. 

The success of E811 depended upon, among other things, a high quality, relatively 

pure, source of kaons stopping in a liquid hydrogen target. Through meticulous 

fine tuning, such a beam of kaons was developed at the Alternating Gradient Syn

chrotron, (AGS), at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. These kaons were pro

duced by accelerating protons to 24 GeV, directing them into beam lines, and focus

ing them onto various targets. Proton interactions within the C' target produced 

secondaries, including kaons, which were then transported to the experimental area 

using the secondary beam line C8. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the AGS and its 

beam lines. 

The acceleration of protons to 24 GeV was a complex process involving several 

stages of acceleration. In the preliminary stage, H~ ions were accelerated to 750 

keV by a Cockroft-Walton set. These were then passed to a linear accelerator which 

boosted their momentum to 650 MeV/c . By passing the ions through a thin foil, 

the electrons were stripped off, and the protons injected into the main AGS ring. 

The AGS is a synchrotron, meaning that the protons remained in a fixed orbit while 

the radio frequency fields, which provided the acceleration, and the magnetic fields, 

which constrained the protons, were increased in unison. 

The protons were accelerated in the AGS to 24 GeV. Having attained the 

desired energy there was a "flat top" period during which time the the protons 

were slowly extracted into the various beam lines. The spill length and cycle time 
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E811 

Figure 3.1: The AGS accelerator components and various of the slow extracted 
beam lines. 
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were variable, with nominal values being about 1.6 seconds each for the flat top and 

acceleration phases. Ideally the extracted proton flux should be constant over the 

spill duration, but often the microstructure of the spill was such that there were 

momentary unacceptably high beam rates. Since high rates may lead to pile-up in 

the detectors, the electronics were managed in such a way as to accept data only 

during periods with reasonable rates. 

Typically C-line received about 5 x 1012 protons per spill. The usual mode 

of operation focused the majority of these on the C target. Protons which passed 

through the C target undeflected were reunited with protons skipped over the target 

and redirected into beam lines C l and C3. Nominal proton fluxes incident on the 

C target ranged from 1 to 2 x 1012 per spill. The proton interactions in the C 

production target produced a mixture of particles, including large numbers of pions 

and some kaons. 

The C6/C8 beam line is depicted in figure 3.2. It consisted of a series of dipole, 

quadrupole and sextupole magnets, electrostatic separators, mass slits, collimators 

and diagnostic elements. As the pions and kaons emerging from the C target had a 

distribution in both space and momentum, the magnets were set to transport only 

those particles entering C8 with a desired momentum. 

Dipole magnets have their fields orthogonal to the beam axis and are used 

to steer charged particles. For a given particle trajectory, the radius of curvature 

is determined by the geometry of the beam line, and the magnetic field is propor

tional to momentum, so selecting the field of the first dipole magnet determined the 

canonical momentum of the beam line. The quadrupole magnets were used in pairs 

as magnetic lenses to keep the beam well focused while the sextupoles were used 

to correct higher order aberrations. The last quadrupole-dipole-quadrupole set, 

(Q6-D2-Q7), was rotatable to serve either the C6 or C8 areas without disturbing 

existing setups. 
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Figure 3.2: The C6/C8 beam line. 
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C8 is often referred to as LESB II, being the second Low Energy Separated 

Beam line built at the AGS. The separation between particle types of different mass 

but with the same momentum was achieved by using separators. These consisted 

of crossed magnetic and electric fields. By carefully adjusting the ratio of these 

fields one could arrange for the kaons to traverse straight through the separator 

undisturbed while the pions and other contaminants were vertically displaced. Then 

by passing the particles through a narrow mass slit centred on the beam axis most 

of the pions could be removed. 

A typical beam tuning procedure developed along the following lines; 

• The proton beam was tuned to provide a small and steady spot on the C' 

target with a minimal amount of radiation loss in C3. 

• The overall optics were set by turning off both separators and focusing the 

unseparated beam on the hydrogen target. A position sensitive hodoscope 

was used as a guide. 

• The mass slit was reduced, the first separator was turned on and its magnetic 

field swept. This determined the setting which produced the best n/K ratio 

while still maintaining a reasonable flux. The ir/K ratio was determined by 

the time of flight method. 

• Once satisfied with the first separator, it was left at the best determined set 

point and the second was optimized in the same manner. 

After much work tuning the beam line we were regularly able to achieve beams 

with a 7r /K ratio around 6:1, which was better than previous results. An additional 

factor which contributed to our success in getting a low 7r/K ratio arose from detailed 

calculations and Monte Carlos of the beam profile along C8. From this we were able 

to determine a few locations where the pions and kaons had somewhat different 
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spatial distributions and we installed additional collimators at these points. This 

work was carried out during phase I of E811,[7] and represented the first time that 

the C8 line had been operated at its designed capability. 

For the engineering run, the nominal momentum was selected to be 680 

MeV/c. The advantages of having such a high momentum are that there are fewer 

K~ decays inflight, and hence a better 7r/K ratio, and the pions in the beam are 

well above the A(1232) resonance which could lead to background problems through 

interactions in the degrader. However, in order to stop the kaons in the target a 

considerable amount of degrading material is required. A large thickness of de-

grader contributes to more background through interactions within its volume. A 

more serious consequence is the large degrader induced momentum spread. This 

results in a lower fraction of kaons stopping in the hydrogen, and a higher number 

of inflight interactions. 

An examination of the spectra from the engineering run illustrated that the 

inflight problem was worse than anticipated. Hence the momentum was reduced to 

600 MeV/c for the production run. 

3.2 The Detectors and Associated Apparatus. 

This section describes the physical apparatus. Each of the active components, the 

detectors, were specialized to perform one or more of a variety of tasks. Detectors in 

the beam were used to record the position, the energy, or the type, of particles that 

they encountered. The veto counters were merely required to register the presence of 

charged particles passing through them, but with a very high efficiency. The Crystal 

Box was selected for its suitability as a gamma-ray spectrometer. Also described 

will be the non-active components; the target; degrader; shielding blocks etc. A 

schematic showing the principal elements of the apparatus is shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: A schematic drawing of the apparatus showing the beam line detectors 
and a cutaway view of the Crystal Box surrounding the hydrogen target. The 
various elements are described in the text. 
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3.2.1 The Crystal Box. 

The Crystal Box is a modular array of 396 separate Nal(Tl) crystals. It was ob

tained from Los Alamos where it had been used on a number of rare muon decay 

experiments. Considerable experience on its performance was obtained during that 

time [61]. It combined a large solid angle coverage with reasonable energy resolution 

and good timing and position resolution . It was arranged so that there were four 

faces mounted transverse to one another to form the sides of a box surrounding 

the beam. Each face consisted of ninety individual crystals in an array ten crystals 

along the beam axis and nine crystals wide. Each face crystal had a cross sectional 

area 6.4 x 6.4 cm2 and was 30 cm deep. A 3 x 3 array of crystals filled each corner 

between adjacent faces. Each corner crystal had the same cross sectional area as 

face crystals, but was 76 cm long. The major axis of the corner crystals ran parallel 

to the beam, as shown in the cutaway view of figure 3.3. Optical isolation was 

achieved by wrapping each crystal with a 50 fj.m layer of optical reflector reinforced 

with 75 /j,m of aluminized mylar. 

Due to the hydrophilic nature of Nal, the entire detector was encapsulated 

inside a hermetically sealed aluminum container. The front face of this container 

had to be thin, to reduce the number of interactions in this non-active area, yet 

strong to support the weight of Nal. It consisted of an aluminum "honeycomb" 

plate with aluminum skins bonded to either side. 

A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was coupled to the rear of each face crystal 

by a sequence of lucite light guides, plastic elastomers and glass plates as shown in 

figure 3.4. There was a PMT attached to each of the upstream and downstream 

ends of the corner crystals in much the same manner. The light guides were seated 

inside recessed holes which had a ring of rubber hugging the PMT assembly to 

prevent light from leaking into the detector. 
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Figure 3.4: A cutaway view illustrating the phototube assembly mounted on the 
Crystal Box. 
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A complication arose from the rather fragile mechanical stability of the pho

totube with ju-metal shield and iron support flange. These were separated by mylar 

from the PMT which was at a potential of -1400 volts. The mylar was often slightly 

damaged, or easily dislodged when a phototube was lightly knocked, resulting in 

conduction to ground. The area in the neighborhood of the PMTs was extremely 

congested as each base had two high voltage cables; a signal cable; a fibre optic 

cable and a large mounting post, and as they were held in place in groups of nine, 

replacing or repairing a phototube or base was a difficult and time consuming job. 

The PMTs used were of the Amperex XP2232B type with 12 stages. They 

are fast tubes and are generally used when accurate timing is a consideration. The 

bases, which distribute the high voltage to each stage of the PMT, were designed 

to be able to handle high counting rates. While high counting rates were not a 

problem in this experiment, it was still a convenient arrangement due to limitations 

in the availability of high current and high voltage power supplies. The high voltage 

chain was divided in such a way that the current in the last 7 dynodes was four 

times that of the first 5 dynodes. The differing current requirements were satisfied 

by applying -1400V to the entire chain with a low current supply, and boosting the 

last 7 dynodes with a -700V, high current supply. The high voltages were distributed 

through a network of power supplies and bus bars. 

3.2.2 Beam Line Detectors. 

The beam line detectors and other elements are shown in figure 3.3, and their 

properties are listed in table 3.1. These detectors serve several very important 

functions. They provide quick on-line information that there is a particle incident 

on the hydrogen target; that the particle is most likely a kaon; and that there is 

a good chance the particle has stopped in the hydrogen. In addition, for suitable 

events, more detailed information is collected and recorded on magnetic tape for 
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further scrutiny during the off-line analysis. 

Table 3.1: Properties of the beam line elements. 

Cross Gap to 
Element Sectional Thickness Material next 

Dimensions element 
Aperture 20 x 10 61.0 2.9 
Counter Si 20 x 20 0.3 Scintillator 2.5 
Cerenkov K 30 x 30 4.8 Lucite 20.0 
Cerenkov C 20 x 20 5.1 Lucite 3.8 
Counter S 2 20 x 20 0.3 Scintillator 26.7 
Counter S 3 15 x 15 0.3 Scintillator 20.3 
Degrader D 15 x 15 13.0 Copper 0. 
dE/dx E i 15 x 15 1.3 Scintillator 0. 
dE/dx E 2 15 x 15 1.3 Scintillator 1.3 
Hodoscope-X 6x(15 x 2.5) 0.3 Scintillator 0. 
Hodoscope-Y 6x(15 x 2.5) 0.3 Scintillator 1.3 
Counter S4 15 x 15 0.16 Scintillator 6.4 
Target L H 2 20<f> 19.4 Hydrogen -

All dimensions in centimeters. 

The time coincidence Si-S 2 -S3-S 4 signaled the presence of a beam particle that 

had emerged from the collimator and had passed through all the counters and 

degrader and was now entering the target assembly. 

The two Cerenkov counters, K and C, were used to distinguish kaons from 

pions. If a particle traverses a material at a velocity greater than the speed of light 

in that material then it emits a cone of light, Cerenkov radiation. The opening 

angle for this cone of light in a given medium is inversely related to the velocity 

of the particle. At our beam momentum, and in lucite, kaons would emit light at 

about 34° whereas for pions the angle would be approximately 47°. The critical 

angle for total internal reflection in lucite occurs at 43°. Hence pion light will be 

totally internally reflected whereas the kaon light will escape from the face of the 

Cerenkov. The K Cerenkov had six 12.7 cm phototubes positioned to detect the 
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kaon light emerging from an aperture on the face of the lucite. The C Cerenkov 

had 3 phototubes mounted directly on the second block of lucite to detect internally 

reflected pion light. Hence an appropriate signal for the presence of a kaon consisted 

of a signal from K in anticoincidence with a signal from C. 

The degrader was used to slow kaons from a state of initially high momentum 

to one suitable for stopping kaons in the hydrogen target. The degrader thickness 

was selected to optimize the number of kaons stopping in the target while also 

considering the effects of multiple scattering, interactions in the degrader material, 

and energy straggling. The degrader was positioned as close as possible to the target 

window to minimize the number of kaon decays in flight and beam divergence effects 

due to multiple scattering. 

Immediately downstream of the degrader were two 1.25 cm thick scintillators 

Ei and E 2 . With such thick counters one reduces Landau broadening, and so, gets a 

better measure of the energy deposited in the scintillator. Hence these can be used 

to distinguish between pions and kaons, and to a lesser extent, potential inflight 

interactions. 

Following the E counters was a 12 element hodoscope. It had 6 scintillator 

strips in each of the X and Y directions. The hodoscope gives a measure of the X-Y 

position of stopping kaons with a position resolution of about 5 cm. This resolution 

was determined in a previous experiment where we were able to determine the 

vertex using wire chambers above and below the target.[9] A knowledge of the radial 

position of stopping kaons aids in the avoidance of events coming from stops in the 

walls of the aluminum vacuum assembly and is necessary for the reconstruction of 

events. The hodoscope can also help eliminate some potential pile-up by rejecting 

events with multiple numbers of incident particles. Each scintillator was coupled to 

a 10 stage Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube, type R1925. 

Also installed in the beam, before the second dipole, was an upstream scin-
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tillation counter. This counter was mounted with two PMTs and was primarily 

designed for good timing response. It was very useful during the beam tuning pro

cess as a measure of the time of flight between it and S3 provided a quick and 

accurate measure of the 7r/K ratio. The time of flight was recorded for all valid 

events. 

3.2.3 T h e Hydrogen Target and Octagon Veto Assembly 

The liquid hydrogen target, its vacuum chamber, and the refrigeration unit were 

supplied by the BNL cryogenics support group. Various components of the hydrogen 

target and assembly are depicted in figure 3.5. The liquid hydrogen was contained 

inside a 0.35 mm mylar shell. The shell was comprised of two hemispherical end 

caps glued to a cylindrical portion where the fill and empty lines were attached. We 

used two different versions during the engineering run. The shorter version had a 

total length of 19.4 cm (figure 3.5a) compared with the longer version at 30.5 cm 

(figure 3.5b). Both targets were 20 cm in diameter. The mylar vessel was wrapped 

in "super insulation" and was supported only by the empty and fill lines which 

were held off from the sides of the container by polystyrene foam spacers. Carbon 

resistors inside the hydrogen vessel were used to determine the state of the target 

vessel, either full or empty. The entire vessel was kept inside a vacuum chamber to 

insulate the hydrogen. 

The aluminum vacuum assembly was inserted into the Crystal Box aperture 

and positioned so that the centre of the hydrogen target was centred within the 

Crystal Box, defining the origin of the coordinate system. The aluminum walls 

immediately surrounding the target were machined much thinner to reduce the 

number of photon conversions in the walls. The 0.4 mm stainless steel entrance 

window was also as thin as allowed to minimize the number of kaons interacting 
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Figure 3.5: Components of the hydrogen target; a) Configuration with the short 
target in place; b) Configuration with the large target in place and with the entire 
lower portion of the vacuum assembly shown as a side view; c) a perspective view 
of the octagon veto assembly from the downstream end. Further details in the text. 
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outside the hydrogen. 

Between the target flask and the inner walls of the vacuum chamber were 

8 scintillators assembled into the shape of an octagonal cylinder. Each strip was 

optically decoupled from its neighbor and was 31.8 cm long. Four of the strips 

also folded over at the downstream end to form a cup around the hydrogen flask. 

Figure 3.5c shows the scintillators, but not the light guides which followed a tortuous 

route before being glued to the feedthroughs shown in figures 3.5a and 3.5b. This 

gave complete charged particle coverage except for the entrance and small holes 

where the fill and empty lines were fed through. The scintillators, known as the 

octagon counter, were used to veto any events with charged particles emitted from 

the target, including some protons which would not ordinarily escape through the 

aluminum walls to be detected externally. In addition, many particles in the beam 

halo will be detected by these counters. 

3.2.4 Charged Particle Rejection 

In addition to the octagon veto counter described in the previous section, each face 

of the Crystal Box was equipped with a 6.4 mm thick scintillator. These counters 

had cross-sectional area 83 x 50 cm2 and were butted against one another to provide 

complete coverage of the crystal box. Any energy above threshold deposited in these 

counters caused the rejection of the event. 

On the upstream side of each face of the Crystal Box there was a 2.5 cm x 

46 cm x 46 cm scintillator, mounted with a 12.7 cm photomultiplier tube. These 

counters were known as the guard counters, Gi through G 4 , and they were used to 

detect charged particles entering or leaving the Crystal Box. However they were 

used only in offline analysis to reject events as there could be shower leakage from the 

Crystal Box for valid events. The time signals from these counters were still useful 

in rejecting pile-up from particles entering the Crystal Box from the upstream side 
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by vetoing events with an energy deposition out of time relative to normal events. 

3.2.5 Shielding. 

An inevitable consequence of transporting high numbers of particles is the presence 

of background radiation. The bulk of this radiation is contained by tonnes of con

crete surrounding the beam line, and especially, the production targets. Nonethe

less, large volume detectors like the Crystal Box are particularly vulnerable and 

extra precautions were required. 

In the Crystal Box there were two mains sources of annoying background. 

The first originated from the spray of particles within C8, emerging from nooks and 

crannies in the vicinity of the beam pipe as it entered the experimental area. To 

protect the Crystal Box from these particles, the shielding around the beam pipe 

was fortified with lead bricks. Also, a 60 cm thick wall of concrete, iron, and lead 

was built between the detectors and the end of the beam line. The central portion of 

this wall was a 60 cm wide X 76 cm high collimator of lead, through which passed 

a 20 cm wide x 10 cm high aperture which was centred on the beam axis. On 

either side, extending out an additional 150 cm were two iron blocks. These were 

all supported from below by concrete blocks. 

The second source of background came from particle interactions in the C target. 

The Crystal Box was unfortunately in an ideal location to detect these. Hence the 

exposed side of the detector was shielded by building another wall of iron and con

crete. In addition, as many of these particles were likely to be neutrons, several 

thin wooden crates packed with borax were stacked between the Crystal Box and 

the direction of the C target. 
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3.2.6 The Flasher System and Small Nal. 

By studying the long term behavior of the photomultiplier gains it was determined 

that some of them had a tendency to drift with time. Others periodically made 

sudden jumps up or down for no apparent reason. To track such changes, the 

flasher system was developed. The basic ingredients were a network of fibre optic 

cables and an xenon flash bulb. The flash bulb was positioned at the centre of a 

hemispherical dome which was the terminus for the more than 400 fibre optic cables. 

The other ends of these cables were connected to fibres glued into notches cut into 

the light guides of each PMT on the Crystal Box. 

Additionally, one optical fibre led to a small 5 cm (j> x 5 cm deep Nal crystal. 

The purpose of this small Nal was to monitor the flasher output so that changes in 

the flash bulb intensity would not be misinterpreted as gain shifts of the Crystal Box 

PMTs. It was positioned near a 2 2 8 T h source, well away from the other detectors 

and the beam. It was heavily shielded from external radiations. By continuously 

recording the gamma ray spectrum from thorium decays, an overall normalization 

of the flasher output was obtained. A photodiode mounted on the hemispherical 

dome provided an additional check of the flasher intensity. 

Unfortunately, it was learnt from the engineering run that the flasher system 

was inadequate. Many of the fibres were damaged or had poor transmission, while 

those few that had been replaced had light outputs which exceeded the ADC lim

its. It was not considered to be of sufficient importance to warrant delaying data 

acquisition during the engineering run, so an overhaul of the flasher system was 

postponed until the end of that run. 
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3.2.7 Temperature Contro l . 

At Brookhaven the variations in ambient temperature during the run from January 

to May were quite severe. Also, the building temperature in the E811 area was 

not well maintained due to construction in the vicinity. It was important to keep 

the Crystal Box at a constant temperature, because the photomultiplier gains were 

known to be temperature dependent. In addition the crystals could not withstand 

severe thermal shock; the recommended rate of change being less than 0.1° C per 

hour. 

To maintain a constant temperature a tent was built around the Crystal Box 

into which dehumidified air at constant temperature was circulated. The safety 

requirement for hydrogen targets demanded a free flow of fresh air past the target 

assembly and into large venting ducts. Hence the temperature control tent was 

built in the shape of a square toroid. 

To distribute the massive heat load of the 432 PMTs there were banks of 20 cm 

fans on either side of each face drawing air across the tubes. This was the primary 

source of heat, and the temperature was kept at a constant 29° C primarily by 

controlling the venting. An optional heater, an air-conditioner and a buffer volume 

were added later for the production run with much improved control. 

3.3 Electronics and Data Acquisition. 

The electronics and the data acquisition system serve several very important func

tions. These are outlined below. 

• Fast logic decisions are made to determine whether the current event warrants 

further study. If it appears to be a suitable event, the data acquisition system 

is alerted to collect the information from the event. 

• Suitable events have their information digitized and stored on magnetic tape. 
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• The on-line software analyses a fraction of the incoming data to monitor the 

progress of the experiment and to check for irregularities or malfunctioning 

units. 

• Various parts of the electronics are used for diagnostic purposes only. Their 

information is continuously displayed on visual monitors for inspection by the 

experimenters. 

• Parts of the electronics may be used for additional tasks such as beam tuning 

or tests. 

The subject of the rest of this chapter will centre on the first three items above. 

A flow chart of the main units in the electronics and data acquisition system are 

depicted in figure 3.6. 

Normally the analogue signal from a detector was passed directly to an ana

logue to digital converter (ADC). For our particular choice of ADC this digitization 

was based on a charge integration, the result of which was a signal proportional to 

the energy deposited in the detector. Some analogue signals were converted to logic 

pulses by passing them through discriminator modules. If the analogue signal was 

above a certain adjustable threshold the discriminator would generate a standard 

NIM logic signal, a square pulse with voltage -0.8V and variable width. A logic sig

nal might be sent directly to a time to digital converter (TDC) or other C A M A C 1 

module. Some signals were used to form logic decisions to determine whether the 

event was a suitable candidate. Logic decisions are made by using standard Boolean 

operations, the presence or absence of a signal indicating the two possible states, 

and the operators being electronics modules in the form of an AND, OR, or NOT 

decision. 
1 A D C s , T D C s , coincidence registers etc, are collectively known as C A M A C modules, (Computer 

Automated Measurement And Control), as this is the well established standard used in most nuclear 
and particle physics labs for units which are read out into a computer. 
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There were several different types of events of interest, data events, diagnostic 

events, calibration events, etc. Once a valid event, or trigger, had been formed 

it signaled the CAB BG (a very fast processor with a 200 ns cycle time) that an 

event was underway and enabled the CAMAC modules by starting the TDC clocks, 

sending gates to ADCs and coincidence registers etc. The event type dictated to the 

CAB BG which CAMAC modules were to be read. The CAB BG had 4 additional 

triple port memory units (TPM) attached directly to it, and was configured as a 

branch driver to control 4 crates of CAMAC modules. 

The CAB BG was a slave to the MBD (Microprogrammable Branch Driver). 

The MBD was connected to the PDP 11/44 unibus, and could write directly into 

PDP memory. It served as the interface between the PDP and the CAMAC crates. 

The MBD handled the readout of the TPMs and other crates on its branch. These 

data were then passed to the PDP. In the normal mode of operation the data were 

passed from the PDP directly to magnetic tape after buffering, although a fraction 

of the data were also analysed on-line. 

Under normal running conditions a T P M was filled during the beam on period, 

with very few being read by the MBD as the CAB BG was too busy. These were 

then completely emptied during the subsequent beam off period. The MBD was 

much slower than the CAB BG so, when running at very high rates, the T P M would 

fill quickly and then fill only as fast as the MBD could empty. The maximum rate 

was about 130 events per spill, representing just over two cycles through each TPM. 

3.3.1 Triggers. 

The various trigger types and their purposes are listed below. 

Event 10 Highest quality data events. These were candidate events for A WRD 

and were given absolute priority. 
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E v e n t 9 Calibration events. These were events collected during the pion running 

mode to calibrate the gains of the Crystal Box. During pion runs, event 9 was 

given top priority. 

E v e n t 7 Flasher events. These events were generated by triggering the xenon flash 

bulb. They were collected at a rate of about 1 Hz and were used to track gain 

drifts of individual crystals. 

E v e n t 5 Sample events. As the requirements for an event 10 were rather stringent, 

it was useful to have a sample of events with less severe conditions to monitor 

the entire spectrum. Since the rate for such events is naturally much higher, a 

random sample was formed by selecting only every 16th of such events using 

a prescaler. 

E v e n t 4 Pedestal and small Nal event. This event was triggered by the small Nal 

detecting disintegrations resulting from decays in a sample of a 2 2 8 T h . As 

such it was completely random in time and was used to determine the ADC 

pedestals. Any signal above pedestal must have been purely accidental and 

hence these events were also a useful monitor of the pile-up rate. To reduce 

the event rate to a suitable level, a coincidence with a random pulser was 

required. 

E v e n t 8 Error events. For each event the CAB BG performed a number of software 

consistency checks. In the event of any error, usually an indication that the 

CAB code had been corrupted or found its way into an abnormal state, it 

triggered an event 8 which forced an end of run and alerted the experimenters 

by sounding an alarm and displaying a message on the terminal. 

E v e n t 11 Scaler events. Scalers simply counted the number of occurrences of a 

specific item, such as the number of counts in a particular scintillator. The 
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scaler modules were independent of the CAB BG, residing in a crate on the 

MBD branch. They were read and cleared at the end of each beam spill, 

and again at the end of each beam off period. They were extremely useful in 

detecting defective or nonfunctional devices and were also used to estimate 

rates and to determine normalizations. At the end of each run a summary of 

scaler totals and averages was printed out to be checked for irregularities. 

Event 12 Small Nal events. The total number of type 4 events collected in a 

run was quite small so that they would not interfere with the collection of 

event 10 triggers. As the the small Nal was intended to be used as a cross 

calibration of the flasher peaks a much larger number of events was needed. 

This was accomplished through the type 12 events. Small Nal events were 

analyzed using a QVT multi channel analyzer. The analogue signals were 

charge integrated and stored in QVT memory in the form of a histogram. An 

event 12 was triggered about every 5 minutes by software in the PDP which 

caused the memory contents of the QVT to be dumped. In this way a high 

rate of small Nal events could be handled. 

Typical rates per beam burst during kaon and pion runs are shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Typical event rates. 

Trigger 
Typical Rate per Beam Burst 

Trigger Kaon Run Pion Run 
Event 4 2.8 1.5 • 
Event 5 6.3 0.2 
Event 7 3.8 2.8 
Event 8 0.0 0.0 
Event 9 — 121. 
Event 10 65. — 

Event 11 2.0 2.0 
Event 12 0.006 0.006 
Totals « 80 « 128 
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3.3.2 The Fast Electronics. 

In this section the details of the fast electronics will be described. Only the main 

modules used in the event generation process will be discussed. There were a lot 

of diagnostics, scalers and other details which will be ignored here for the sake of 

brevity. 

Crystal Box Electronics. 

The Nal analogue signal was typically about 500 ns long. Integrating such a long 

signal makes one more susceptible to pile-up problems. To avoid this difficulty the 

signal was clipped to 250 ns as is shown schematically in figure 3.7. Part of the 

signal traveled to the end of a long clipping line where it was inverted and partially 

reflected due to an impedance mismatch. The resistance and delay time were chosen 

so that the inverted signal added destructively with the tail of the initial wave form, 

effectively clipping it. 

As the high voltage for each PMT was distributed via bus bars, all at a 

common voltage, the individual signal amplitudes were controlled by variable am

plifiers. An approximate balance of all gains was obtained after several iterations 

using sources and cosmic rays. 

The amplified signals were then divided, with equal parts being distributed to 

the fast electronics to form a hardware sum, and to the ADCs. Due to the length 

of time it took to form a trigger, it was necessary to delay all the analogue signals 

destined for the ADCs so that they would arrive in coincidence with the event 

generated gate. This was accomplished using 400 ns Spiradel fixed delay units [62]. 

Signals occurring in detectors significantly out of time relative to the beam 

particle that triggered the event are likely to have arisen from other beam particles 

which did not trigger an event. Such conditions are referred to as pile-up. With 
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Figure 3.7: Nal analogue signal processing. 
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higher instantaneous beam rates, the probability of pile-up increases accordingly. 

Piled-up signals can be distinguished from regular signals by comparing the ratio 

of the amount of charge in the leading edge of the pulse to that in the entire 

pulse. To accomplish this the delayed signal was split again. The 90% portion went 

directly to the main ADCs with a 250 ns gate while the other 10% was amplified 

further and transmitted to pile-up ADCs which had a 50 ns gate on the leading 

edge (see figure 3.7). The amplifiers were suspected of having slight drifts in their 

DC levels. As the integration period was relatively long for both ADCs, DC levels 

could drastically compromise the data. To prevent this the signals were AC coupled 

to the ADCs. 

The ADCs used for the Nal signals were Fast Encoding and Readout ADCs, 

(FERA), with 11 bit resolution. With the gains set to give about 300 MeV full 

scale this represented about 0.15 MeV per channel. The FERAs were ideally suited 

for the Crystal Box having very fast conversion and read out times. Data were 

transmitted directly into the TPMs via a front panel port at a rate of 100 ns per 

word. This was much faster than possible using CAMAC dataways. In addition they 

were programmable and could be operated in a mode which suppressed pedestals, 

although this feature was not utilized during the engineering run. 

The Nal logic was very simple in that the only requirement was that the full 

energy deposited in the Crystal Box be above a set threshold. The hardware sum 

was formed by cascading linear fan-in units as shown in figure 3.8. A block was 

defined as a set of 30 crystals 3 rows deep and 10 crystals along the beam axis. 

Three blocks and a corner comprised a face, and a sum of the four faces produced 

the full energy sum. 

Due to the large uncertainty in the vertex location of a particular event, the 

amount of additional information to be gained by using a TDC for each individual 

crystal signal was minimal. This was especially true considering their slow con-
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version time and the extra 400 words of data per event which would significantly 

reduce the data taking rate. Hence only the corner and block sums were analyzed 

by a TDC. 

Figure 3.8: Nal hardware sum of 3 blocks and one corner to form one of the 4 faces 
which will be summed to give the full energy of the Crystal Box. 

Again due to DC drifts, this time from the linear fans, it was necessary to 

AC couple the inputs to the discriminators of the hardware sums. The discrimi

nators were set to correspond to roughly 300 MeV for the high level discriminator 

(Nal^jg^), and about 80 MeV for NaIj o w . This varied a bit depending on the lo

cation of the event within the Crystal Box as the hardware balancing was fairly 

rough. 
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Beam Logic. 

Most of the detectors in the beam line were included in the beam logic. The 

exceptions to this were the hodoscope elements which were just analyzed with ADCs 

and the upstream counter which was only analyzed with a TDC. 

A beam particle was identified by the coincidence Si^-Sa-S^ Where appli

cable, the timing was always defined by the S3 signal. A kaon was identified by 

requiring that at least 2 of the 6 kaon Cerenkov PMTs fire above threshold. Simi

larly, the pion condition demanded that at least 2 of 3 of the pion Cerenkov PMTs 

be above a 125 mV threshold. Alternatively the pion condition could be met if the 

sum of the three pion Cerenkov counters was above a 450 mV threshold. 

The light output from Cerenkov counters is relatively small and the correct 

Cerenkov angles are only obtained if the particles entered the lucite at normal 

incidence. Hence scattered kaons may trigger the pion Cerenkov, and vice versa. 

Nonetheless the kaon and pion Cerenkovs worked very well. By requiring at least 5 

of the kaon tubes, many kaons are missed (about 70%), but the resulting beam is 

very pure, even without the pion Cerenkov as a veto. Requiring only 2 kaon tubes 

detects about 95% of the kaons but about 25% of the beam is comprised of pions. 

Adding the pion Cerenkov as a veto rejects a few kaons, but most of the pions. The 

final beam detects about 90% of the available kaons and the beam is about 99% 

pure. 

The two dE/dx counters had their signals discriminated at a high and a low 

threshold. This was to enable both kaon and pion modes of running. When tuned 

to kaons the discriminator levels were set low enough to see some of the pions. This 

aided in their identification in the off-line analysis. However when running in pion 

mode the thresholds were set high, accepting only pions, eliminating the electrons. 

These discriminators are labeled L and H in figure 3.9. The E counters were also 
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analyzed by TDCs twice, to look for other beam particles which arrived either early 

or late relative to a valid event. Events, with other particles close in time, are likely 

to be associated with piled-up events. 

k, k 2 k 3 k, k 6 k 6 S, S 2 S 3 S 4 

• • • • • • DO 

MLU 

A n>l 

ADC 

C| C 2 C3 

A A A 
« C=3 c±a 

0 

TDC 
Starts 

k-Beam 

D 

77-Beam 

Pion 

Figure 3.9: Beam logic 

The K-beam definition was formed of the coincidence; 

K • beam = (S i • S2 • S3 • S4) • (kaon) • (E1L • E2L) • (Pion) (3.1) 

A similar coincidence was formed to identify pions when running calibration data 

which was; 

TT • beam = (St • S2 • S3 • S4) • (E1H • E2JL) • (Pion) (3.2) 
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Note that when running pions the momentum is much lower so that the "pion" 

Cerenkov is now actually detecting electrons and not pions, hence its use as a veto 

in equation 3.2. 

Veto Counter Logic. 

The logic diagram for charged particle detection is illustrated in figure 3.10. A 

charged event was simply an OR of the 8 octagon veto elements (Vsj, Vb,) and the 

4 face veto counters (V,). The guard counters were recorded in TDCs and ADCs 

but were not part of the hardwired trigger. To search for possible piled-up events 

coming from particles which had entered through the sides of the Crystal Box there 

were two TDCs on each guard counter. The first examined the time about 300 ns 

early relative to the event, and the second looked for a similar length of time after 

the event. 

As the bent scintillator elements of the octagon had a complicated spectrum, 

their threshold was set quite high and the analogue signals put into ADCs for more 

detailed scrutiny off-line. The face veto counters were also analyzed by ADCs. 

B e a m Definit ion. 

Among the data words read in for each event were two bits which recorded whether 

the beam was on or off at that time. Although a beam spill was typically about 1.6 

s in duration, the beam on period was defined to be about 1.5 s. This was done to 

avoid the first 100 ms when the rates were unstable. 

Naturally there were very few events during the beam off period. The main 

purpose of having a beam off bit was so that scaler events could be compared during 

beam on and beam off to look for noisy detectors. Hence the beam off window was 

a subset of the actual beam off time, to keep well clear of the beam on period. 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the charged particle detection logic. 
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Event triggers. 

The event triggers are summarized by figures 3.11 and 3.12. 

For type 4 triggers the small Nal signal was treated much like the other Nal 

analogue signals, except that pile-up was not monitored. In addition, the analogue 

signal and a gate were sent to a QVT. The data were stored in the QVT as an 

accumulating histogram until an event 12, generated in software, read and cleared 

the QVT. 

Small Nal 
Analogue Input 

•o Clip 

15% 70% 15% 
400 
ns Random 

Pulser 

] 
ADC 

QVT 
Input 

QVT 
Gate 

Figure 3.11: Schematic of small Nal event generation. 

The event 5 triggers were a sample of all events and were a coincidence between 

(every 16th) NaIj o w and K-beam. The best candidates, event type 10, required 
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Nal^jgk, K-beam, and no charged signal. The type 9 events were similar, requiring 

NaIj o w , 7r-beam and no charged signal. 

v 
Flash 
Bulb 

Random Nal 
Pulser High 

Event 7 
RT 

^Event 10/ 
RT 

<Event 5 
RT 

Nal 
Low 

Figure 3.12: Schematic of the generation of events 5, 7, 9 and 10. 

Event 7s were driven by a random pulser which triggered the xenon flash bulb. 

The event 7 trigger required the pulser in coincidence with Nal^jg^. 

Event Handling. 

It was necessary to apply an inhibit to freeze the rest of the fast logic whenever an 

event was in progress. Hence there were two trigger levels, the first being the raw 

trigger (RT), a non-inhibited trigger, and the second being a master gate (MG), 
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which was the same trigger inhibited by the computer busy. See figure 3.13. All 

master gates were processed by the data acquisition system, whereas only a fraction 

of the raw triggers were. The difference between the raw trigger rate and the master 

gate rate was indicative of the computer dead time. 

Gates 

Veto 

Scaler Inhibit <-

CAB 
Done 

\Event 10, 
RT 

H> CAB Input D 

Figure 3.13: Schematic of the handling of event triggers. 

A logical OR of all master gates was formed, the event master gate. This in 

turn sent gates to the ADCs and coincidence registers, and started the clocks in the 

TDCs. The CAB BG was alerted by inputing a logic signal into a front panel port, 

and the event type was recorded by setting the appropriate bits in a coincidence 

register. 
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The event master gate also set two gate generators to a latched on state. This 

signal was then distributed back to the individual master gates to put them in an 

inhibited state. After any trigger this inhibit was set until explicitly lifted by the 

CAB BG issuing a "CAB done" signal. As the gate generator was quite slow to 

be set, there was a scheme whereby each master gate generated a quick veto which 

remained in effect until the latched on gate generator signal arrived. 

3.3.3 Data Acquisition. 

The data acquisition program was the Q system from LAMPF. It resided in a 

PDP 11/44 and communicated with the CAMAC crates via a microprogrammable 

branch driver, the MBD. The MBD was an integral part of the Q system, as was 

a CAMAC module known as the LAMPF trigger module. The trigger module 

alerted the MBD that an event was waiting to be transmitted, and the event type 

was indicated through the use of its front panel inputs. In order to use this system 

in conjunction with the CAB BG, it was necessary for the CAB BG to write to 

the trigger module the event type. This was accomplished by using a NIM output 

register. 

C A B B G Software. 

Once an event had occurred the CAB BG and its software assumed control. The 

procedure is best described by outlining the software within the CAB BG. 

1. Initialization. Performed once at the beginning of each new run. 

' • Load data memory with various constants and commands which will be 

used to address the CAMAC modules on its branch. 

• Clear each crate on branch, lift inhibits and enable LAMs. 

• Clear all CAMAC modules. 
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• Load FERAs with pedestal values, station numbers and control words. 

Initiate data taking. 

• Lift computer inhibit to allow events to trigger CAB. 

• Enter idle loop waiting for an event. 

Event occurs during idle loop. Electronics are inhibited. 

• Find space in current T P M or start a new one. 

• Position pointer to address in T P M where data are to be stored. 

• Enable front panel ECL port of FERAs to initiate transfer of data to 

TPM. 

• Read coincidence register bits to determine event type. 

• Wait for FERAs to complete data transmission. 

• Write word into data stream indicating the end of FERA data. 

• Read other modules based on the event type. 

• Load header words for event indicating event type and number of words 

in the event. 

• Return to step 2 to get next event. 

Free time in idle loop, initiate MBD read of TPM. 

• Using NIM output register write bits to a coincidence register informing 

the MBD which T P M to read. 

• Using NIM output register trigger the MBD with the LAMPF trigger 

module. 

• Return to idle loop. 
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T h e M B D a n d P D P 1 1 / 4 4 . 

The MBD was programmed using a high-level language, the Q Acquisition Language 

(QAL). It was, in effect, an ordered list of CAMAC commands for each event type. 

After an interrupt was received from the LAMPF trigger module the appropriate 

list was executed. The first task was to read a coincidence register where the address 

of the T P M to be read was encoded. Then the data words from that T P M were 

transmitted to the MBD and control was relinquished. 

The MBD then loaded the event into PDP memory buffers. A full buffer 

constituted a record. The records were prefixed by a few words added by Q indi

cating the current time, date, and number of bytes in the record. The record was 

then spooled to one of two tape drives, being alternately filled, or rewound and 

remounted. All data were recorded on standard magnetic tapes at the maximum 

density of 6250 BPI. 

O n - L i n e A n a l y s i s . 

The analysis program Q had the option of analysing all or any of the events based 

on three possible flags set for each event type. The possible conditions were; must 

process; may process; or no process. In may process mode, the event was only 

analysed if the computer was not otherwise busy. The use of may process still 

tended to slow data acquisition as once an event had been selected for analysis, it 

was difficult to abort the process when a new interrupt was received. 

Events 11 and 8 were always in must process. The others were usually in no 

process although periodically various events were set to must or may process and 

the on-line analysis invoked to perform some diagnostic, troubleshooting or general 

monitoring services. The following programs were used in the on-line analysis; 

H o d o s c o p e . This program displayed the hodoscope hit pattern as a two dimen-
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sional density scatterplot. This was used to ensure that the beam was centred 

on the target. 

Scalers. All type 11 events were analysed and at the end of each run a summary of 

the scaler, totals and averages was printed. In addition a process in the event 

11 code triggered an event 12 every 5 minutes during the run. 

X B P E A K . When events of type 7 were analysed this routine checked that the 

flasher peaks had not shifted dramatically from previous values for any par

ticular crystal. If they had, an alarm was sounded on the terminal. 

X B E F F . During the analysis of event types 10 or 5, a record was kept of the 

number of hits significantly above pedestal incurred by each crystal. This 

tally was summarized as a histogram and was useful for identifying channels 

which had stopped working, were inefficient, or were unduly noisy. 

General General histograms were kept to monitor the ADCs and TDCs of all 

detectors. These were filled periodically by switching to "must process" to 

check that all elements were still operating satisfactorily. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysis Preliminaries. 

4.1 Clump Finding Algorithms. 

One of the most important tasks required of the analysis was its ability to recon

struct the geometry of each event. Typical events result in many particles depositing 

their energy around the Crystal Box. In general, particles interacting in the Nal 

crystals cause electromagnetic showers to develop. This shower spread across many 

crystals so that in the reconstruction, particle hits in the detector were identified as 

a cluster of crystals containing non-zero energy. Hence algorithms were developed 

to recognize clump patterns, and to determine their energy, their position, and their 

time of flight. 

4.1.1 Energy Determination. 

For the moment we will ignore the complications which arise when clumps begin 

to overlap with one another, and describe the basic clump finding routine. This 

algorithm searched all elements of the Crystal Box to locate the crystal with the 

highest energy. Then a group of crystals surrounding the highest was used to define 

the clump. This procedure was then repeated by searching for the next highest 

energy in the rest of the detector. The process was continued until there remained 

no more crystals with at least 5 MeV deposited in them. Each clump was labeled 

by its high pulse height crystal (HPHC), and the set of crystals defining the clump 

was referred to as its neighborhood set. The energy of the clump was taken to be 

the sum over all crystals in the neighborhood set, although this had to be corrected 
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for the problem of overlapping clumps as will be described below. 

The neighborhood sets were defined as follows; 

• For clumps found in faces with the HPHC at least 2 rows from the corners, the 

neighborhood set was quite simply the 5x5 array of crystals with the HPHC 

at its centre. For those clumps located near an upstream or downstream 

edge of the Crystal Box, the arrays were truncated in the obvious manner. 

Examples of these are depicted in figure 4.1a. 

• When a clump had its HPHC in a face, but within one or two rows of a corner 

group, the neighborhood set was taken to be the truncated 5x5 array on the 

face, plus all corner elements, plus the 5 corresponding elements in the first 

row of the adjacent face, as is shown in figure 4.1b. 

• For clumps centred in one of the diagonal elements of a corner, the neighbor

hood set was comprised of all corner elements plus the elements from the first 

row of each adjacent face, as seen in figure 4.1c. 

• When the HPHC was located in a corner off diagonal element, the choice was 

the entire corner plus the elements of the first two rows of the nearest adjacent 

face. This case is illustrated in figure 4.1d. 

Modifications to the basic code were needed to handle those cases in which 

clumps were found to be overlapping. In such cases the energy contained in each 

overlapping crystal was shared between the two clumps. This division was weighted 

according to the proximity of the overlapping crystal to each HPHC, and, to the 

energy of the respective clumps. The weight factors were experimentally determined 

by measuring the average fractional energy deposited in each neighborhood set 

element for clean single-photon events. 
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Figure 4.1: Clump configurations for different high pulse height crystal (HPHC) 
locations. In a) two clumps are shown on a typical face. The darkest shading is 
the HPHC. b) face crystals bordering a corner. The diagram only shows the top 
right corner of the Crystal Box, looking end on. c) diagonal corner crystals, and d) 
off-diagonal corner crystals. 
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In addition, there were a set of algorithms which examined clump pairs with 

a significant amount of energy in their overlap region. Their purpose was to de

termine whether these should be treated as one or two clumps. The parameters of 

these algorithms were determined by adjusting them until the program was con

sistently agreeing with the conclusion reached through a visual inspection of the 

clump pattern. 

4.1 .2 P o s i t i o n D e t e r m i n a t i o n . 

The position of each clump was determined by taking an energy weighted sum of 

the position of each crystal within the neighborhood set. This was of the form; 

where was one of the three coordinates of the ith crystal, and Ei its energy. The 

exponent was determined by Wilson et. al. [61] through a detailed comparison with 

Monte Carlo simulation. For clumps centred in corner elements, the z-coordinate 

was determined by examining the energy deposition in the first rows of adjacent 

faces. If these contained less than 1.0 MeV the z-coordinate was taken to be the 

centre of the target. 

A correction factor was also included to account for the fact that the electro

magnetic shower would only begin to develop some distance into the Nal. This adds 

a sizeable correction to measured angles for photons with incident angles far from 

normal to the crystal faces. This depth correction was energy dependent and was 

also determined from Monte Carlo studies. 

4 .1 .3 C l u m p T i m i n g . 

Putting each crystal into a TDC would require an additional 400 words of data. This 

would be costly and would significantly reduce the data acquisition rate. As typical 
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distances from the target to the crystal box were short and strongly dependent 

on an ill-determined vertex location, the TDC information was considered to be 

of marginal use. Hence TDCs were not used for individual crystals. Instead, the 

crystals were summed in groups of 30, 10 along the beam and 3 rows deep, with 

a single TDC for each group. This enabled the rejection of events when they were 

significantly out of time relative to good events. 

Although each signal cable was initially cut in length so that the signals from 

all crystals would arrive at the same time, the subsequent lowering of phototube 

voltage and other changes required that minor corrections be made. A "time zero" 

was defined by using the single gamma events when running in pion mode. The 

timing of an individual element was taken to be the time of the entire block when 

that crystal was the HPHC in the block. Using this technique the timing resolution 

was reduced to about 2 ns full width half maximum (FWHM). This was not sufficient 

to distinguish between neutrons and photons, but could be used to reject some 

events well out of time. 

Unfortunately the thresholds on the TDC discriminators were set quite high, 

and the linear fan-in units summing the groups of 30 proved to be extremely tem

perature sensitive. This meant that the effective thresholds varied quite a bit and 

the timing cuts could be applied to clumps of only relatively high energy, above 

« 60 MeV. 

4.2 The Monte Carlo Routines. 

4.2.1 Introduction. 

In particle physics, Monte Carlo techniques are often employed to simulate detector 

responses in situations involving intricate geometries or complex particle kinematics. 

In the Monte Carlo method, particles are tracked through the detector in a sequence 
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of very small steps. At each stage the code determines which physical processes to 

employ based on random selections from theoretically or experimentally derived 

distributions. For example; in the simple process of a particle decaying in flight, 

the Monte Carlo would have to determine; 

• when the particle would decay, based on an exponential distribution with time 

constant r; 

• to which daughter products, based on known branching ratios; 

• the direction of the daughter products, selected at random from pure phase 

space, or perhaps a more complex distribution if there were final state inter

actions involved. 

In E811 the weak radiative decay branching ratio could only be extracted 

with the aid of accurate Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, simulations were 

vitally important during the design stages to estimate rates and reveal potential 

backgrounds. Several different Monte Carlo routines were utilized in E811, each 

designed to perform a specific task. These are listed below. 

L O W E - I &l N O B L E - I During the design stage, many questions of experimental 

feasibility needed to be addressed. To facilitate this, two independent codes 

were developed. These were used to estimate rates, uncover backgrounds and 

optimize the experimental configuration. In addition, a comparison of the 

two codes provided an independent check on much of the basic Fortran source 

coding which would become common to all the Monte Carlos. These codes 

were quite simple in their description of the geometry, and they did not include 

the generation of electromagnetic showers by interacting photons. 

E G S A Monte Carlo program based on the Electron Gamma Shower code (EGS) [63] 

developed at SLAC was used primarily to simulate the detector response for 
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pions stopping on hydrogen. These simulations were used by fitting routines 

to determine the gains of the Crystal Box, and also as a check of the main 

Monte Carlo routine. Although it was limited to a treatment of electrons and 

photons only, it was quickly available for use during the on-line analysis as 

the geometric package had already been configured by previous users of the 

Crystal Box. [64] 

G E A N T This program, the principal Monte Carlo routine, utilized the CERN 

developed GEANT package [65] as a shell. It had a complete description of 

the geometry and could track all particle types. It will be described in greater 

detail below. 

LOWE-II An independent Monte Carlo was developed as an extension of the orig

inal LOWE-I routine, but with many improvements added. It still did not 

include the electromagnetic shower development, but had the distinct advan

tage of being able to generate ample statistics, due to a low CPU overhead. 

It is being used by the New Mexico group in their analysis, and has been used 

to compare against GEANT predictions. The results of those comparisons led 

to some of its parameters being adjusted so that it corresponded closer to the 

GEANT code, and presumably reality. Hence it has evolved into a reasonably 

accurate, fast, simulation code. 

D E G R A D E R A separate Monte Carlo, DEGRADER [66] was used to track par

ticles through the beam line elements. This code was primarily used to de

termine the beam profile entering the target. This information was used to 

simulate the stopping distribution, and to estimate the contribution from in

teractions occurring in flight. 
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4.2.2 The G E A N T Monte Carlo. 

Reactions Considered in Geant Monte Carlo. 

The GEANT program was the main code used to simulate the detector response. 

Table 4.1 shows the processes considered for reactions of the form K~p —» A + B at 

rest. The first column lists the names given to the decay mechanisms presented in 

column two. The branching ratio for these decays are tabulated in the final column. 

Here, Pi is the A weak radiative decay branching ratio, yet to be determined, 

but expected to be of order 10 - 3. The branching ratios for hyperon decays were 

obtained from the particle data handbook [18] and Hessey [10], whereas the K~p 

decay branching ratios were obtained from Miller [67] and Whitehouse [6]. 

In addition, the 7r° was assumed to decay by either of the following processes; 

7 r ° - > 77 98.802% , . 
7 r ° - > e+e-7 1.198% 1 } 

A special routine was created to monitor the progress of TT~ and £~ particles. Those 

observed to come to rest in the hydrogen target were induced to undergo nuclear 

capture in the following ratios [68,69]; 

* ~ P ~* n n ° = 1.554 (4.3) 
7T~p —> nj 

and 
£ - p —> An 

^ n = 1.38 (4.4) 

A similar set of processes were considered for inflight interactions, although 

we did not simulate those channels observed to have no contribution from the cor

responding process at rest. The main new contribution came from the the process 

R21 which had a production threshold of 90 MeV/c. The inflight processes which 

were included are listed in table 4.2. 

In this table P 2 and P 3 were parameters of the fits comparing the Monte 

Carlo and the data. They determined the amplitudes of the inflight reactions, and 
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Table 4.1: Processes considered for K p decays occurring at rest. 

Channel Decay Process Branching Ratio 
R l K~p A T T 0 0.067 x Px 

•—> n~f 
R2 K~p-> A T T 0 0.0239 

<—+ mr° 

R3 K~p-> A T T 0 0.0430 

R4 K~p-> E ° 7 r ° 0.2764 x Px 

«—* A 7 

<—• n 7 

R5 K~p E ° 7 r ° 0.0987 
• A 7 

<—* n7r° 

R6 K~p^> E ° 7 r ° 0.1771 
<—> A 7 

R7 K~p -» E + 7T- 0.0973 
<—> p7T° 

R8 K~p-+ E + 7T- 0.0911 
<—> n 7 r + 

R9 K~p-> E+7T- 0.00026 
<—» p7 

RIO K'p^ E-7T+ 0.4479 

R l l K~p-+ E °7 0.00144 x Pj 
<̂-> A 7 

R12 K~p^ S°7 0.00051 
<̂-> A 7 

R13 K'p -» S°7 0.00092 
A 7 

R14 K~p^ A 7 0.00086 x P a 

<—• 7̂ 7 

R15 K~p -> A 7 0.00031 
<—> n 7 r ° 

R16 K~p —» A 7 0.00055 
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Table 4.2: Processes considered for K p inflight interactions. 

Channel 
R21 

R22 

R23 

R25 

R26 

R36 

Decay Process 
K~p 

K'p 

K~p 

K~p 

K'p 

K~p 

K n 

ATT0 

K°s 

ATT0 

E ° 7 r ° 

Aj 

E ° 7 r ° 

<—» A 7 

U7 

n7r 

A n 
#2 

Amplitude 
0.5 x P 3 

A x P 2 

0.357 x P 2 

Pi x P 2 

0.357 x P 2 

0.5 x P 3 

depended on the values of various cuts designed to reduce such contributions from 

inflights. The Kg and K® were allowed to decay through any of their known decay 

modes, including the photon rich 2ir° and 3TT° branches respectively. 

G E A N T Geometry Package. 

The experimental configuration was described in as much detail as was available and 

practical. In the target sector, the target, its flask, super-insulation and vacuum 

chamber were all included. The octagon veto counters, complete with scintillators 

folding around behind the target flask were also included. As the lightguides for 

the octagon counters followed a tortuous route downstream of the target, and as 

they were not in the direct flight path of particles traveling from the target to the 

Nal, they were omitted. 

The Crystal Box was also described in great detail. While the Nal itself was 

just a simple array of Nal blocks, particular attention had to be paid to the entrance 

window. This was necessary to ensure that the effects of photon conversions were 
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treated properly. The entrance window was composed of rubber pads, fiberglass 

shims and an aluminum honey-comb front face. The later was approximated by a 

single sheet of aluminum of average density. 

Event Generat ion in G E A N T . 

The tracking of particles for each event began with the K~p interaction in the hy

drogen target. For at rest interactions, the x- and y-coordinates of the vertex were 

randomly selected from the beam distribution suggested by the DEGRADER pro

gram. This predicted a beam with horizontal and vertical spreads roughly gaussian 

in shape with cr/, « 6.4 cm and av « 3.2 cm. The z-coordinate was assumed to 

have a uniform distribution throughout the target. This was justified as the beam 

momentum entering the target had a very broad distribution. 

For inflight interactions, the z-coordinate was determined quite differently. 

Using DEGRADER and assuming a 13.0 cm degrader, the beam momentum enter

ing the target was found to be reasonably well described by a gaussian of mean 185 

MeV/c and sigma w 57 MeV/c. The cross-sections for the K~p inflight interac

tions were digitized from the curves given by Martin [70]. These were then used to 

generate a lookup table describing the probability of an interaction at point z and 

momentum P. Events could then be generated by the GEANT code by randomly 

selecting from this lookup table, each entry weighted by its probability. 

In the data analysis, the hodoscope information was used to help determine 

the vertex location. In the Monte Carlo, the exact position was known, so to mimic 

the data, the position information had to be smeared using a suitable broadening 

function. As a rough guide we had data from E811-I where we had used wire cham

bers to trace the particle trajectories back to the vertex location and compare that 

against the hodoscope prediction. This gave us the general shape of the broaden

ing function to use. The process it~p — > mr° gives rise to a pair of photons which 
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are emitted with a minimum opening angle of 157°. The measured opening angle 

distribution is broadened by the uncertainty of the vertex location, and fits to this 

distribution were used to determine the amount of smearing necessary. Figure 4.2 

shows various fits to the ir° opening angle for different strengths of smearing. The 

value of a was chosen to be 4.0. 

4 0 0 

2 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 8 3 . 0 3 . 2 

TT O p e n i n g A n g l e . ( R a d . ) 

Figure 4.2: Fits to 7r° opening angle to determine the level of hodoscope smearing 
required. 

Charged Particle Rejection. 

The veto counters rejected events when struck by charged secondaries or electrons 

from converted photons. It was important to set the gains of the veto counters in the 

Monte Carlo to match the data so that the efficiency for vetoing these events would 
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be the same in both cases. In particular, it was necessary to get the cut efficiency 

for vetoing the conversion electrons correct, as these cuts effect the proportions of 

each photon multiplicity that are allowed to pass. The gains were set by scaling the 

Monte Carlo A D C values to match the charged Event 5 data. 

4.3 Energy Calibration. 

In this section, the steps taken to optimize the Crystal Box energy resolution are dis

cussed. In the data, the gains and pedestals need to be determined, and non-linear 

effects introduced by the amplifiers need to be unfolded. The energy calibration was 

based on fits to the Monte Carlo using the pion radiative capture process 7r~p —> nj 

This photon, monoenergetic at 129.4 MeV, is conveniently typical of photon energies 

in this experiment. 

4.3.1 Pedestals. 

Each F E R A had a small zero-offset, or pedestal, associated with it. These pedestals 

were determined by examining Event 4 data. Since these are events which are 

triggered randomly by an external thorium source they should not have any energy 

deposited in them. The pedestals had a tendency to drift slightly with time and 

temperature. Hence during the first pass skim of the data using a nominal set of 

pedestals, new pedestals were calculated for each run. As runs were typically about 

25 min in duration, the pedestals were assumed to be stable over that period. In 

all subsequent analyses the new pedestals were used. 

4.3.2 Non-Linearities. 

It was known that the main amplifiers had a slight non-linear energy response 

curve. The non-linearity of each channel was measured so that these effects could 

be corrected for in the data analysis. A signal from a random pulse generator was 
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shaped to resemble a typical Nal pulse. This signal was fed into the amplifiers 

via a variable, high precision, attenuator and then passed to the ADC. Twelve 

different samples, selected to cover the full range of the ADC, were measured for 

each amplifier channel. 

Several different approaches were tried to determine the best functional form 

of the non-linearity correction. The criterion of a good fit was made on the basis 

of energy resolution, and the requirement that the deviations of the measured non-

linearity from a fit with that function should be evenly scattered. 

A simple quadratic of the form; 

where x was the pedestal subtracted ADC value in channels was tried first. The 

constant a was fixed by assuming the gains to be correct at the pion calibration 

peak. Although an improvement to the resolution, deviations from the best fit line 

indicated that the functional form was insufficient, and that more correction was 

needed at lower energies. Hence the function; 

was tried. Originally the parameters of this form were fit by hand for a typical crys

tal for use in the on-line analysis. The estimates for the parameters were applied 

globally to all crystals, and the resolution was observed to improve significantly. 

Later, during the offline analysis, each crystal was fit independently. However, it 

turned out that the shape struck upon by the hand made fit was still the most 

satisfactory. Presumably it was fortuitously correcting for other non-linear aberra

tions, perhaps from the photomultipliers themselves. Hence the parameters which 

resulted from the individual fits were scaled so that the basic shape would be that 

of the fit by hand, but individual fluctuations about this shape would still be ex-

E — a(ax + bx2) (4.5) 

E = a[bx + c(1.0 - e~x/a)} (4.6) 
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pressed. The results, indicated by the resolution in % at the 129.4 MeV calibration 

peak, are shown in table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Resolution in % at 129.4 MeV using various forms to apply the non-linear 
corrections. 

No Quadratic Fit By Individual Individual 
Correction Fit Hand Fits Fits Scaled 

Face core 10.5 9.6 7.0 8.1 7.0 
crystals only 
All crystals 12.0 10.8 8.6 10.2 8.3 

Figure 4.3 shows the deviation between various best fits and the data for a 

typical amplifier. This figure also supports the claim that the individual fits, scaled 

to the shape determined by the fit by hand, give the best results. Hence, this 

method was adopted. 

4.3.3 Balancing the Crysta l Box Gains. 

The energy determined for every crystal, irrespective of location, should have the 

same value when a fixed amount of energy has been deposited in it. The adjustment 

of the software gains until this is the case is known as balancing. The balancing 

procedure was as follows; 

• Monte Carlo simulations were used to predict the line shape of the 129.4 MeV 

photon for each geometrically different crystal location. The clump energies 

determined from an analysis of the Monte Carlo data were collected into a set 

of reference histograms. 

• A similar set of histograms was gathered for all elements of the Crystal Box 

after analysing the pion data. 

• For each crystal the data and reference histograms were compared using a x2 

minimization procedure. There were two free parameters; the overall normal-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of various non-linear correction techniques. 
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ization, and the gain. The Monte Carlo data were convolved with a gaussian 

of fixed width, cr = 2.0 MeV. 

• A successful fit determined the gain for the HPHC under consideration. How

ever, as the clump sum is formed from many crystals, every time a gain is 

changed it effects the remainder. Hence the balancing procedure was an iter

ative one, repeated until the gains were seen to converge. 

The balancing procedure was difficult and time consuming. Therefore there 

was a significant time lag between the time the pion data were collected, and when 

the gains were available. Pion runs were done on average once per week. After a 

few gain sets had been collected and the balancing procedure established, it became 

apparent that the statistics were not sufficient to get good fits, particularly for corner 

or edge crystals. In subsequent pion runs the trigger was modified in such a way 

that, for part of the time, only the corners were triggering events. 

For the engineering run, all of the gain sets were combined into one as there 

were not sufficient statistics from any one set to be fit reliably. This turned out to 

be perfectly adequate for our needs as the flasher system was not yet operational 

to track individual gain shifts anyway. In the production run, sufficient data were 

collected during each pion run, and the flasher system was fully operational. 

4.3 .4 T h e M o n t e C a r l o R e s o l u t i o n . 

Once the Crystal Box had been balanced, the pion data could be combined into 

histograms for each geometrically different crystal location. These now contained 

enough events to fit against the Monte Carlo with the free parameter being the width 

of the gaussian used to convolve the simulation. During the balancing procedure, 

it has been found that the gains converged much quicker if the resolution folded 

into the Monte Carlo was kept fixed. Now it was set free to determine its value for 
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different crystal locations. 

In the Monte Carlo, the geometry of the Crystal Box determines the basic line 

shape, but does not consider the broadening which arises from photon collection 

statistics in the photomultipliers. As the number of photons is proportional to 

energy, the resolution from photon statistics was expected to have a \[E dependence. 

Fits to the entire photon spectrum from the pion runs, which covered the range 

from about 55 to 130 MeV, determined that the resolution was best described by 

the function; 

R(E) = Ro (YJ (4.7) 

in close agreement with the predicted \/~E dependence. Here E0 was the usual 

calibration energy of 129.4 MeV, and RQ was the resolution at EQ- RO was also 

dependent on crystal location. 

4.3.5 Calibration Adjustments Based on Crystal Location. 

The balancing procedure only establishes that the same energy is predicted for 

equal amounts of energy deposited in each crystal. However, in the corners and 

outer edge crystals the average amount of energy deposited for a photon of given 

energy is much less than for face centre crystals. This is because a considerable 

fraction of the shower may escape out the sides of the Crystal Box. Hence for each 

different crystal location there is an additional shift factor which shifts the peak of 

the calibration gamma to 129.4 MeV. These shift factors are close to unity for the 

central crystals, but raise as high as 1.1 for the outer corner crystals. 

As there were observed to be some (assumed) global gain shifts between pion 

sets, these shift factors were determined for each gain set. The kaon data were 

then divided into sets with one pion gain set per kaon set. These kaon sets were 

delimited by periods of long beam stoppage or other significant events. The pion 
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gain set then determined the shift factors for each kaon set. 

A comparison of the Monte Carlo and data before applying these shift factors 

is shown in figure 4.4. The first fit is to crystals located in the central 6 x 5 array 

of each face only, and the second is a fit to the corner crystals. 

4.4 Treatment of Neutrons. 

As every neutral event arising from a K~ + p interaction is accompanied by a 

neutron, great care must be taken in their handling, both in the data, and the 

Monte Carlo. Important amongst these considerations are the detection efficiency, 

the energy spectrum, and the efficiency of particle type identification. 

4.4.1 Neutron Detection Efficiency. 

In order to determine the neutron detection efficiency, the data collected from pions 

stopping in deuterium were examined. The following are the main processes allowed; 

The 7-ray spectrum from the first reaction is well known and easily isolated. 

The neutrons in this case are very slow and usually carry away only a small fraction 

of the available energy. On the other hand, in the second reaction the neutrons are 

emitted at 180° to one another and have large kinetic energies of about 68 MeV. As 

the neutrons are back-to-back, the geometrical acceptance to detect both neutrons, 

or the single photon, is quite similar. Hence, by comparing the number of neutron 

pairs versus the number of photons, the acceptance plays a minor role, and the 

neutron efficiency can be determined. 

Taking An and Aj to be the acceptance for neutron pairs and photons respec

tively, the ratio of these two channels is given by; 

7r d —* rm7 

TT~d — > nn 
26.1% 
73.9% (4.8) 

TT~d —> nnj 

7r d —y nn 0 . 7 3 9 ^ 
0.26lAve^ 

(4.9) 
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Figure 4.4: Fit of Monte Carlo to data for pion runs, a) face core crystals, b) inner 
corner crystals. The open circles are the data. 
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where en is the neutron detection efficiency, and the photon detection efficiency e<y 

has been taken to be unity. 

In the analysis, photons were defined to be events with at least one clump 

with energy Ey > 100 MeV. The n-n events were identified as 2-clump events, with 

individual energies between 10 and 85 MeV, and an opening angle 0nn > 135°. An 

analysis of the data determined 

en = 0 . 3 ± 0 . 1 (4.10) 

where the error is due mainly to uncertainties which arise through low energy back

grounds and energy threshold effects. 

A similar analysis of events generated in the Monte Carlo was best accom

plished by examining the 7r~c? —>• nn channel alone . This is because there are no 

backgrounds in the Monte Carlo and the difficulties encountered when estimating 

the 7v~d —• nnj three body final state, which does not have a pure phase space 

distribution, can be avoided. The probability of detecting both neutrons is « Ant2

n, 

whereas the probability of detecting only one neutron is 2Anen(l — en). Hence their 

ratio is independent of the acceptance, from the Monte Carlo a value 

e n « 0 . 4 (4.11) 

was obtained. 

The conclusion one can draw from this is that the Monte Carlo and the data 

are in qualitative agreement, and that the detection efficiency is quite high. This 

was determined for fast, monoenergetic neutrons, whereas typical neutrons from 

the K~p decays have an energy range from a few MeV to about 65 MeV. However 

it is expected that the Monte Carlo and the data will remain to be in reasonable 

agreement as the neutron energy is varied over this range. 
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4.4.2 Particle Identification. 

With large numbers of neutrons depositing detectable amounts of energy in the 

Crystal Box, it was important that the Monte Carlo and the data analysis agree 

in their ability to distinguish between photons and neutrons. To study this effect 

the deuterium data were used again. Using the same criteria to select "n-n" events, 

the program was asked to determine their particle type. The only test available to 

distinguish between neutrons and photons was the clump size in the Crystal Box. 

The neutrons were expected to deposit most of their energy in a single crystal. 

Hence neutrons were identified as being those events which had 95% or more of 

their energy deposited in a single crystal. 

Defining a to be the probability that a neutron is correctly identified then the 

following probabilities exist; 

P ( 7 7 ) = ( 1 - a ) 2 

P(jn) = 2 a ( l - a ) (4.12) 

P(nn) = a2 

Counting the number of each type found in the analysis of known n-n data resulted 

in a particle identification efficiency of 

a = 0.22 (4.13) 

or that about 80% of the time, the analysis was misidentifying neutrons. 

We worried that there may have been a strong energy dependent effect, and 

that we should look at neutrons with a more characteristic energy spectrum. The 

reactions 
Jf-p-> E+7T- 18.9% . 
K~p^ E-7T+ 44.8% { ' 

with subsequent decays 

-ni^ + n (4.15) 
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are a clean source of neutrons as well. The neutron energy range in these decays is 

very similar to the energy range of neutrons from the A decays. In addition these 

are the dominant decay channels with two detectable charged particles. 

To locate these decays, the charged Event 5 data were used. Unambiguous 

candidates were selected by requiring that there be three clumps in three separate 

faces to eliminate confusing cases of multiple hits in one face. As the 7r + from the 

second reaction in equation 4.14 is monoenergetic, (E=82.5 MeV), we concentrated 

on events coming from that channel. The 7r + was tagged by requiring it to deposit 

between 70 and 95 MeV in a face whose charged veto had triggered. The corre

sponding 7 T _ may undergo nuclear capture and deposit up to its full energy in the 

detector. Hence the requirements on the TT~ were that it be detected coincident 

with a charge trigger and have an energy of at least 70 MeV. The third clump, the 

neutron candidate, was expected to have an energy less than 70 MeV, and not to 

be associated with a charge. Note that a considerable number of events from the 

first reaction will also be included with these cuts, even though the monoenergetic 

7r~ does not appear as a sharp peak in the data. 

Figure 4.5a shows the pion spectrum with the TT+ standing out clearly above 

the broad distribution of the TT~. In figure 4.5b the neutron spectrum is shown. 

As expected it is peaked towards low neutron energy. Assuming these to be real 

neutrons results in the particle type identification efficiencies for two different energy 

ranges of; 

30) = 0.13 
a(En > 30) = 0.22 1 W ) 

corroborating the deuterium results. 

In contrast, an analysis of the Monte Carlo data showed that neutrons were 

almost always correctly identified. While this is a big discrepancy, it can be handled 

relatively easily. First of all, in both the Monte Carlo and the data, the photons 
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are only misidentified about 1% of the time for all but the lowest energies. Hence 

the proper handling of the Monte Carlo was to include, with appropriate weights, 

those events with neutrons detected. As the Monte Carlo usually got the neutron 

identification right, and we were not that interested in clumps of energy less than 30 

MeV, the factor for neutron misidentification was taken to be 80%. So, for example, 

if the data were analysed with the condition that there be three photons and either 

zero or one neutron detected, then in the Monte Carlo the following data sets had 

to be be included; 

• Monte Carlo data with 3 photons and 0 neutrons. Weight 1.0 

• Monte Carlo data with 2 photons and 1 neutron. Weight 0.8 

• Monte Carlo data with 3 photons and 1 neutron. Weight 0.2 

The reasons for the discrepancy between the Monte Carlo and data in this 

instance are not clear. A likely explanation is that GEANT does not do a good job 

in tracking the low energy neutrons. This can also be seen in that GEANT does not 

do a particularly good job of predicting the neutron energy spectrum either, as will 

be seen below. This however, does not explain why the neutron identification test 

does such a poor job for the data, because when the Crystal Box was still at Los 

Alamos, it was reported that such a test was quite adequate [61]. The possibility 

exists that neighboring crystals are no longer that well optically isolated from one 

another. This would lead to significant cross talk between adjacent crystals and an 

apparently dispersed clump. The crystals are separated only by a very thin layer 

of mylar, and 3500 km by truck from Los Alamos to Brookhaven via the Smokey 

Mountains may have introduced a large number of light leaks. 
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4 .4 .3 M o n t e C a r l o E n e r g y S p e c t r u m fo r N e u t r o n s . 

GEANT does not predict the neutron energy spectrum very well as is evidenced 

by the spectra shown in figure 4.6. Although the general shape is about right, 

100 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between the Monte Carlo and the data of the neutron 
energy spectra. 

the Monte Carlo appears to have more structure than it has any right to have. 

However as the neutron energy was ill-determined at the best of times, the energy 

information was only ever used in the form of a kinematic limit. The inexactness 

of the Monte Carlo neutron spectrum was not believed to be significant. 

4.5 Pile-up Studies. 

Pile-up, the accumulation of energy in the detector from spurious events occurring 

close in time with the event which caused the trigger, was a potential problem in 
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E811. Significant amounts of pile-up could lead to a high energy tail in the photon 

spectrum arising from the process A —• mr0. This tail would then encroach on the 

A weak radiative decay signal. Wi th a necessarily long integration time for the Na l 

it was important to maintain the beam at a sufficiently low rate so as to keep the 

likelihood of pile-up at a minimum. Also, some components of the electronics were 

specifically designed to identify events with pile-up. 

4.5.1 T h e Pile-up F E R A system. 

The main indicators of pile-up came from the second set of A D C s which were added 

to sample the leading edge of each Nal signal. As the gate was much narrower than 

the full energy gate, and was positioned on the steepest slope of the signal, it was 

quite sensitive to signals arriving out of time. Hence a ratio between the pile-up 

and main F E R A signals was a good test for pile-up. 

The pile-up F E R A s were installed during the first week of the engineering 

run. The gains in the amplifiers were set during that period. Figure 4.7 shows the 

response curve of a typical amplifier channel for a variety of gains. These amplifiers 

become non-linear for output pulses exceeding about 250 mV. The gains were set 

to 5.5 as this value satisfied the requirement that the amplifiers be linear over the 

entire range of the main F E R A s . 

However, during the setup stage it was determined that the main F E R A s were 

overflowing. To reduce the overall gain, the photomultiplier voltage was dropped 

100 volts to 1400 V . This represented a drop in overall gain of about a factor of two, 

and hence the pile-up gains should have been compensated with an increase by this 

factor. However, as the pile-up issue was of relatively low priority, and reseting the 

400 gains would be a time consuming and disruptive task, they were left at their 

original values. The upshot of this was that the gains were set to about 2 MeV 

per channel, compared to about 0.15 for the main F E R A s and so were not that 
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Figure 4.7: Response curves of the pile-up amplifiers. 
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sensitive to pile-up effects at very low energies. In the production run, a change in 

gains and modifications to the pile-up amplifiers increased this sensitivity by about 

a factor of three. 

There were two types of pile-up of interest. The first of these was small 

amounts of energy deposited at random throughout the Crystal Box, but without 

sufficient energy to be identified as a clump. To examine the effects of this type of 

pile-up, data were collected at four different beam rates. These were; 

Low beam rate; fa 200,000 beam particles/burst, 

Medium beam rate; fa 600,000 beam particles/burst, 

High beam rate; fa 1,000,000 beam particles/burst, and, 

Very high beam rate; fa 1,600,000 beam particles/burst. 
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These data sets were analysed, and the number of crystals which were found 

to have an energy of 0.5 MeV or greater, but which were not located within an 

existing clump, was determined. Table 4.4 shows the average numbers resulting 

from such an analysis. In the final column, the average amount of energy contained 

in each such crystal is listed. 

Table 4.4: Pile-up in random crystals at low energy. 

Beam 
Rate 

# Crystals 
Above 0.5 MeV 

Mean Energy of 
Crystals Above 0.5 MeV 

Low 4.60 0.68 
Medium 4.82 0.73 

High 5.09 0.79 
V. High 5.31 0.87 

While table 4.4 clearly shows evidence of pile-up behavior, it also shows that 

the contribution from these sources is quite negligible. Typical events utilize be

tween 75 and 100 crystals in the clump definitions. Even at the highest rate, there 

are only 5.3 of the remaining 300 crystals observed to be above pedestal. This 

would suggest that the number of such spurious crystals expected to contribute to 

a typical clump of 25 crystals would be about 0.44. Then the amount of surplus 

energy per clump at the very highest rate would only be 0.4 MeV. Comparing this 

with the lowest rate, which can be assumed to be virtually pile-up free, the total 

surplus energy per clump is about 0.26 MeV. Hence contributions due to pile-up 

are expected to be a mere 0.14 MeV on average. Since we ran at typical rates of 

around 500,000 particles/burst, pile-up from random hits at low energy was not a 

significant factor. 

We then considered the second case; where the pile-up was of sufficient energy 

to be identified as a clump. To study this type of pile-up, we examined the energy 

spectra of the candidate weak radiative decay gamma rays. We defined the signal 

region to be from 140 to 180 MeV, and the background region to range from 180 to 
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250 MeV. Assuming a flat background in both the signal and background regions 

of b counts per Mev bin, and s valid events per MeV bin in the signal region, the 

ratio of the two will be; 

r = ̂  (4.17) 

Then the number of signal events was normalized by the rate independent factor N, 

which was determined from scalers proportional to the number of primary protons. 

This yielded the result; 

^ = fe*LZll^= o.82 ±0.13 (4.18) 
hi (rl0-l)Nhi 

suggesting the presence of some pile-up. As the number of events in the background 

region was very small, in the above equation "/o" was combined of both the low and 

the medium rates, and uhi" was a combination of the high and very high results. 

The only useful cut found to eliminate pile-up came from taking the ratio 

of the clump energy determined by the pile-up FERAs over that determined by 

the main FERAs. Figure 4.8 shows a scatterplot of these two values. Shown as a 

solid line through this scatterplot is the best fit curve to the data, determined by 

a polynomial regression technique. Cuts were then made by excluding all data in 

regions located outside curves running parallel to the central curve. The effects of 

such cuts are shown in figure 4.9a which shows the fraction of all events eliminated 

by cuts 30, 40, 50, or 60 MeV below the standard curve. Likewise figure 4.9b shows 

the effects of such cuts above the standard curve. These curves show that the cuts 

are eliminating substantially more events at high beam rates, particularly for cuts 

below the standard curve. 

It also appeared that most of the pile-up originated with particles scattered 

from the beam line into the Crystal Box. In figure 4.10 the variable A P U is the 

difference between the actual energy determined by the pile-up FERAs and that 

predicted by the main FERAs. The solid line is for the furthest upstream crystals 
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Figure 4.8: Scatterplot of clump energy. Pile-up versus main FERAs 
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Figure 4.9: Fraction of events eliminated by pile-up cuts, a) Cuts below the standard 
curve by 30, 40, 50 and 60 MeV, and b) Similar cuts above the standard curve. 
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only, whereas the dashed line is the same spectrum for the downstream crystals. 

The pronounced tail to the left of the main peak is only present in the upstream 

crystals. This is clearly indicative of pile-up, and suggests accepting events with 

about A P U > -AQMeV. 
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Figure 4.10: Pile-up in the Crystal Box. Plotted is the difference between expected 
and observed clump energies as determined by the pile-up FERAs. 

4.6 D e g r a d e r Tests a n d T a r g e t Size. 

The engineering run was intended to address the interrelated issues of inflight in

teractions, degrader induced backgrounds, and kaon stopping rates. To this end, 

we conducted a sequence of tests in which the degrader thickness and composition 

were varied, and two target versions were tried. 
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Degraders of pure copper, and combinations of copper and carbon, and copper 

and BeG"2 were tested. The hope was that installing a block of material with low 

atomic number as the downstream component of the degrader would significantly 

reduce the amount of multiple scattering of the beam. On the other hand it was 

suspected that this might lead to more backgrounds from recoil nuclei boiling out 

of the degrader. 

Although the differences were not that large, the following statements were 

found to be qualitatively true; 

• The pure copper sample had fewer events in the background region relative 

to the signal region in the energy spectrum for the candidate weak radiative 

decay photon. 

• The number of valid data triggers per incident kaon was higher for pure copper. 

• The number of valid data triggers relative to the estimated background rate 

of the Crystal Box was highest for pure copper. 

On the basis of these observations, pure copper was selected to be the best choice 

of degrader material. 

Also at issue was the ideal thickness of degrader to use. Although range curves 

indicated that the maximum stopping rate per incident kaon occurred at 12.7 cm, 

most of our data were taken at 13.0 cm. The extra thickness was added to lower 

the mean momentum of the beam emerging from the degrader, thereby lowering 

the contributions from inflight interactions in the hydrogen target. 

While the use of a larger target substantially increased the kaon stopping rate, 

an analysis of the data showed that the large uncertainty in the vertex location made 

the reconstruction of events less reliable. Figure 4.11 shows the 7r° energy spectra 

in the case where two of them were found. Although the energy resolution should 
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not be effected by the vertex location, the apparent broadening for the long target 

results from incorrect photon combinations passing angular cuts which they would 

normally fail with improved vertex information. Likewise figure 4.12, which plots 

the opening angle between the two photons from 7r° decay, shows the dramatic 

difference between the long and short target at small angles. Noting that the 
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OT 
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1 0 0 1 5 0 2 0 0 2 5 0 3 0 0 3 5 0 

7T° E n e r g y ( M e V ) 

Figure 4.11: The different 7r° energy spectra when two TT°S were found. Plotted for 
both the long target (diamonds) and short target (histogram). 

K-p S V 

reconstruction capability was being compromised, and that the amount of data was 

less than a third of that available for the short target, and that it would require a 

huge time investment in generating more Monte Carlo simulations for this target 

size, the long target data were not analysed. 
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Figure 4.12: The different spectra of the opening angle of one 7r° when two 7r°s were 
found. Plotted for both the long target (diamonds) and short target (histogram). 
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4.7 T h e First Pass Skimming Procedure. 

In order to compress the 1050 tapes of data to a more manageable size, and to 

collect the various types of events into specific output files, a first pass through the 

data was made using conservative cuts. In addition, all of the original data were 

copied onto 8mm V C R magnetic tapes to allow the old tapes to be cleaned and 

recycled for the production run. The following sections describe the cuts imposed 

on the data and Monte Carlo during this first pass skim. 

4.7.1 Basic Cuts: Data Events. 

Beam Line Elements and Veto Counters. 

The veto counters were observed to have fairly broad pedestals well separated from 

the charge peak. The cuts were set to eliminate all events with hits recorded above 

these pedestals. Loose cuts were imposed on the two dE/dx counters. These cuts 

were set to accept all but the most extreme values, ensuring that no kaons were being 

vetoed. The most significant cut on beam line elements came from the requirement 

that the hodoscope record one and only one hit in each of the x and y directions. 

Pedestal Suppression. 

The data word list was significantly reduced by eliminating all F E R A words which 

were found to be within one channel of the nominal pedestal value. This action 

alone was responsible for a reduction in volume by a factor of almost four. 

Clump Restrictions. 

Any events possessing more than 10 clumps were automatically eliminated from 

further analysis. Events with less than three 7 clumps were also excluded. Because 

of severe energy losses incurred by clumps located in the upstream and downstream 
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edge crystals, such events were deemed to be not reconstructible and hence were 

discarded. There was also a cut on the total energy in the Crystal Box, that it 

not exceed 600 MeV. Events with five or more 7 clumps were skimmed to a special 

output file without further analysis. Only the 3-7 and 4-7 events were analysed in 

detail. 

3—7 Events. 

All 3-7 events, irrespective of the number of neutrons detected, were tried as can

didate events from the process K~p —> A7r° . The third photon was expected to 

follow from the decay of the A, although no restrictions were imposed on it during 

this first pass skim. We were only interested in tagging the ir°. This analysis was 

intended to select those events produced through channels R l and R2. All possible 

configurations of 7s were tried. The following cuts were applied; 

E^o - The energy of the 7 r ° was calculated to be E 0 = E\ + E2 where E\ and E2 

were the measured energies of the candidate TT° photons. E^o was restricted 

to the range 240 < E 0 < 330. The expected value was 288 MeV. 

P ô - The momentum of the 7r° was similarly calculated as P 0 — + P2\. The 

cuts were selected to be 200 < P 0 < 280, bracketing the expected value of 

254 MeV/c. 

Pasy - This was just another way of calculating the momentum of the ir° using only 

the energy asymmetry (E\ — E2)/(Ei + E2), and the 7r° opening angle #12. 

The limits were set to be 190 < Pasy < 320. 

ERRF - This cut was basically a 7r° goodness of fit parameter. It was calculated 

as 
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The cut limits were set to —0.08 < ERRF < 0.12 which was reasonably 

effective at selecting a valid 7r° only. 

Minv - The 7T° invariant mass, calculated as yj2EXE2{\ - cos0:2), was restricted to 

the range 90 < Minv < 170. The expected mass was 135 MeV/c 2 . 

4—7 Events. 

All 4 - 7 events were first tried as 3-7 events on the supposition that one of the 7s 

was a misidentified neutron or other spurious clump. The cuts used were identical 

to those used above in the regular 3-7 analysis, and again all possible combinations 

of 3 photons were tried. 

Those 4 - 7 which could not be fit to a 3-7 process were tried as 4 - 7 events 

arising from the process K~p —> E°7r° with subsequent decay E° —> A 7 . Once 

again we were primarily interested in tagging the A production, so the majority of 

the cuts were imposed on the candidate TT° photons and the E° decay photon. The 

A was expected to have decayed to produce at least one gamma. The cuts were 

designed to select channels R4 and R5. The following cuts were used, in analogy to 

the 3-7 events. 

E^Q - Restricted to 205 < E^o < 260. The expected value was 225 MeV. 

P^o - The expected value was 180 MeV/c so P^o was confined to the range 155 < 

P^o < 215. 

Pasy - Restricted to the range 140 < Pasy < 230. 

ERRF - Restricted to the range -0.10 < ERRF < 0.12. 

M{nv - Restricted to the range 120 < M,-n„ < 150. 
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EWRD - This was the only restriction placed on the candidate weak radiative 

decay photon. It required that the energy have a lower limit; EWRD > 100 

MeV. The expected range was from 130 to 202 MeV. 

ENSK - The prominent photon peak coincident with the A in E° decay was re

quired to be in the range 45 < ENSK < 95. Its kinematic limits were from 

64 to 87 MeV. 

PA - This cut required that the A momentum be restricted to the range; 90 < PA < 

250. The allowed range extended from 95 to 245 MeV/c. 

4.7.2 Other Event Types. 

The other event types were also analysed and skimmed to separate output files, (re

call section 3.3.1 where these event types are described in detail). A brief description 

of the analysis procedure for each is outlined below. 

Event 4 - Copied without cuts, other than the suppression of data words within 

one channel of the pedestal. In addition, individual pedestals files were cal

culated for each run. 

Event 5 - These were skimmed by requiring a valid kaon using the standard beam 

line conditions. Charged events were not rejected. Data reduction was ac

complished primarily by suppressing the pedestals. 

Event 7 - These were significantly compressed by a procedure of averaging. Av

erages were calculated in sets of 25 words for both beam on and beam off 

events. The averaged data were skimmed to the output device. 

Event 9 - The pion events were skimmed into a special format for input into the 

gain determining routines. The basic beam line conditions were applied. 
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Event 11 - The scaler events were copied without modification. 

4.7.3 Skimming the Monte Carlo Data. 

When skimming the Monte Carlo data, the goal was to make the conditions as 

similar as possible to the data. Hence, wherever possible, the same code and cuts 

were used, the only exceptions being the beam line element conditions which were 

not a part of GEANT. This also meant including two errors which were subsequently 

discovered to exist in the original data skimming codes. The first was relatively 

minor and was actually responsible for extra 4-j events being skimmed. The second 

was more serious, causing the loss of some events with a wide 7r° opening angle. 

However, incorporating both of these errors in the Monte Carlo skimming routine 

ensured that the same events were being kept in either case. 

Another important point involved the clump shifting procedure. In the orig

inal skim this procedure had not yet been developed. Hence when skimming the 

Monte Carlo data, the clumps were first shifted to their "proper" values, and then 

shifted back again, this time using the shift factors determined for the data. In this 

way, the Monte Carlo clump energies mimicked the original data. 

The other major difference was in the handling of the neutrons. The Monte 

Carlo data were skimmed to different output files depending on the numbers of 

neutrons and photons. These could then be collected into histograms and added 

with the appropriate weights. This meant, for example, that 2 - 7 plus 1 neutron 

events were tried as 3-7 events in the Monte Carlo, since such an event in the data 

would usually have its neutron misidentified as a photon. 
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Chapter 5 

Data Analysis. 

5.1 Considerations in the Selection of Data. 

Since much of the data obtained during the engineering run was useful for diagnostic 

purposes only, the first step of the final analysis was to decide which data sets should 

be included. The following criteria were used to make that selection; 

• Only those runs subsequent to *178 were included. Prior to that time, elec

tronic and hardware failures were occurring quite frequently. Also, much of 

that data were obtained using a higher than normal photomultiplier voltage, 

for which there was an insufficient amount of stopped pion data to determine 

the gains. 

• To reduce the contaminating effects of pile-up, runs with an average beam 

rate above 0.5MHz were excluded from the analysis. 

• Only the data obtained while using the short target was kept for analysis. 

• Those data collected using the 12.7 or 13.0 cm copper degraders were selected 

for analysis. All other data with different degrader materials and thicknesses 

were either unsuitable, or insufficient in quantity. 

A summary of the short target data, from run *178 onwards, is presented in 

table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Data taken during the short target running period. 

Data Type. No. of Runs 
Neutron calibration using 7r~d data. 10 
Energy calibration using 7r~p data. 82 
Degrader tests. 81 
High rate studies. 57 

12.7 cm degrader.* 111 
Target Full 13.0 cm degrader.* 357 

13.3 cm degrader. 14 

12.7 cm degrader.* 3 
Target Empty 13.0 cm degrader.* 11 

13.3 cm degrader. 5 

* Only these items were included in the analysis. 

5.2 General Analysis Techniques &: AIDA. 

The first pass skim, combined with the exclusion of all but the most useful data, 

reduced the number of magnetic tapes required to contain the data from 1050 to 

just under 10. However, this was still rather unwieldy, especially during that phase 

of the analysis when it was necessary to investigate all combinations of conditions 

and variables. As the number of events in the signal region was very small, most 

tests required a complete pass through all the data. This required about 15 hours 

of computing time, and the continual loading and off-loading of tapes. Hence an 

alternate scheme was developed which used the general purpose analysis routine 

AIDA [71], (An Interactive Data Analysis program). 

In the normal skimming procedure, for each valid event, the entire data bank 

was written to an output file. The AIDA technique was to skim mainly the final 

variables of interest, for example the 7 r ° energy or the vertex location so that subse

quent passes through the data would not have to recalculate these terms. Although 

some changes in the analysis code necessitated another pass through all the data, 
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these were relatively rare occurrences. Besides saving an enormous amount of com

puting time, and reducing the wear and tear on the data tapes, AIDA proved to 

be a powerful analysis tool. Also the reduction in volume, by a factor of about 10, 

allowed all the data to remain on disk, easily accessible, for extended periods of 

time. 

Once the AIDA output files had been created, it was possible to replay the data 

by creating one- or two-dimensional histograms for any combination of variables. In 

addition, these histograms could be created while imposing an array of conditions 

on the remaining variables. This allowed the correlations between variables to be 

easily identified, and the suitability and effectiveness of the conditions determined. 

The data were then processed by locating those combinations of cuts which 

were appropriate for, and effective at, reducing the background channels without 

eliminating the signal. It was also very useful to be able to replay any particular 

channel of the Monte Carlo to determine how the various conditions were constrain

ing that process. Once satisfied that the cuts were having the desired effect, the 

histograms were written to disk files in a format suitable for reading by the fitting 

routines. 

It is important to stress that when searching for a peak in the data, kinematic 

constraints were not applied without due consideration to their origins and effects. 

This was because artificial peaks may be produced easily through a procedure of 

relentlessly applying those cuts which have a tendency to enhance a particular 

region, whether by accident or design. Hence the goal was to reduce the backgrounds 

while using a minimal set of well understood cuts. In this way we retained realistic 

distributions and a healthy number of events. 
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5.3 The Fitting Routine. 

When fitting the Monte Carlo spectra against the data, a x2 minimization tech

nique was used to determine the most likely values of the free parameters. The 

fitting routine used the standard MINUIT [72] subroutines to perform the function 

minimization and parameter determinations. MINUIT was chosen as it can fit ar

bitrarily complex functions, has a proven track record, and the interpretation of its 

error estimates are well documented. 

The basic steps in the fitting procedure were as follows; 

1. To account for those events resulting from interactions within the target walls 

or internal scintillators, a target empty spectrum was subtracted from the 

target full. The number of kaons, NR-, incident on the target in each config

uration, was used as the normalization factor between the two spectra. These 

normalization factors were extracted from the Event 11 scaler data. Hence, 

the final data histogram was calculated as; 

Hdata = #/u" - -£^Hem^ (5.1) 

Unfortunately, the amount of time spent on target empty runs during the 

engineering phase was hopelessly inadequate. This resulted in a target empty 

normalization factor of about 20. To diminish the effects of a large normaliza

tion factor being applied to a histogram with poor statistical accuracy, it was 

necessary to subject the target empty spectra to a smoothing process before 

subtraction. 

2. The first step in bringing together the Monte Carlo data was to combine, 

with the appropriate weight factors, those histograms generated with different 

photon and neutron multiplicities. This resulted in one histogram per Monte 

Carlo channel. 
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The next stage was to combine all channels of the Monte Carlo into a single 

reference histogram. The histograms from the individual channels were added 

together, each scaled according to the number of Monte Carlo events generated 

for that process. The final reference histogram was of the form; 

Href = Po {Pi W d + W d) + + H$} (5.2) 

In this equation, Po was an overall scale factor between the Monte Carlo and 

the data, and Pi was the A weak radiative decay branching ratio. Both of 

these were parameters of the fit. The individual terms are described in more 

detail below. 

HQ

Mrd - was the contribution from all channels of the Monte Carlo which oc

curred at rest, PR-- = 0, and which included the A weak radiative decay. 

Hence this was defined as 

Hord = £ fa, i = 1, 4, 11 and 14 (5.3) 

Here P t was the branching ratio to produce a A through process R;, and 

N{ was the number of Monte Carlo events which were thrown to generate 

histogram Hi. 

Hprd - was similarly the contribution from all inflight channels of the Monte 

Carlo which included the A weak radiative decay; 

Bp" = P ^ H 2 2 + ^H25) (5.4) 

iV 2 2 iv 2 5 

The factors P,- were essentially the branching ratios for the inflight pro

cesses K~ + p —¥ A + 7T° and K~ + p —> E° + 7 r ° . These factors were 

estimated using the the D E G R A D E R Monte Carlo routine. P2 was a 

parameter of the fit which allowed the amplitude of these type of inflight 

interactions to vary. 
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HQ - was the contribution from all at rest channels other than those included 

in HQ
MRD. Hence it was given as; 

16 D 
Ho = £ » ̂  1, 4, 11 or 14 (5.5) 

« = 2 1 X * 

where now the proper interpretation of B{ is as the total branching ratio 

for the process R,, as given in table 4.1. 
- was the contribution from the remaining inflight channels. 

= P i ( ^ H 2 3 + ^ H 2 6 ) + P 3 ( ^ H 2 1 + % ^ 3 6 ) (5.6) 
-<v26 -<V21 ^36 

The additional parameter P3 was included to allow the amplitude for the 

K° channel to vary independently from the other inflight processes. 

One would expect P2 and P3 to be equal, at least to the level that the 

inflight cross-sections were known. The reason that these were kept as 

separate parameters stems from complications which arose during fits 

to determine the levels of the K° inflight contribution. In general, the 

shape of the spectra for the inflight processes associated with P2 are very 

similar to their at rest counterparts. Hence the fit should be relatively 

insensitive to their presence. However, because fewer Monte Carlo events 

were generated for the inflight processes, the x2 could be minimized by 

incorrectly enhancing their contribution. If P2 and P3 were treated as 

one parameter, the value of P3 would be drawn above its correct value. 

Once P3 had been determined, P2 and P3 were kept fixed at that value. 

3. There was also a parameter which allowed the gains for the data to be shifted 

slightly. This was used to compensate for small differences between the Monte 

Carlo and data at the level of a fraction of one per-cent. These differences 

were only apparent at the highest energies, and were not observable during 
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the pion fits at lower energy. They may have resulted from very slight errors 

in the energy calibration, or they could have been the result of some residual 

non-linearity. The gain factor was determined to be 0.998 by fitting the 7r° 

energy spectrum. It was held fixed at that value thereafter. 

4. The calculation of x2 w a s done in the usual way, 

j w] 

where the index j ran over the histogram bins which were being included in 

the fit. The error associated with each bin was given by Wj. These errors were 

estimated assuming Poisson type statistics, and included the errors from both 

the Monte Carlo and the data, added in quadrature. 

5 . 4 New Basic Cuts Common to the 3—7 and 4—7 Analyses. 

The following conditions, beyond those used in the first pass skim, were applied to 

all the data, independent of the analysis mode. 

Threshold. While taking data the energy threshold was set to approximately 300 

MeV. However, since the hardware balance was only approximate, some events 

as high as 340 MeV were not being accepted. To ensure that there would 

be consistency between the Monte Carlo and the data, we set the software 

threshold to 340 MeV. 

Corner Edge Rejection. All events which had a clump centred in one of the 

outside corner elements were rejected. This was done to avoid those events 

which had excessive energy leakage out of the Crystal Box. This cut was 

analogous to that imposed on the face edge crystals during the first pass 

skim. 
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K - Timing. In principle, it was possible for an incident kaon to stop in the de

grader or the dE/dx counters and have some other particle, close in time, 

trigger S4. To ensure that the particle which triggered S4 was the same parti

cle which had been observed in the upstream counters, (S3, the kaon Cerenkov 

etc), a cut was placed on the relative timing between S3 and S4. The spec

trum was observed to be very clean, see figure 5.1, and only a fraction of a 

per-cent of all events were eliminated by the cuts. The cuts used are indicated 

by arrows in the figure. 

2500 H 1 '— 1 h 

Time of Flight S4 (ns) 

Figure 5.1: Relative timing between counters S3 and S4. Time zero has arbitrarily 
been set to be the mean time. Any data outside the arrows was rejected from the 
analysis. 

Pile-up. The most effective way of eliminating events with pile-up was to apply a 

cut of the form discussed in section 4.5. We required that the measured clump 

energy determined by the pile-up FERAs be not less than 40 MeV below that 

predicted by the main FERAs, i.e. we required APU > —40 MeV. 
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S4 Counter. The S4 counter was the last detector before the target assembly. 

Despite being relatively thin , the energy deposited in this scintillator was a 

valuable source of information. However, its ADC was malfunctioning during 

almost 30% of the useful runs. As the counter itself had been operating 

properly, and as this ADC had not been one of the "critical" items being 

monitored on a regular basis, this fault went undetected for quite some time. 

Fortunately the faults were usually correctable in the offline analysis. Nor

mally such an ADC produces an 11 bit word, (2000 channels), proportional 

to the input voltage. This ADC had several of its own unique output modes, 

and it oscillated between these on a time scale of a few runs. The observed 

output modes were; 

1. All channels in their correct order. Therefore there was no need to make 

any adjustments. 

2. The first 768 channels were in their correct order, the rest were all shifted 

up by 256 channels. These were 100% correctable. 

3. The first 256 channels were correct, while the next three sets of 256 

channels were out of place by 256, 512, and 768 channels respectively. It 

was also possible to recover from this type of malfunction. 

4. The first 256 were correct, the second set were shifted by 256, and the 

remainder were absent. Therefore these were only correctable for words 

of less than 512 channels. 

By (painstakingly) examining each run in sequence, or part run as was nec

essary, the individual runs were categorized as to their mode of failure. The 

information was then recovered by making the appropriate correction in soft

ware. There were a few confusing runs which were too difficult to unravel, 
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but these represented less than 5% of the affected data. 

dE /dx Cuts. Cuts on the energy deposited in the dE/dx counters could be used 

to eliminate some of those events arising from inflight interactions. It was 

expected that there would be a significant number of events in the signal region 

which originated from inflight interactions. Hence to determine the most 

suitable values for the dE/dx cuts, the number of events in this region relative 

to the total was determined for different energy ranges in each scintillator. 

Plots of this ratio versus the ADC output for the dE/dx counter E2 are shown 

in figure 5.2. The sharp rise at low energy is a clear indication of the presence 
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Figure 5.2: The placement of the dE/dx cuts. The fraction of all events located in 
the signal region is shown as a solid line. The data were selected to come from the 
region between the arrows. For reference, the E2 energy spectrum is also plotted. 
This is shown with diamonds and uses the right hand scale. 

of inflight processes. The cuts were selected to cover the entire range of each 

ADC in the region that the ratio was observed to be reasonably constant. The 

cuts did not need to be very tight as the three counters to which they were 
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applied, E l , E2, and S4, were strongly correlated in energy. The cut values 

used for E2 are indicated by the vertical arrows in the plot. 

5.5 Analysis of the 3 - 7 Data. 

5.5.1 Event Reconstruction. 

The kinematic variables used in the analysis of the 3-7 events are shown schemati

cally in figure 5.3. As we were interested in the decay process A —> n + 7, it proved 

P i 

wrd 

Figure 5.3: Kinematic variables describing the 3-7 process. 

to be most useful to transform to the rest frame of the A, where the decay photon 

was monoenergetic. In order to make this transformation, the variables #A7 and 

PWrd bad to be determined. As the A was assumed to be produced from a K'p 

atom at rest, its direction was opposite to that of the 7r° . The ir° direction was cal-
—* —* 

culated from Pi and P2, where the direction cosines were determined by assuming 
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the vertex to be given in x and y by the hodoscope, with the z-position being the 

target centre. 

The A particles would travel an average distance of almost 2.0 cm before 

decaying in the target. Hence the A decay vertex was taken to be translated from 

the original vertex by that amount. The A vertex and direction, combined with the 

location of the weak radiative decay photon, allowed 9^ to be determined. The 

transformation to the A rest frame yielded the Doppler corrected weak radiative 

decay energy; 

Ecor = Ewrd 7A {1 - BK cos(0A7)} (5.8) 

In this equation, 7 A and fi\ are 1.0256 and 0.2222 respectively for a A produced 

through the at-rest process, K~ + p —> A + 7r° . 

5.5.2 The Principal Channels Contributing to the 3—7 Events 

The A WRD photon was expected to have an energy of 162 MeV in the A rest frame. 

To isolate this peak, a tight cut was imposed on the TT° energy of 170 < Eno < 195 

MeV. With the 7r° thus identified, the Monte Carlo prediction for the signal channel 

R l , (recall tables 4.1 and 4.2), is shown in figure 5.4a. The structure at low energy 

originated mainly from neutrons being misidentified as photons, although there 

was also a small contribution from incorrect combinations of photons which, when 

reconstructed, looked like a 7 r ° . 

If the 7T° had always been identified correctly, then the only other channel 

which should have been contributing to this spectrum would have been R2. This 

could have happened if, as was often the case, one of the photons from the second 

7T° went undetected by the Crystal Box. In the A rest frame, the maximum photon 

energy from the decay of this 7r° was «137 MeV. Hence these photons usually 

appeared below the 162 MeV peak. However, in the lab frame, these photons 
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ranged as high as 172 MeV, and since was determined assuming process R l , 

it was not the appropriate factor to use to make the Doppler correction. Hence 

the most energetic photons produced a high energy tail which extended beyond 

162 MeV. The spectrum predicted by the Monte Carlo for channel R2 is shown in 

figure 5.4b. It has been normalized to R l assuming a weak radiative decay branching 

ratio of 1.5 X 10 - 3. The inset shows the expected R2 contribution superimposed on 

the signal R l in the region from 140 to 180 MeV. 

Doppler Corrected Energy (MeV) Doppler Corrected Energy (MeV) 

Doppler Corrected Energy (MeV) Doppler Corrected Energy (MeV) 

Figure 5.4: The main processes contributing to the 3-7 analysis. These spectra 
only have the basic set of cuts on them. The inset shows the signal region with the 
R l process overlaid. 

If these were the only contributions to the signal region, then the analysis 

would have been quite straight forward. However, accidental pairings from any of 
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the 5 photons produced in process R5 led to a significant number of events in the 

signal region. The Monte Carlo spectrum for the R5 channel is shown in figure 5.4c. 

It has a very identifiable peak at about 75 MeV which is attributable to the photon 

emitted in the decay S° —>• A 7 . Unfortunately, to obtain the same order of statistical 

accuracy in the signal region for the R5 Monte Carlo events, as are shown for the 

R l events, would require almost a decade of computer processing time with the 

current TRIUMF resources. Hence every effort was made to reduce the fraction of 

R5 events surviving the analysis relative to the number of signal events. 

The last major contribution to the signal region came from inflight interac

tions. The most problematic of these was the kaon charge exchange channel R21, 

followed by the decay K® —* 7r° + T T 0 . The other inflights were reasonably well un

derstood in terms of the analogous processes occurring at rest. Also, to first order, 

the branching ratio was independent of their contribution. This was because the 

relative normalization between the inflight channels was the same as that between 

the corresponding processes which occurred at rest. 

However the charge exchange channel was a serious problem. Its spectrum is 

shown in figure 5.4d where it appears as a predominant feature in the signal region. 

Of lesser concern was the uncertainty in the momentum of the kaons interacting 

inflight. In the Monte Carlo we relied on the predictions of the DEGRADER 

program. This was a reasonable approximation given the large momentum spread 

of the beam entering the target. 

5.5.3 S u p p r e s s i o n o f B a c k g r o u n d s . 

I n f l i gh t C o n t r i b u t i o n s . 

It was important to determine the relative amplitude of the kaon charge exchange 

process as it was a major, and somewhat uncertain, component of the background. 
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The following techniques were used to measure its amplitude. 

• The data were scanned to locate all 4-7 events which could be reconstructed 

to form a 7r°-7r° pair. The only possible channels in which this could occur 

with any likelyhood were R2, R5 and R21. 

• To find those events which would contribute to the inflight spectra of the 

3-7 analysis we required that any three of the four photons passed all the 

requirements of the regular 3^y analysis. The same cuts were used to ensure 

that the cut efficiencies would be the same in each case. The only exception 

to this rule was a cut on 9^ which, as will be shown, was effective at reducing 

the K° component. 

• The Monte Carlo data were analysed in the same fashion, except that extra 

steps needed to be taken to ensure that the neutrons were handled correctly. 

As these data have been analysed with the requirement that there be exactly 

four photons and no neutrons, the appropriate Monte Carlo sets were; 

4 photons, 0 neutrons. Weight 1.0 

3 photons, 1 neutron. Weight 0.8 

• The data and the Monte Carlo were compared using the fitting routine. The 

best variable to test was found to be the energy of the second 7 r ° , the first 

being the 288 MeV 7 r ° satisfying the 3-7 analysis. This energy spectrum is 

shown in figure 5.5 for the main contributors R2, R5 and R21, and also for the 

data. Examining these spectra reveals that the only channel with a significant 

number of events between 210 and 250 MeV is R21. Hence this was a sensitive 

test of the inflight contribution. Figure 5.6 shows a typical fit to the data. 

The shaded area shows the contribution to this fit from the R21 channel alone. 
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Figure 5.5: The 7r° energy spectrum when a 7r°-7r° pair has been found. Only the 
energy of the second 7r° is shown. The contribution from R21 is seen to be unique. 
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Figure 5.6: A fit to the TT° energy spectrum when a 7 r ° - 7 r 0 pair has been found. The 
open circles are from the data. The shaded area is the expected contribution from 
inflight processes of type R 2 1 . 
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By placing cuts on the dE/dx and S4 scintillators, as described in section 5.4, 

it was possible to eliminate some of the inflight contribution. As the threshold for 

the inflight process of kaon charge exchange is about 90 MeV/c, those kaons most 

likely to interact inflight tended to have a higher momentum as they emerged from 

the degrader. Hence they tended to deposit less energy in the scintillators, and so 

could be partially identified. The energy of a kaon exiting the thin degrader was 

slightly higher, on average, than those exiting the thick degrader. As such, they 

were expected to generate slightly more inflight interactions. However this effect was 

diminished by the application of dE/dx cuts. This was the result of having deposited 

a smaller average energy in the dE/dx counters, thereby causing the cuts to be more 

severe for these events. This is illustrated in table 5.2, which shows the amount of 

inflight from each degrader for a number of different cuts on ENS4, (the energy in 

counter S4). The slightly higher rate with the thin degrader was only observable 

when no cuts were being applied. The value given in the table is parameter P 3 , 

Table 5.2: Inflight contribution as a function of ENS4 and degrader thickness. 

ENS4 
Cut 

Degrader Thickness. ENS4 
Cut 12.7 cm 13.0 cm 

No cut 
> 250 ch. 
> 300 ch. 

1.15 ± 0.09 
0.69 ± 0.07 
0.35 ± 0.06 

0.89 ± 0.06 
0.63 ± 0.05 
0.41 ± 0.04 

which should have been 1.0 if the rough calculations based on the inflight cross-

sections were correct. These values are clearly in reasonable agreement. As can be 

seen from the table, the ENS4 cuts are quite effective at eliminating the inflight 

contribution relative to the other channels. The P 3 value used in the data analysis 

was taken to be the weighted average of the values determined for each degrader 

type. The weights were determined according to the fraction of each type present 

in the data. 
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Figure 5.7: The 6Al spectrum from the Monte Carlo. Only the main channels of 
interest are shown. 
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The most efficient method of reducing the contribution from the charge ex

change channel was through the application of a cut on the angular distribution of 

#A-r This distribution is displayed in figure 5.7, again for the four main processes 

of concern. These plots show that a condition 9^ > 1-2 would virtually eliminate 

the charge exchange contribution. Such a condition also excluded a large fraction 

of the data, but it was felt that this was a reasonable compromise, since the K° 

channel was the least well understood component of the analysis. 

Figure 5.8 shows the result of the 9^ cut on the Doppler corrected energy 

spectrum for the main channels. As can be clearly seen, the K° inflights have 

been reduced to playing a very minor role. However, the signal has diminished 

significantly with respect to channel R2, an unfortunate side effect of the 9^ cut. 

Other Channels. 

Since the 7 r ° produced in coincidence with the A was equivalent for both R l and R2, 

no cuts on it could help to distinguish between these two channels. Hence the only 

possible way to improve on the R1/R2 ratio in the signal region was through cuts 

on properties of the candidate weak radiative decay photon. Such an improvement 

could have been reached by applying another cut with #A7, of order 6^ < 1.5. 

However, this condition was not employed as it had several major disadvantages; 

1. For any reasonable improvement in R1/R2, far too few events remained after 

the cut to make sensible fits during the analysis. 

2. The narrow range of acceptance of 9\~, magnifies any discrepancies between 

the cut efficiencies for the Monte Carlo and data. 

3. The signal R l is reduced relative to R5 and R21. 

Conversely, contributions from R5 can only occur through an accidental pair

ing of photons conspiring to mimic a 7T°. Hence severe restrictions on the rr° energy 
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Figure 5.8: The results of the #A7 cut on the Doppler corrected energy spectrum. 
The insets show the signal region with the R l process overlaid. 
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spectrum are very useful in reducing the contribution from this channel, ergo the 

tight cut; 270 < Evo < 295 MeV. Another feature of the R5 events was the large 

number of photons in the final state. Many of these may have overlapped with one 

another to appear as a single clump. In many cases the clump finding routine had 

determined that there was a significant overlapping of clumps. Hence these events 

were rejected from the analysis as being most likely to have come from higher photon 

multiplicity events. In addition, the minimum opening angle 8m{n, between any pair 

of photons, or a photon-neutron combination, was limited to a range #m;„ > 46°. 

This was done as the R5 events were observed to be more likely to have such small 

opening angles. 

With the addition of these cuts a modest improvement was observed in the 

R1/R5 ratio. With all the aforementioned cuts in place, the final Monte Carlo 

predictions for R2 and R5, superimposed on Rl in the insets, are shown in figure 5.9. 

In summary, at this stage we felt that the data had been constrained to the 

maximum advantage without reducing the number of events to an unmanageable 

quantity. In particular; 

• The K° inflight channel had been virtually eliminated. 

• The other inflight processes were reduced by scintillator cuts, and their am

plitudes relative to the other channels were known. 

• The contribution from channel R5 had been significantly reduced relative to 

R l . 

5.5.4 F i t t i n g t h e D a t a w i t h t h e M o n t e C a r l o . 

With the inflight amplitudes fixed, and all necessary cuts decided upon, the data 

and the Monte Carlo were fit against one another. The only free parameters found 
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Doppler Co r rec ted Energy (MeV) Doppler C o r r e c t e d Energy (MeV) 

Figure 5.9: R2 and R5 Monte Carlo spectra with all cuts applied. Only these 
background channels make a significant contribution to the signal region. The 
insets show the signal region with the R l process overlaid. 
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to be required were the overall scale factor Po, arid the weak radiative decay branch

ing ratio Pi. The resultant fit is shown in figure 5.10. In this figure, the data are 

represented by the histogram while the open circles are the Monte Carlo. In fig

ure 5.10a the entire spectrum for the Doppler corrected weak radiative decay photon 

is shown. The signal region of this plot is expanded in figure 5.10b. The shaded 

area represents the predicted contribution from the signal channel alone. The peak 

contains 287 events. 
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Figure 5.10: The final fit to the data. In a), the entire fitted range is shown, whereas 
in b), only the signal region is displayed. In both cases the Monte Carlo is given 
by the open circles. In b), the data are also displayed with error bars. The shaded 
region is the signal's contribution. The area of the signal peak is 287 events. 
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The result of this fit yields the branching ratio; 

B R T

 A ~* U ~t 7 = (1-78 ± 0.24) x 1(T 3 (5.9) 
A -> anything v ' y 1 

where the error listed is purely statistical. The error was estimated by the MINUIT 

program. It represents a one standard deviation confidence limit on the branching 

ratio. The fitted range was from 40 to 200 MeV, and resulted in a x2 P e r degree 

of freedom of 1.25. Values below 1.4 are usually considered to be acceptable, which 

suggests that this fit was quite reasonable. 

Another way of displaying the data is shown in figure 5.11. In this case the 

Monte Carlo prediction for all fitted backgrounds was subtracted from the data. 

What remained was the expected contribution from the weak radiative decay chan

nel. This is to be compared with the Monte Carlo prediction shown as a histogram 

in the figure. While the presence of a peak in the data is obvious, this figure also 

demonstrates quite clearly why the error in the fit is so large. 

To ensure that the fit was making sense, we used the derived parameter values 

to compare the Monte Carlo with the data for a number of other kinematic variables. 

While these were not expected to be sensitive to the weak radiative decay branching 

ratio, they were very useful in checking that the angular dependencies and energy 

distributions in the data were adequately simulated by the Monte Carlo. Some 

examples of these are shown in figure 5.12. 

In the first frame, the variable E R W 1 was equivalent to the ir° goodness of fit 

test E R R F , only in this case the test was made between the weak radiative decay 

photon and a photon from the 7r° decay. The dip near zero can be understood by 

recalling that the acceptable range in E R R F for a ir° was from -0.04 to +0.04. The 

majority of the events in E R W 1 were well away from this range, as they should have 

been, and the data and the Monte Carlo agreed well. The other frames compared 

some angular distributions, 9^ and #12, and the energy of the 7 r ° , E„.O. The fits in 
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Figure 5.11: The data with all fitted backgrounds subtracted. The data are shown 
as the open circles. 
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Figure 5.12: Monte Carlo fits to other variables, a) A 7 r ° goodness of fit test for 
incorrect pairings of photons, b) The ir° opening angle, c) The 7 r ° energy spectrum, 
and d) The angle used to make the Doppler correction, #A7. 
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all cases were good. 

5.5.5 Analysis of Systematic Errors. 

By making a relative measurement, this experiment was free of most common 

sources of systematic errors. The branching ratio was virtually independent of 

electronic and hardware inefficiencies, the number of stopped kaons and geometric 

acceptancies. On the other hand, systematic errors could be introduced through 

differing cut efficiencies between the Monte Carlo and the data. The following items 

were considered to be the most likely sources of systematic errors. 

1. Although the Monte Carlo reference histogram was a sum over all the processes 

listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2, R2, and to a lesser extent R5, were the dominant 

normalization channels. The uncertainty in the branching ratio for the process 

A —• n + 7 r ° , common to both these channels, introduced a systematic error of 

±1.4%. There was also an uncertainty in the relative branching ratios of the 

production channels K'p —• A + 7 r ° and K~p —> S° + ir°. This introduced a 

further systematic uncertainty of ± 0 . 7 % • 

2. The gain factor was determined by fits to the 7 r ° energy spectrum, and was 

found to have a value of 0.998 ±0.001. By calculating the branching ratio with 

the gain factor set to 0.998 ±2<r, the maximum systematic errors attributable 

to the gain uncertainty were estimated to be ±2.2%. 

3. The inflight contributions were examined in a similar way. Their amplitudes 

were forced to vary two standard deviations from their independently mea

sured value. The resulting changes in the branching ratio suggested possible 

systematic effects of about ±1;f%. 
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4. The target empty subtraction was a likely source of systematic errors. As 

a background measurement for particles interacting in the vacuum assembly, 

the octagon counters, S4, and upstream elements, the target empty run was 

quite adequate. However the absence of hydrogen in the target effected the 

background rate in the elements immediately downstream of the target vessel. 

In this region, particles would have had a higher mean energy, and would have 

existed in greater numbers than when the target was full. Since we did not 

know the origin of the main background sources, it was difficult to quantify 

the amount of variation possible in the target empty normalization. Rough 

estimates indicated that this normalization could not have been off by more 

than ±20%. This lead to an estimate of the systematic error for the branching 

ratio of ±2.9%. 

5. The pile-up cuts also introduced systematic errors, and again they were not 

easy to estimate. Figure 5.13 shows the branching ratio plotted against the 

pile-up cut used. In the region from —80 < APU < —40 MeV, the gradual 

slope shows that the pile-up cuts were becoming increasingly effective with 

the tighter cuts. The sharp downward turn near APU = —40 MeV repre

sents the point at which valid data were being cut too harshly. The drop in 

branching ratio was the result of an energy dependence in the variable APU. 

At this point the most energetic photons begin to be cut at a higher rate, thus 

suppressing the signal region relative to the normalization. If the extrapola

tion of the linear portion of the curve can be trusted, then it would suggest 

that the branching ratio should be slightly lower than 1.78. Our estimates for 

reasonable limits of the branching ratio in the context of this figure suggest 

systematic errors of ± 7 3 % 
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Figure 5.13: The branching ratio as a function of the pile-up cuts. The solid line 
is a smooth curve through the data, whereas the dashed line is an extrapolation of 
the linear region. 
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6. It was always possible that other backgrounds existed that we hadn't consid

ered. The absence of events below 40 MeV suggested that random background 

events were very rare. To confirm this, we tried including a linear background 

term in the fitting routine. The magnitude of this new term was always con

sistent with zero, although by varying the fitted range, the branching ratio 

could be made to vary by ±20%- These were taken to be the systematic errors 

from this source. 

When the systematic errors from all sources were added in quadrature, the 

branching ratio, with error, was given by; 

BR A

 A ~* U * 7 = (1.78 ± 0.24±g-**) x 10~3 (5.10) 
A -» anything v 0 1 6 ; v J 

In this final result, the first error was statistical, and the second systematic. 

5 .6 Analysis of the 4—7 Data. 

5.6.1 Event Reconstruction. 

To reconstruct those events in which 4 photons were found, it was assumed that 

a A had been created through the decay process: E° —> A + 7. In turn, it was 

assumed that the £° had been produced at rest via the reaction K~p —• E° + 7 r ° . 

The kinematic variables for this process, known as R4, are illustrated in figure 5.14. 

Once again it was most useful to make a transformation to the rest frame of the 

A. In this frame the energy of the A decay photon should appear as a monoenergetic 

peak. However, this peak was significantly broadened as the effective energy and 

position resolutions were even poorer in the 4-7 analysis than was observed in the 

3-7 analysis. This was due to the increased uncertainty in the A direction and 

energy. 
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Figure 5.14: Kinematic variables describing the 4-7 process. 

The reconstruction of these events was similar to that of the 3-7 analysis, 

except that in this case, it was the E° direction which was determined from the 7r° 

decay photons of momenta P i and P 2 . Then by measuring the energy and direction 

of the photon emitted coincident with the decay of the E°, we were able to estimate 

the A direction and energy. 

5.6.2 The 4—7 Analysis and Data Reduction. 

As a result of being produced indirectly, there was a greater uncertainty in the 

direction and energy of the A . This resulted in spectra which were not as sharply 

defined as in the 3-7 analysis. A direct consequence of this was that most cuts 

were less effective, and had to be set much wider. Hence it proved to be much more 

difficult to suppress the backgrounds relative to the signal without compromising 

the data. 
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In this analysis, the signal channel which we wanted to isolate was R4. As 

R5 had the same basic topology as R4, it was one of the principal components 

of the background. There was also a large contribution from channel R2. This 

channel had 4 photons whose total energy was virtually identical to the sum of the 

4 photons from channel R4. Therefore there were many possible combinations of 

the R2 photons which could mimic the signal channel. These were very difficult to 

suppress relative to R4. The final component making a sizeable contribution to the 

signal region was the inflight charge exchange process, R21. 

As the R5 events had 5 photons, plus a neutron, the average photon energy 

was much lower than was the case during the analysis of the 3-7 events. This 

introduced a new systematic error as we were suddenly very sensitive to the effects 

of neutrons. As luck would have it, the signal region was particularly vulnerable 

to systematic differences between the Monte Carlo and the data on this issue. We 

noticed that the branching ratio could be made to vary up or down by factors of 

two by making relatively minor alterations to those cuts which were sensitive to 

the presence of neutrons. On the other hand the overall normalization factor was 

only varying by about 2%, (in the most extreme case), with the application of these 

cuts. Hence the total number of events being effected by the differing efficiencies of 

these cuts was relatively small, it just happened that it was the signal region that 

was being influenced the most. 

In order to avoid this source of systematic error, and indeed to even extract a 

branching ratio, we found it necessary to completely eliminate the neutrons causing 

these effects. This was done by placing a 62 M e V minimum energy threshold on 

all clumps in the Crystal Box. This was safely above the maximum neutron kinetic 

energy and it rejected those events with misidentified neutron clumps. This had 

the negative effect of increasing the statistical error since the total number of valid 

events was reduced. 
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With the neutron contamination effectively removed, R2 must have been com

posed of a 7r°-7r° pair. The contribution from R2 could be significantly suppressed 

by requiring that no combination of photons, other than 7 a and 7 2 , resembled a i r ° . 

To accomplish this we applied the 7 r ° goodness of fit test to all other photon combi

nations and applied cuts to exclude events which appeared to have a misidentified 

7T°. Figure 5.15 shows one such possible comparison. In this case we have tested 

the weak radiative decay photon against one of the supposed 7 r ° photons. The clear 

peak near zero for channel R2 shows that these are in fact largely just misassociated 

photons. It also shows that the cut on the R2 spectrum, (indicated by arrows on 

the figure), greatly reduced the number of signal events as well. The cuts shown 

were applied as they were reasonably effective. This was not true of all photon pair 

combinations, and in an attempt to salvage a few events, no other such cuts were 

employed. 

Wi th basic cuts on the A and 7 r ° energies, plus the 7r° goodness of fit tests 

mentioned above, the main channels, as predicted by the Monte Carlo, contribute 

the amounts shown in figure 5.16. Again it is the energy of the candidate weak 

radiative decay photon which has been plotted, after being Doppler corrected to 

the A rest frame. In the R2 and R21 frames, the signal R4 has been superimposed 

as a curve on each histogram. This has also been done for R5 in the inset, which 

is an expanded view of the signal region. The R4 normalization has been made 

assuming a branching ratio of 1.5 x 1 0 - 3 . 

It is clear from this figure that there was a significant amount of background 

to be removed before we would be able to fit these data. In particular, the inflight 

contribution R21 had to be reduced. In figure 5.17 we show the 6^ spectrum with 

the above cuts, and with the additional condition that the Doppler corrected photon 

had an energy in the signal region from 140 to 180 MeV. From this figure it is clear 

that a cut on 6\y could be used to suppress either channel R21 (e.g. 9^ > 1.0), 
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Figure 5.15: The Monte Carlo predicted 7r° goodness of fit test for misassociated 
photon pairs. A valid 7 r ° was expected to have a test value near zero. This test was 
made between the weak radiative decay photon and one of the original 7r° photons. 
It shows that a large fraction of the R2 events (upper frame) are identifiable as 
misassociated 7T°s. In the lower frame the equivalent spectrum is shown for the 
signal channel R4. The arrows indicate the location of the cuts applied to this 
spectrum. 
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Figure 5.16: The Doppler corrected energy spectra after basic cuts. These are 
shown for the Monte Carlo generated data, and only for the most significant chan
nels. The solid curve superimposed on the other spectra is the expected signal R4, 
appropriately normalized. 
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or, channel R2 (e.g. #A7 < 1-0). Both methods were tried, but we found that it 

was best to use this cut to eliminate the inflight interactions as there weren't any 

other suitable methods. Unfortunately this had the obvious effect of enhancing the 

R2 channel relative to the signal. This was considered to be the lesser of two evils, 

particularly as applying the #A7 cut to eliminate channel R2 would have resulted in 

an enhanced R21/R4 ratio which was even less desirable. 

Figure 5.17: The #A7 spectrum for photons in the signal region. This Monte Carlo 
data is shown for the four principal channels under consideration, R4, R2, R5 and 
R21. 

Additional cuts required to suppress R2 and R5 in the signal region were not 

only many in number, but also tended to cut the signal spectra at inappropriate 

locations. The later resulted in systematic effects becoming much more important. 

Hence we had the option of significantly reducing the backgrounds, (and conse-
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quently obtaining results with very large systematic errors and generally poor fits), 

or having a modest background reduction, (and hence an increased statistical er

ror). We utilized the later method as the fits were generally better, the systematic 

effects were smaller, and we felt that this route allowed us to interpret the results 

with more confidence. In our final spectrum the most reasonable set of cuts yielded 

an R2/R4 ratio of about 1.5. With these cuts the R5/R4 ratio was about 2.0. 

5.6.3 Fitting the Data with the Monte Carlo in the 4 - 7 Analysis. 

The best fit to the data from the 4-7 analysis is shown in figure 5.18. The only 

free parameters of the fit were Po, the overall normalization, and P 1 ? the A weak 

radiative decay branching ratio. It is obvious in this figure that the background 

was a very significant portion of the spectrum in the signal region, and that the 

overall fit appears to be worse than was the case in the 3-7 analysis. Because the 

fit was less certain, and the background subtraction was large, the overall statistical 

accuracy determined by the fit was quite poor. 

The branching ratio was determined to be; 

BR A

A ~ ^ n + 7 = (1.68±°-<|) x lO" 3 (5.11) 
A -+ anything v 0 A 8 J v ' 

where only the statistical errors have been considered at this point. The x 2 per 

degree of freedom for this fit was found to be 1.17, indicating a reasonable fit, 

although systematic effects can be seen in those regions of the fit which contribute 

much more to the total x2- The fitted region was between 80 and 200 MeV, and 

the number of events in the signal region attributable to the A weak radiative decay 

was 252. 

In figure 5.19 we show a representative selection of comparisons between the 

data and the Monte Carlo using the fitted parameters. These give us some confi

dence that the fits are making sense, as they are for angular and energy distributions 
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Doppler Co r rec ted Energy (MeV) 

Figure 5.18: The final fit to the data for the 4 - 7 analysis. In a) the entire fitted 
spectrum is shown. The data are represented by the histogram, and the Monte Carlo 
by the open circles. In b). we show an expanded view of the signal region and we 
have added error bars to the data histogram bins. The shaded area represents the 
fitted contribution from the signal channel alone. 
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at various stages of the reconstruction. In the first frame we show another 7r° good

ness of fit test (ERW1), between the weak radiative decay photon and the other 7r° 

decay photon. In the other frames we show E w r d , the energy of the weak radiative 

decay photon before being Doppler corrected; E^o, the energy spectrum of the 7 r ° 

used to tag the event; and 9^, the angle used to make the transformation to the 

rest frame of the A. 

Figure 5.19: Monte Carlo predictions of other spectra in the 4-7 analysis using 
the fitted parameters P 0 and P x . a) ERW1, a 7r° goodness of fit test for incorrect 
pairings of photons taken between the weak radiative decay photon and a 7r° photon; 
b) E w r d , the weak radiative decay photon energy in the lab frame; c) E^o, the TT° 
energy spectrum; and d) #A7, the angle used to make the Doppler correction. 
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5.6.4 Estimation of Systematic Errors. 

Unlike the 3-7 analysis, the primary source of systematic errors came from having to 

impose many more cuts on the data. Unfortunately there was no way of reducing the 

number of cuts beyond this minimal set. It was very hard to quantify the systematic 

errors from each cut as they were highly correlated with one another. Hence the 

best estimates were determined by performing dozens of different fits while varying 

these cut parameters. We took the systematic error to be represented by the range 

of different branching ratios obtainable for all reasonable fits. We found most values 

in the range 1.36 x 1 0 - 3 to 2.14 X 1 0 - 3 . Hence we took the systematic errors from 

these sources to be ±o!32-

Another important source of systematic error in this fit came from the un

certainty in the relative branching ratios for K~p —• A + 7r° and K~p —> E° + 7 r ° . 

This relative branching ratio is only known to about 9%. While in the 3-7 analysis 

the final fit was essentially between just R l and R2, in this fit both R5 and R2 are 

present in comparable amounts. Hence we allowed this relative branching ratios 

to vary by ± 9 % and obtained a range of weak radiative decay branching ratios 

from (1.45.. . 1.90) x 1 0 - 3 . We took this to be a measure of the systematic error, 

contributing a factor ± Q ! 2 3 -

As with the 3-7 analysis, we investigated other possible sources. We found 

these to have a much smaller effect relative to the above. Particularly we found 

the following contributions, calculated in the same manner as was done for the 3-7 

analysis. 

• Target empty subtraction: ± Q Q | x 10~ J. 

• Inflight uncertainty: ±°;°f x 10~3. 

• Two standard deviation gain changes: ±o!o2 x 10~3. 
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• Inclusion of linear background: ±S.'oi x 10 - 3. 

• Contribution from pile-up cuts: ±o!i 6 x 10 - 3. 

The systematic errors were combined by added in quadrature and the final 

result determined from the 4-7 analysis was found to be; 

B R A A ^ n X 7 = ( L 6 8 ^ ± 0 0 ^ * 1 0 _ 3 (5-12) 

A —+ anything 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Conclusions. 

We have measured the A weak radiative decay branching ratio by making separate 

analyses of two different subsets of the data. We obtained consistent results in each 

of these analyses. The branching ratios so obtained were; 

BR A ^ n + 7 = ± 0 24±°\e) x 10 - 3 3-7 analysis, and 
A —> anything 

BR A

A " n X 7 = (1.68 ±g" S±g-g) x lO" 3 4 - 7 analysis. A —> anything 

The second value had much larger errors associated with it. This was the result of 

having a more complicated event topology, and hence, a poorer effective resolution 

and the necessity of having many constraints on the data. 

To combine these results, we found the total error for each result by adding 

the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. The final branching ratio was 

determined by making an error weighted average of the two results. The posi

tive and negative errors were averaged to determine the weights, but were treated 

independently when calculating the error. This yielded the final result; 

BR + ? = (1.77±g-£) x lO" 3 

A -> anything v ° - 2 5 / 

Although we had several hundred events in our sample, our errors were quite 

large. This was due primarily to the large background subtractions, and in the 4-7 

analysis there were considerable systematic effects as well. Our value of 1.77 x 10 - 3 
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is higher than the only other measurement (see table 2.1) which exists for this 

reaction. The previous result was (1.02 ± 0.33) x 10 - 3 [4]. The two results differ by 

about 1.3 standard deviations. This is not considered to be a strong disagreement, 

but is nevertheless a little disconcerting. 

In their measurement, Biagi et al. had the difficult task of estimating the 

amount of background in the small region of parameter space where they expected 

to find the signal. In this respect, the lack of a Monte Carlo simulation detailing 

the effects of shower developments in the LAD was a particular concern. This was 

important because many candidate events were rejected on the basis of their being 

associated with some spurious low energy clump located elsewhere in the detector. 

A Monte Carlo simulation of the LAD may have lead to a different interpretation 

of these events. In addition, a careful examination of the data they presented 

showed that there were other regions of parameter space that did not agree that 

well with the Monte Carlo predictions. This leads to an additional uncertainty in 

the interpretation of the events in the signal region. In light of these uncertainties 

in the Biagi et al. analysis, and in consideration of their small sample size, we feel 

that our result is a more reliable estimate of the actual branching ratio. 

Our result does not compare favourably with the most recent calculations by 

Zenczykowski [53], who has predicted a branching ratio of 3.21 x 10 - 3, (see section 

2.5). To make a fair comparison really requires some knowledge of the estimated 

error in his theoretical predictions. In part, his uncertainties would arise from the 

uncertainties in the non-leptonic decay branching ratios, the estimated parameter 

a, and the F / D and f/d ratios. Since the non-leptonic decays of the A are known 

to a few percent, it would appear the the largest uncertainties come from the F/D 

and f/d ratios. 

Large variations were observed by Brown and Paschos [52] in their calculations 

of hyperon weak radiative decay amplitudes when they allowed the F /D values to 
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vary. Also it is known that different F / D ratios are obtained when making fits to 

either the s- or p-wave amplitudes of the non-leptonic decays. It is generally assumed 

that the p-wave amplitudes give correct results, as they are in closer agreement with 

the quark model predictions. Although Zenczykowski only uses the F /D ratios 

when making a pole-model calculation of the p-wave amplitude, he stresses that 

predictions made using his technique will only be reliable when the issues of the F /D 

value and the relative contributions of the s- and p-wave amplitudes are properly 

understood. 

The PC AC approach by Brown and Paschos also relied on the pole-model 

and a relationship between the non-leptonic and radiative decays. They included 

terms which allowed the photon to couple to the hyperon magnetic moments, and 

in particular they included a non-zero value for the transition moment — A). 

It is interesting to note that they found that this term was essential to suppress the 

parity conserving amplitudes to experimentally observed levels, particularly for the 

A decay. As Zenczykowski used the pole model to calculate these contributions, it 

may be that the omission of such terms was responsible for the rather high value 

he obtained for the A —> n + 7 process. This is especially true if one considers that 

the remainder of his predictions are in quite reasonable agreement. It is not clear 

from his manuscript whether such couplings were included. 

Our results clearly rule out as being the dominant mechanism, the single quark 

transitions considered by Gilman and Wise [40]. This is consistent with every other 

experimental measurement. Our result is also significantly above the lower limit of 

0.85 x 10 - 3 which was predicted by Farrar in her unitary calculation [36]. 

Additionally our results are in agreement with the model of Kamal and Verma. 

They considered the one- and two-quark transitions. They have reasonable agree

ments with much of the existing data, although we found in our recalculation of 

their results, (using the newly obtained H - —» E - + 7 branching ratio), that the 
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predictions were quite sensitive to the input values. 

More substantive tests of the various theoretical calculations, and of the im

portance of the various terms they include, will require more quality data for all 

hyperon channels. However, for more accurate data to be a useful barometer of the 

theories, theorists must endeavor to estimate the amount of uncertainty in their 

predictions. 

6.1 A Critique of E811-II. 

From the experience we gained during the engineering run we were able to make 

a substantial number of improvements to the quality of the data obtained during 

the production run. Many of these have already been discussed. Of particular 

importance was the need for more time to be spent on target empty background 

runs, independent gain sets, and the ability to monitor the photomultiplier gains 

between pion runs with a reliable flasher system. As a result of our preliminary 

analysis of these data, we lowered the beam momentum during the production run 

to reduce the possibility of inflight interactions, and we improved the system used 

for monitoring the pile-up. Also a number of other changes were made to improve 

the temperature stability and general operating conditions. 

However there were many other aspects of the experiment which were found 

wanting, and for which we had no option but to proceed with the existing hardware 

and the available resources. We found that in order to get a sufficient kaon stopping 

rate we had to compromise on many key points. 

We found that it was often necessary to open the mass slits wider than was 

ideal to increase the kaon flux. However this increased the fraction of pion con

taminates in the beam, leading to more pile-up and a higher susceptibility to back

grounds. We were also operating at a higher than optimum momentum, again to 

boost the kaon flux. As a consequence of this we were forced to use a thick degrader 
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and hence suffered from energy straggling and a large momentum range for kaons 

incident on the target. In addition multiple scattering in the degrader resulted 

in a large beam divergence. To accommodate this broad beam we had to use a 

long, wide, hydrogen target. This led to large uncertainties in the vertex location, 

compromising the reconstruction ability. It also meant an increased number of TX~ 

secondaries were stopping in the target, contributing to the background. 

A very substantial improvement in this experiment could have been attained 

through the use of a different detector, particularly a device like the Crystal Barrel 

now in use at LEAR. This detector is similar to the Crystal Box, except it uses 

Csl rather than Nal, and has almost 4n solid angle coverage. It also sits in a large 

magnet and has drift chambers surrounding the target to track charged particles 

through the magnetic field. 

This would result in a significantly higher event rate. For instance, the prob

ability of detecting 3 uncorrelated photons in a 2TT detector like the Crystal Box is 

only about 0.125, while it is nearly 1.0 for the Crystal Barrel. An equally important 

advantage is that the contribution from the background channels would be greatly 

diminished because one would be detecting all the particles in the final state, and 

so there would be little ambiguity about which type of event it was. 

Other advantages of the Crystal Barrel were the improved coverage against 

charged particles, a higher granularity, and a depth 16.1 radiation lengths compared 

to only 12 in the Crystal Box. In our Monte Carlo studies we found increasingly 

significant energy losses out the ends of the crystals for photon energies above 150 

MeV. There are many such photons in these reactions, hence one might also expect 

a better energy resolution at high energies. 

We feel that the predicted fluxes, and improved 7r /K ratios being planned 

by the designers of the KAON factory, suggest that a major improvement in this 

measurement could be reached by conducting it at such a facility. In particular, if a 
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detector similar to the Crystal Barrel was used, and an improved target design was 

adopted, a very substantial improvement could be made to the A weak radiative 

decay measurement. Also, without any change of apparatus, the E + could be mea

sured with a much more efficient method of tagging the pion. However this would 

require a clean beam or the rates from pions in the halo would probably be too high 

for the chambers to handle. 

6.2 Conclusions. 

We have made the most precise measurement of the A —> n + 7 branching ratio to 

date. Besides leading to smaller statistical errors, our large sample size allowed us 

to study the systematic effects in detail. Our technique was very different from the 

Biagi et al. method, and we feel it resulted in a more accurate reflection of the true 

branching ratio. 

In particular, in the Biagi et al. experiment, the estimation of which events 

should constitute the background was an extremely delicate and tricky calculation. 

This was compounded by the lack of a full Monte Carlo simulation, and in view 

of the discrepancies that existed elsewhere in regions outside their canonical signal 

region, we feel that their branching ratio estimate was less reliable. 

With the exception of ruling out the single quark transitions as the dominant 

processes, we were unable to make any clear selection between the various theoretical 

models. While our branching ratio does agree with some theoretical estimates, most 

notably those of Kamal and Verma, none of the models does a good job of explaining 

all the measured data. However, this measurement does suggest that the model by 

Zenczykowski with no free parameters is inadequate in its present form. 

Finally, we wish to reiterate that, while this result contributes significantly 

towards furthering our understanding of hyperon weak radiative decays, more ded

icated experiments like this one are needed. These improved experiments will not 
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only test the current theories, but hopefully, they will also stimulate improved cal

culations. With the current experimental status, there has been little need for more 

detailed calculations. 

6.3 Closing Remarks. 

We have made a successful measurement of the A weak radiative decay branching 

ratio. When both this analysis, and the independent analysis of the production run 

data are complete, we shall make a detailed comparison between the two results. 

We will study the different analysis techniques that each group has employed, our 

Monte Carlo routines, and the cuts that we used. When we are fully satisfied, the 

results will be combined and presented for publication. 

It also became apparent during the analysis that we may be able to measure 

the ratio (K~p —»• A + n0)/(K~p —> S° + 7 r ° ) better than it is presently known. 

That possibility is now being investigated. 
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